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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software is ubiquitous. It is not only found in obvious places like a desktop computer or a smart phone, but practically every modern electronic device is controlled by software, including household appliances, cars, power plants and sluices. Failure can be lethal. Functional correctness and security are crucial for safe operation. In a world that is quickly depleted of its resources, energy-efficiency is vital.

A wide array of software analysis techniques is available, all aiming to ensure that software indeed exhibits desired functional or non-functional properties. These range from running the program once, to providing a mathematical proof using a theorem prover. More rigorous methods typically require a significantly larger effort. There is no “silver bullet” of software analysis, choice of methods depends highly on circumstance, e.g. the properties of interest and criticality.

Which technique is fit for a certain application also depends on the property of interest. Most of the research on which this thesis is based was done in the context of the GoGreen project, which aims to build a self-learning, secure and energy-efficient smart-home system. Such a system combines wireless sensor nodes to observe a house and the people within its walls with intelligent algorithms that control heating, ventilation, lighting and appliances. We focus on properties that are crucial for such a system: functional correctness, security and efficient use of resources. The latter point is of special interest for the wireless sensor nodes, which are highly resource-sensitive.

Many properties are impossible to automatically analyse in general, as this would mean solving the halting problem. However, this does not imply that we cannot analyse such properties in some (most) cases. Thus, when devising a software analysis method, it is often the aim to maximise the set of analysable programs. Alternatively, the aim can be, e.g., to verify stronger properties.

Software analysis methods can be roughly divided into two categories: dynamic analysis, where a program is analysed while executing it, and static analysis, where the program’s source, binary code, or a model is analysed. Mixtures of static and dynamic analysis also exist, such as the loop-bound analysis presented in Chapter 5, in which the results of dynamic analysis are used to guess
a loop bound, which is then verified statically. Note that, while the term static analysis for many people is associated with compile-time syntactical checkers – often yielding many false positives and false negatives – we focus on semantic analysis in this thesis.

Dynamic analysis and static analysis are introduced in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2, respectively. Each of these sections also introduces the specific techniques that are used in this thesis. When applying an analysis technique to a system, this increases the trust in the system. Techniques that provide a higher level of trust usually require a greater effort. The order in which techniques are discussed in this chapter is based loosely on the level of trust they can provide. For each technique, an introduction is given, along with an example of an application or extension, and a description of where it is used in this thesis. After introducing the software analysis methods used in this thesis, a motivation of the properties of interest and the thesis outline are given in Section 1.3. Software analysis in this thesis is focused on properties that are essential for the software used in a smart-home system as researched within the GoGreen project. Finally, in Section 1.4, the papers on which this thesis is based are listed and the contributions of the author are highlighted.

1.1 Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis is any type of program analysis in which the program is executed. It is run for certain test input and its behaviour is studied. As such, the effectiveness of dynamic analysis highly depends on the considered input, as it can only provide certainty for behaviours that always occur for the test input.

We first discuss program testing in Section 1.1.1. We then describe debugging and profiling in Section 1.1.2, as this is very similar to the method that is used for loop-bound analysis in Chapter 5 and 6.

1.1.1 Testing

Software testing is perhaps the most ubiquitous program analysis technique. Consequently, there is a large body of research on the subject. A good introduction to software testing is given in [MSB11], which defines testing as “the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors”. In black-box testing, the internal structure of the program is unknown, i.e. the test cases are fully based on the specification of the program. When test cases are based on the program code, we speak about white-box testing. In that context we can apply coverage measures to assess the adequacy of the test data, such as the percentage of statements covered by the tests.

Example. One relatively extreme coverage criterion is Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC). Air traffic in the United States is regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration. As such, this organisation provides aircraft
1.1. Dynamic Analysis

certification. In order to be certified, all airborne software must comply with the DO-178C standard [SC-11]. This quality assurance standard specifies that testing must achieve MC/DC coverage. This is a rigorous coverage criterion, that specifies that “every point of entry/exit in the program has been invoked at least once, every decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once, every condition in a decision has taken all outcomes at least once and every condition in a decision has been shown to independently affect that decision its outcome” [HVCR01]. An empirical evaluation of the MC/DC coverage criterion is presented in [DL00], where it is applied for the control software of the HETE-2 (High Energy Transient Explorer) satellite, built by the MIT Center for Space Research for NASA. In this evaluation, it is found that important errors are detected by a test set that satisfies the MC/DC criterion, that are missed by black-box functional testing or by structural testing using weaker criteria, such as decision coverage and condition/decision coverage.

In this thesis. In Chapter 3, coverage of branches inside loops is discussed, with respect to test data generated using symbolic execution. This extension is described in more detail in Section 1.2.3, where symbolic execution is introduced.

1.1.2 Debuggers and Profilers

To gain more information about the program at run-time, one can run it in a debugging or profiling tool. Such a tool can for instance provide insight into the data-structures allocated in memory at a certain break-point in the program, estimate time-complexity of a function or calculate the percentage of time spent in a certain part of the program. In many cases, the program is instrumented with additional code, to provide more information to the tool. Generally, debugging tools are focused on functional correctness, while profiling tools are mostly concerned with performance and diagnostic issues. A thorough survey of dynamic analysis techniques for program comprehension is given in [CZvD+09].

Example. Software profiling can be used for dynamic energy consumption analysis [SKZS12, WGR13, NRS14]. The profiler is placed at the operating system level and uses an energy model. This eliminates the need for a hardware measurement set-up. Such an energy model must be able to predict energy consumption of operating system calls with sufficient accuracy. Not only do they need to estimate the energy-usage of the processor, but also that of other components (e.g. hard drives and network controllers), which often consume energy based on their internal state (i.e. not synchronous with the system call).

In this thesis. A profiling-like method is used in Chapters 5 and 6, where program loops are instrumented with a counter in order to determine the number of iterations for certain input values. By interpolating the results, loop bounds are inferred. These bounds hold for the tested inputs. Whether or not they are correct for any input is verified statically, using a theorem prover. This last step is discussed in more detail in Section 1.2.5, where theorem proving is introduced.
1.2 Static Analysis

Static analysis is any type of program analysis in which the program is not executed. Instead, the source code, binary or a model is used to derive or prove certain properties. Such properties typically do not hold only for a finite set of test inputs, but rather for well-defined classes of inputs (ideally, all inputs).

The static program analysis techniques we discuss in this section are limited to those used in this thesis. Other techniques, including type systems [Pie02] and abstract interpretation [CC77], are omitted. Flow analysis is introduced in Section 1.2.1. Hoare logic is discussed in Section 1.2.2 and symbolic execution in Section 1.2.3. Model-checking is introduced in Section 1.2.4. Finally, theorem proving is discussed in Section 1.2.5.

1.2.1 Flow Analysis

In static analysis, alternative (graph) representations of programs are often constructed, to which standard mathematical methods can be applied. The Control-Flow Graph (CFG) has so-called basic blocks as nodes. These are the maximal blocks of code that are always executed in sequence, i.e. there can be only jumps to the first expression in a basic block and only jumps from the last expression. The edges in the CFG represent the jumps between basic blocks. A CFG can for instance be used for data-flow analysis, which tries to restrict the set of possible values a variable might have by propagating constraints through the CFG. An excellent introduction to data-flow analysis is given in [NNH99].

Example. Another example where an alternate representation of a program is analysed mathematically is resource analysis through recurrence relation solving, as in COSTA [AAG+08]. In this technique, the program is transformed into a set of recursive formulas expressing consumption of a certain resource, e.g. heap-space. This recurrence relation is then transformed into closed form, capturing the resource consumption of the program in a single formula.

In this thesis. The control-flow graph of a program is used to detect loops at the Java bytecode level in Chapter 3. If an edge exists in the CFG from \( n \) to \( h \) and \( h \) dominates \( n \) (all paths from the entry node to \( n \) go through \( h \)), then the edge is the back-edge of a loop with header \( h \). Furthermore, in Chapter 6, COSTA is used for heap-space analysis. A post-processing step is added, where an inaccuracy is corrected. Results are simplified for easier understanding and possibly concretised for a particular Java virtual machine. Data-flow analysis is used in Chapter 6 to concretise symbolic stack-usage bounds. The presented tool RESANA first calculates a symbolic stack space usage bound. A concrete number of bytes (upper bound) for this symbolic bound can be calculated by incorporating data-flow analysis from the tool VeriFLUX.
1.2.2 Hoare Logic

Hoare logic or Floyd-Hoare logic is a set of formal rules for reasoning about programs. It was developed by Hoare in [Hoa69], inspired by an earlier work by Floyd [Flo67]. The central concept of Hoare logic is the so-called Hoare triple:

\[ \{P\} S \{Q\} \]

where \(P\) is the \textit{precondition}, \(S\) is a statement and \(Q\) is the \textit{post-condition}. An example of a valid triple is \(\{x = 5\} x := x + 1 \{x = 6\}\). Using such triples, a set of axioms for simple statements (e.g. skip or assignment) and inference rules for more complex programming constructs (e.g. composition or a conditional) are defined. Loops are normally handled using a loop invariant, that holds before execution of the loop, after each iteration and after the loop.

Example. Basic Hoare logic does not have rules for many constructs that occur in modern imperative programming languages. Therefore, many extensions to this basic logic exist, e.g. for JAVA concepts such as dynamic method binding and exception handling [vO01, HJ00]. One extension that has received much attention is separation logic, which can be applied for local reasoning about separate parts of the heap [Rey02, ORY01].

In this thesis. In Chapter 4, a Hoare logic for energy-consumption analysis is presented. The language to which this logic is applied is a simple \textit{while} language, extended with a construct for calling functions on specific components. Conditions in the logic are extended with energy-aware component states. When the inference rules of this logic are applied to a program and energy-models for the components it works on, the result is an upper-bound on the energy consumption of each of the components.

1.2.3 Symbolic Execution

In symbolic execution [BEL75, Cla76, Kin76, RHC76, CGK+11, CS13], a program is executed with symbols instead of actual input. For each branch in the program, both choices must be explored, maintaining a \textit{path condition}. Infeasible paths should be excluded. Feasibility can be verified by checking satisfiability of the path condition. Typically, whenever a path condition is extended, satisfiability is checked using an off-the-shelf SMT-solver, e.g. YICES [DdM06], Z3 [dMB08] or CVC4 [BCD+11]. SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) is an extension of SAT with formal theories such as the theory of integers. SAT, or the Boolean Satisfiability Problem, is the problem of determining satisfiability of a Boolean proposition. It is well-known to be NP-complete [Coo71], still many algorithms can solve SAT problem fairly efficiently for practical applications, such as the ones implemented in the SMT-solvers mentioned above.

Example. Many modern symbolic execution techniques mix concrete and symbolic execution, e.g. \textsc{Symbolic Pathfinder} [PR10]. This so-called \textit{concolic execution} executes the program on concrete input and maintains both a concrete
state and a symbolic state. The symbolic state only contains values for the subset of program variables marked as symbolic by the user. When concrete execution for the given input is done, concolic execution backtracks and the collected symbolic constraints on the execution path are used to generate inputs that force concrete execution down an alternative feasible path. This process continues until either all paths are explored (which is unlikely, due to path explosion) or some other condition is met (typically a coverage criterion).

In this thesis. Symbolic execution is used in Chapter 3 to generate test-cases. This can be done by finding a model for the path condition of every path through the program. However, input-dependent loops often imply infinite paths. Symbolic execution must therefore be bounded. Furthermore, scalability is limited because of the exponential increase in the number of paths through loops (path explosion), even those that are not dependent on input. Because of the bounding of loops, branching that only occurs after \( n \) iterations of a loop might be missed by test data generated using symbolic execution. An implementation of an alternate bounding mechanism is presented, as well as a novel method to concretise symbolic variables in order to execute all branches. Symbolic execution is used in Chapter 6 to infer a so-called update function which captures the behaviour of a loop for a certain variable.

1.2.4 Model-Checking

In model-checking [CE82, QS82, CES86, CGP99, BK08, CES09], not the software itself, but rather a finite model representation is exhaustively verified. The model, essentially a finite state machine, is usually written in a special modelling language. In some cases, such as with the tool UPPAAL [BLL+96], the finite state machine can be directly constructed in a graphical interface. The model-checker exhaustively traverses the finite state machine and verifies that a given logical property holds in every reachable state.

Example. Several software analysis methods that are used to verify the reliability of mission-critical flight software at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory are discussed in [GHH+14]. A Flash file-system used in space-craft serves as a case-study. An anomaly in this file-system previously led to a loss of communication that lasted several days, when it was deployed in the Mars Exploration Rover “Spirit” [RN05]. One of the methods applied to the file-system case-study is model-driven verification, in which the actual program code is used for model-checking, instead of a model [HJ04]. A major challenge with model-checking in general and model-driven verification in particular, is scalability, due to the state-space explosion problem. In this case, this is countered by using abstract states, i.e. many concrete states map to the same abstract state, greatly reducing the search space. Because of file-system intrinsics, using sound abstractions did not turn out to be very helpful. Instead, unsound abstractions were used, meaning that this particular approach finds bugs but does not prove their absence.
1.3. Motivation and Thesis Overview

_In this thesis._ Model-checking is used in Chapter 2 to find under-specified parameter values to ensure security of a device pairing protocol. In Chapter 3, the tool _Symbolic Pathfinder_ is extended in order to improve the coverage of the test-cases it generates. _Symbolic Pathfinder_ itself builds upon _Java Pathfinder_, which is a model-checking tool for _Java_.

1.2.5 Theorem Proving

In theorem proving, the validity of a logical proposition is proved using an (automated) proof assistant. Examples of theorem provers are PVS [ORS92], Coq [BC04], ACL2 [KMM00], Isabelle [Pau94] and Key [BHS07]. The advantage of using a proof assistant over proving the proposition on paper, is that it rules out human error and potentially automates a large part of the process. Depending on the used proof assistant, the theorem to be proved might be described in classical logic, or including a form of program code. In the latter case, a formalisation of the programming language in the logic used by the proof assistant is required. Each theorem prover typically uses its own form of program logic, often based on classical systems like Hoare logic. This is the case, for instance, in Key its _dynamic logic_, which includes Java code in its propositions.

Example. In [MSvE10], theorem proving is one of the techniques used to verify correctness of the Rotterdam Storm Surge Barrier (Maeslantkering). This barrier is one of the largest moving structures in the world and protects the southwest part of The Netherlands. Opening and closing of the barrier is controlled fully autonomously by a system called BOS. During formal verification, three discrepancies between the specification of a sub-system of BOS and its program code were found.

_In this thesis._ The theorem prover Key is used in Chapters 5 and 6 to prove automatically inferred loop bounds. Dynamically inferred loop bounds are guaranteed to hold for the tested program inputs and expected to hold for any program input. A formal proof of their validity is therefore sought with the highly automated theorem prover Key, which uses Java as input language.

1.3 Motivation and Thesis Overview

Most of the research presented in this thesis was done in the context of the IOP GenCom GoGreen project. This project studies a self-learning energy-preserving smart-home system, which reads various sensors in the house, learns about the household and the environment and actuates lighting, heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, appliances and other electronics. Sensing and actuation is mostly done using Wireless Sensor Nodes (WSNs), which are small, typically battery-powered, devices containing a simple micro-controller, one or more sensors and a wireless transceiver. Such devices are highly resource-sensitive, as they have a
finite energy-supply and are equipped with limited memory. The main thesis can be formulated as: *How can we establish software properties, that are of particular interest to resource-sensitive systems?*

Desirable properties for GoGreen software – largely embedded on WSNs – are functional correctness, security, and energy, time and memory efficiency. Each of these properties corresponds to a sub-question for this thesis.

1.3.1 Security

The GoGreen system collects large amounts of sensitive data about the residents (or visitors) of the house in which it is deployed. Most of this data is communicated wirelessly, which must therefore be done in a secure way. Moreover, an attacker should be prevented from influencing communication and thereby gaining control over the actuated devices. Wireless communication can be secured by encrypting the stream of information. To enable this, the communicating parties must agree on a key (for symmetric cryptography) or a pair of keys (for asymmetric cryptography). Normally, this requires the user to enter a password, which is not possible on a WSN, as it does not have a keyboard or a screen. A solution is to use the Push-Button Configuration protocol defined within the Wi-Fi Protected Set-up standard, which enables pairing of two devices by pressing a (virtual) button on both devices within a certain time-frame. However, a series of vulnerabilities of this protocol is presented in [GAZK11]. The same paper presents an extension of this protocol, that protects it against attacks that take advantage of these vulnerabilities: Tamper-Evident Pairing (TEP).

Some of the parameters needed to implement TEP are under-specified. In Chapter 2, model-checking is used to analyse TEP and it is discovered that the protocol is vulnerable to attacks if these parameters are not chosen wisely. Model-checking is applied in an iterative fashion to discover what values of the parameters result in a tamper-evident set-up. From these results, a constraint ensuring security of the protocol from the results is formulated.

1.3.2 Functional correctness

As for all software, it is desirable that the software embedded on WSNs behaves according to specification. For embedded software this is extra important, because it can be very hard to update the software in case errors are detected after release. As most WSNs have uncommon interfaces for programming, GoGreen software running on WSNs in the home is not likely to ever be updated. It must therefore be thoroughly tested.

Chapter 3 presents two extensions to the tool **Symbolic Pathfinder**, one of which is an implementation of a known method for bounding symbolic execution of loops, the other is a novel method for improving the coverage of test cases generated by symbolic execution for programs with loops. This latter method works by symbolically executing the loop body *out-of-context*, i.e. by disregarding constraints over symbolic variables. This can produce models for symbolic
variables that execute all branches within the loop body. The symbolic variables can then be concretised to these values.

1.3.3 Energy efficiency

WSNs are typically battery-powered. Quickly draining their batteries will prevent adoption of the GoGreen system by potential users. Moreover, the GoGreen system must at least be energy-neutral as a whole, but preferably save energy. One of the goals of the GoGreen project is to develop techniques for harvesting energy from surroundings, such as solar or kinetic energy, charging the battery. It is thus crucial that WSNs are energy-efficient. The hardware of the WSNs is controlled by the embedded software. It is therefore essential to use energy-efficient implementations.

Chapter 4 presents a Hoare logic for energy-consumption analysis. Given a model of the energy-related behaviours of the hardware components, this analysis can statically bound the energy consumption of software running on said hardware. The method is sound and is implemented in the tool ECAlogic.

1.3.4 Time efficiency

WSNs typically wake up for a short time to do their work, then go back into an energy-saving mode again. Their program must be able to execute within this time-frame. It is therefore important to be able to bound execution time. As most of the execution time of typical embedded programs is spent in loops, it is an important step to bound loop iterations. Furthermore, loop bounds are a prerequisite for analysing consumption of any resource, as a certain amount of resources (possibly bounded) can be consumed on every iteration. Finally, bounding loops is also an essential step in proving termination, which might be required for proving functional correctness.

Chapter 5 presents a novel method to infer polynomial ranking functions for loops. It instruments the loop with a counter, then runs it for a set of test inputs and interpolates a polynomial over the resulting iteration counts. The set of test inputs is chosen such that it satisfies a condition that guarantees the existence of a unique interpolating polynomial. The presented loop-bound analysis is implemented in the tool ResANA.

1.3.5 Memory efficiency

Wireless sensor nodes need to be produced in a cost-effective manner, such that end-users can afford to place them ubiquitously throughout their house. They are therefore equipped with just as much memory as they need, not more. It is thus important to be able to bound memory consumption of their embedded software. Memory is usually allocated in two separate structures: the stack and the heap. The stack is a last-in-first-out list of stack frames. When a function is invoked, a new stack frame is pushed on the stack, containing local variables
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and bookkeeping data. When the function is finished, the corresponding stack frame is popped from the stack. The heap is the rest of the memory, which can be used for dynamic allocation. Whereas the stack contains ordered blocks with a well-defined structure, the heap can contain any arbitrary data-structure that the user defines. Due to its unstructured nature, the heap is harder to analyse.

Chapter 6 presents the tool ResANA and the underlying resource analysis methods. The loop bound analysis method from Chapter 5 is further extended with a way to deal with so-called condition jumping. A heap-space analysis is developed, using extensions of the resource analysis tool COSTA, which is based on recurrence relation solving. COSTA is extended by applying the polynomial interpolation based ranking function inference method to recurrence relation solving, correcting its results for arrays, simplifying its results and adding a Virtual Machine specialisation step. Furthermore, a stack-space analysis is presented. This analysis uses COSTA to obtain a measure for recursive functions (analogous to a ranking function for loops), then combines this with data-flow analysis and measured stack frame sizes to obtain a concrete upper bound on the consumed stack space.

1.4 Contributions

This section lists the publications that form the basis for this thesis and highlights the contributions of the author. This thesis is based on a total of seven publications, four of which were presented at international workshops, two at international conferences, and one (an extended version of one of the workshop papers) was published in the Journal of Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience. Except for moderate restructuring, minor corrections and slight changes in the layout, the content of each chapter is the same as that of the original publication(s). Chapter 4 is based on the contents of two publications. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, together, are based on the contents of three publications. Note that the chapters are not presented in the chronological order of the original publications. Rather, chapters are bundled with respect to the analysed property type (security, functional correctness, resource consumption).

Chapter 2 presents the analysis of the Tamper-Evident Pairing (TEP) protocol using model-checking. It is based on [KvGD+13]:


Model-checking TEP required a thorough understanding of the protocol in order to build a model which captures the essential security issues. The author made the transition from the protocol description in [GAZK11], an academic
paper, to the unambiguous implementation in a SPIN model (with the exception of the clock model and the adversary model). The author of this thesis has written most of the publication.

This chapter differs slightly from the original publication. Figures have been improved (two have been merged) and the nature of the discovered vulnerability is described more extensively.

Chapter 3 presents two extensions to the symbolic execution tool SYMBOLIC PATHFINDER, that improve the coverage of test cases generated by symbolic execution for programs with loops. This chapter is based on [KPRT15]:


This work consists of the author’s own contributions and was written during an internship at the NASA Langley Research Center in the Formal Methods group. The author received supervision from Suzette Person (NASA Langley), as well as guidance from Neha Rungta and Oksana Tkachuk (NASA Ames).

Chapter 4 presents a Hoare logic for energy-consumption analysis. Given a model of the energy-related behaviors of the hardware components, this analysis can statically bound the energy consumption of software running on said hardware. This chapter is largely based on [KPvv14]:


The author of this thesis has co-developed the presented energy analysis, focusing mostly on the modeling aspect. He has written most of the original publication and the corresponding technical report [PKvv13], and devised the examples.

Chapter 4 also contains elements that were taken from [SNKvE14], mainly the discussion of the implementation of the analysis in the tool ECALOGIC:


The tool ECALOGIC is an implementation of the presented energy analysis. It was developed by a group of students in the course *System Development*
Research. The author actively supervised this group and wrote the original publication together with students Marc Schoolderman and Jascha Neutelings, guided by Marko van Eekelen.

Chapter 5 presents a novel method to infer polynomial ranking functions for loops. This chapter is based on [SKVE10]:


The author co-developed the interpolation-based method for loop bound analysis and implemented it in the tool ResAna.

A limited description of several extensions to the basic method is given in [SKVE10]. This section is not included in Chapter 5, in lieu of the more elaborate description in Chapter 6, which also contains further extensions. The section on future work is also not included, as it has become redundant with the publication of [KvGS+14] and the corresponding extensions to the implementation ResAna.

Chapter 6 presents extensions to the loop-bound analysis, a heap-space analysis, a stack-space analysis and their implementation in the tool ResAna. It is based on [KvGS+14]:


This paper was published in a special edition of the *Journal of Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience*, with selected papers from the Workshop on Java Technologies for Real-time and Embedded Systems 2012. It is an extended version of [KSvG+12]:


The author’s contributions are the extensions to the loop bound analysis, supportive work for the memory analysis methods and co-authoring and editing the publications.

The contents of this chapter is the exact publication [KvGS+14], except the introduction of the loop bound analysis method. This section from the original publication is omitted, as the loop bound analysis method is described in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
CHAPTER 2

Using Model-Checking to Reveal a Vulnerability of Tamper-Evident Pairing

Abstract. Wi-Fi Protected Setup is an attempt to simplify configuration of security settings for Wi-Fi networks. It offers, among other methods, Push-Button Configuration (PBC) for devices with a limited user-interface. There are however some security issues in PBC. A solution to these issues was proposed in the form of Tamper-Evident Pairing (TEP). TEP is based on the Tamper-Evident Announcement (TEA), in which a device engaging in the key agreement not only sends a payload containing its Diffie-Hellmann public key, but also sends a hash of this payload in a special manner, that is trusted to be secure. The idea is that thanks to the special way in which the hash is sent, the receiver can tell whether or not the hash was altered by an adversary and if necessary reject it. Several parameters needed for implementation of TEP have been left unspecified by its authors. Verification of TEA using the Spin model-checker has revealed that the value of these parameters is critical for the security of the protocol. The implementation decision can break the resistance of TEP against man-in-the-middle attacks. We give appropriate values for these parameters and show how model-checking was applied to retrieve these values.

2.1 Introduction

Security protocols aim at securing communications over networks that are publicly accessible. Depending on the application, they are supposed to ensure security properties such as authentication, integrity or confidentiality even when the network is accessible by malicious users, who may intercept and/or adapt existing, and send new messages. While the specification of such protocols is usually short and rather natural, designing a secure protocol is notoriously difficult.
Flaws are often found several years later. One of the sources for the vulnerability of such protocols is that their specification is often (deliberately) incomplete. There are several reasons for the omission of certain details by the designer. For instance, a protocol may depend on properties of the hardware on which it is used. It also leaves some room for the implementer of the protocol to make implementation-dependent choices. The problem with these unspecified parameters is that it can be very hard to analyse the effects of specific choices on the correctness of the protocol itself. Mostly this is due to the fact that the protocol is specified in such a way that both designer and implementer are either convinced that the correctness is not influenced by the concrete values of these parameters, or they assume that these values are chosen within certain (not explicitly specified) boundaries.

During the last two decades, formal methods have demonstrated their usefulness when designing and analysing security protocols. They indeed provide rigorous frameworks and techniques that allow to discover new flaws. For example, the ProVerif tool [Bla01] and theAVISPA platform [ABB+05] are both dedicated tools for automatically analysing security properties. More general purpose model-checkers, such as Spin [Hol97] and Uppaal [BLL+96], are also successfully applied to verify desired properties of protocol specifications. While this model-checking process often reveals errors, the absence of errors does in general not imply correctness of the protocol.

Secure wireless communication is a challenging problem due to the inherently shared nature of the wireless medium. For wireless home networks, the so-called Wi-Fi Protected Setup was designed to provide a standard for easy establishment of a secure connection between a wireless device with a possibly limited interface (e.g. a webcam or a printer) and a wireless access point. The wireless device, once connected to the access point, gets not only internet connectivity, but also access to shared files and content on the network. The standard provides several options for configuring security settings (referred to as pairing or imprinting). The most prominent ones are PIN and Push-Button Configuration. The PIN method has been shown to be vulnerable to brute-force attacks; see [Vie11]. This method and its weaknesses are briefly discussed in Section 2.5. To establish a secure connection using the Push-Button method, the user presses a button on each device within a certain time-frame, and the devices start broadcasting their Diffie-Hellman public keys [DH76], which are used to agree on the encryption key to protect future communication. In [GAZK11] the authors argue that this protocol only protects against passive adversaries. Since the key exchange messages are not authenticated, the protocol is vulnerable to an active man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. To protect key establishment against these MITM attacks, [GAZK11] presents a method called Tamper-Evident Pairing (TEP), that provides simple and secure Wi-Fi pairing without requiring an out-of-band communication channel (a medium, differing from the communication channel that is used for transmitting normal data). The essence of their method is that the chip-sets used in Wi-Fi devices offer the possibility not only to transmit data, but also to sense the medium to detect whether or not information is commun-
nicated. The correctness of the proposed protocol is based on the assumption that an adversary can only change or corrupt data on the medium but not completely remove the data. The TEP protocol is specified in a semi-formal way; its correctness is proven manually (i.e. on paper; not formally using e.g. a theorem prover). However, in the protocol itself some parameters are used that are not fully specified.

In this chapter, we investigate the TEP protocol in order to determine whether its correctness depends on the values chosen for the unspecified parameters. In other words, we analyse the protocol by varying the values of these parameters in order to find out if there exists a combination for which correctness is no longer guaranteed. Our analysis is done using the Spin model-checker. We have modelled the essential part of the protocol (known as the Tamper-Evident Announcement), and used this model to hunt for potentially dangerous combinations of parameters, which indeed appeared to exist. The next step was to explore the vulnerability boundaries, by deriving a closed predicate relating the parameters to each other and providing a safety criterion. The derivation of this predicate, and the verification of the resulting safety criterion, was done by using the model-checker. The contribution of our work is twofold. First, it reveals a vulnerability of a protocol that was ‘proven to be correct’. And secondly, it shows how model-checking can be used, not only to track down bugs, but also to establish side-conditions that are essential for the protocol to work properly.

2.2 Tamper-Evident Pairing

The Wi-Fi Alliance has defined the Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) standard in [Wi-06]. The standard provides several options for simple configuration of security settings for Wi-Fi networks (pairing). One of them is Push-Button Configuration (PBC), where two devices (enrollee and registrar) are paired by pressing a (possibly virtual) button on each of the devices within a time-out period of two minutes. Security of this method is enclosed in the fact that the user needs physical access to both devices. However, in [GAZK11], three vulnerabilities are described creating opportunity for man-in-the-middle attacks:

1. **Collision**: An attacker can create a collision with the enrollee’s message and send his own message immediately after.
2. **Capture effect**: An attacker can transmit a message at a much higher power than the enrollee. Capture effects were first described in [WJCD00].
3. **Timing control**: An attacker can occupy the medium, prohibiting the enrollee from sending his message, and send his own message in-between.

Gollakota et al. also provide an innovative solution to the PBC security problems in [GAZK11]. Their alternative pairing protocol is named Tamper-Evident Pairing (TEP). It is based on the fact that Wi-Fi devices can not only receive packets, but also simply measure the energy on the channel, as part of the 802.11 standard requirements. This provides the opportunity to encode a bit
of information as a time-slot where energy is present or absent on the wireless medium. Under the assumption that an attacker does not have the ability to remove energy from the medium, this means that an attacker cannot turn an on-slot into an off-slot.

Let us start by explicating the attacker model, i.e. the assumptions about the adversary that we are securing the protocol against. The presence of an active adversary is assumed, who is trying to launch a MITM attack. He/she has the following capabilities:

**Overwrite data packets** The adversary can use any of the three vulnerabilities listed above to overwrite data packets.

**Introduce energy on the channel** The adversary can introduce energy on the channel. Energy cannot be eliminated from the wireless medium.

### 2.2.1 The Tamper-Evident Announcement

To facilitate TEP, Gollakota et al. introduce the Tamper-Evident Announcement (TEA) primitive, which is sent in both directions: enrollee to registrar and vice-versa. The structure of a TEA is given in Figure 2.1. It starts with the so-called *synchronisation packet*. This an exceptionally long packet, filled with random data. It is detected by the receiver by measuring a burst of energy on the medium of at least its length (so in a manner similar to the on-off slots). Because this packet is exceptionally long, this uniquely identifies a TEA.

![Figure 2.1: The structure of a Tamper-Evident Announcement (TEA)](image)

The synchronisation packet is followed by the payload of the TEA, which contains the Diffie-Hellman public key \([DH76]\) of the sender. Then, a *CTS-to-self* packet is sent. This message is part of the IEEE 802.11 specification and requests all other Wi-Fi devices not to transmit during a certain time period, here the time needed for the remainder of the TEA.

Finally, a hash of the payload is sent by either transmitting or refraining from transmitting during a series of so-called on-off *slots*. An attacker cannot change an on-slot into an off-slot, because he/she cannot remove energy from the medium, but might still do the opposite. To be able to detect this as well, a
specially crafted bit-balancing algorithm is applied to the 128-bit hash, prolonging it to 142 bits (71 zeros and 71 ones). Now, when an off-slot is changed into an on-slot, the balance between on and off slots is disturbed, making the tampering detectable. The 142-bit bit-balanced hash is preceded by two bits representing the direction of the TEA (enrollee to registrar or vice-versa). So, in total, 144 slots are sent.

### 2.2.2 Receiving the Slots

The sender sends out the 144 slots, which take 40 $\mu$s each, back-to-back. On the receiver-side the slots are received by measuring energy on the wireless medium. The receiver iteratively measures the energy on the medium, during so-called sensing windows of 20 $\mu$s. The total number of measurements $m$ during the sensing window is stored, as well as the number of measurements $e$ during which there was energy on the medium. If the fractional occupancy, given by $e/m$, is above a certain threshold then the medium is considered occupied during this particular sensing window.

![Figure 2.2: Sending and receiving the slots of a 4-bit hash. The even sensing windows have the higher variance here. Therefore, those represent the received hash. Clock skew (16 $\mu$s) is shown in blue on the left.](image)

The length of a sensing window is half the slot-length. The reason for this is that now either all the even sensing windows or all the odd sensing windows fall entirely within a slot, i.e. do not cross slot-boundaries. This is shown in Figure 2.2, where the even sensing windows all fall entirely within one of the 40 $\mu$s slots. Note that the figure shows the ideal case, where measurements are exact. In reality the measurements will be less than perfect, which motivates the use of a threshold. The use of this special method of receiving the slots is motivated by the fact that there may be a slight clock-skew. This is shown in Figure 2.2 on the lower-left.
After all the measurements are done and after applying the threshold, the receiver verifies that either the even or the odd sensing windows have an equal number of zeros and ones\(^1\). Then, the receiver checks that the received bits match a calculated hash of the payload packet. If this is not the case, the receiver aborts the pairing process.

### 2.3 Modelling the Tamper-Evident Announcement in Spin

We use the same attacker model as the authors of [GAZK11], listed in Section 2.2. Given that an adversary can replace the payload packet, we will try to verify that he/she cannot adapt the bits of the hash that are received without being detected. Namely, if the attacker manages to send his/her own payload and adapt the hash such that it matches this payload and contains an equal number of zeros and ones, he/she can initiate a MITM attack. The payload packet itself is therefore not part of the model. We will only model the sending of the bit-balanced hash. The direction bits (i.e. the first two slots) are also not modelled.

Gollakota et al. give an informal proof of the security of TEP in [GAZK11]. Effectively, we are challenging Proposition 7.2 of their proof.

We used SPIN [Hol97] for the verification of the model. This section contains illustrative fragments from the model only. The full model (including results) can be downloaded from [http://www.cs.ru.nl/R.Kersten/publications/nfm/](http://www.cs.ru.nl/R.Kersten/publications/nfm/).

#### 2.3.1 Model Parameters

The model has a series of parameters that are described in this section.

**Hash length** The length of the bit-balanced hash to send. All possible hashes of this length that are bit-balanced are tried (the balancing algorithm itself is not part of the model).

**Number of measurements per sensing window** The number of measurements in each sensing window depends on the Wi-Fi hardware on which the protocol is implemented. The length of the window is 20 \(\mu s\). During each window, the hardware logs the total number of clock-ticks, as well as the number of clock-ticks during which there was energy on the wireless medium. The number of measurements during each sensing window is thus variable. In the model though, the number of measurements is fixed and given by a parameter. The reason for this is that a variable number of measurements would highly enlarge the state-space, the number of measurements is not something

---

\(^1\) Actually, the variance of all the even sensing window measurements and that of all the odd sensing window measurements is calculated. The sensing windows with the higher variance will be the correct ones, since on and off slots are balanced. It is however not clear to us what the advantage of this approach is over simply selecting the sensing windows in which the on-off slots are balanced.
that an adversary can influence and that we believe it will be fairly constant in practice. A programmer implementing the protocol could measure or calculate the average number of measurements during a sensing window and use a “safe” approximation (a little lower) in the formula. In our model, the sender puts energy on the wireless medium for the number of clock-ticks it takes to do the measurements for two sensing windows (the sensing window has half the length of an on-off slot). This means that one measurement is the unit for a clock-tick.

**Sensing window threshold** As explained in Section 2.2.2, bits are received by measuring the fractional occupancy during a sensing window. It is determined whether or not the medium was occupied in a sensing window by checking if the fractional occupancy is above a certain threshold. The value of this threshold is not defined in [GAZK11], although it influences the measurements heavily. Since the number of measurements during a sensing window is constant in the model, we can omit the calculation of the fractional occupancy. This means that also the threshold should now be modelled, not as a number between 0 and 1, but as a number between 0 and the number of sensing window measurements and that its unit is clock-ticks (the medium was occupied during \( e \) ticks of the discrete clock). If the number of measurements (clock-ticks) in a sensing window where there was energy on the medium exceeds the threshold, then a one is stored for this sensing window.

**Skew** The reason for the use of pairs of sensing windows for receiving the slots is that there may be an inherent clock skew. It is stated in [GAZK11] that this inherent clock skew may be up to 10 \( \mu s \), i.e. half the sensing window length. By using pairs of sensing windows, either the even or the odd windows are guaranteed not to cross slot-boundaries. Furthermore, it is stated in [GAZK11] that to detect a TEA it is sufficient to detect a burst of energy “at least as long as the synchronisation packet”. It is not specified which is the exact synchronisation point: the beginning or the end of the energy pulse. Neither is the maximum length of an energy burst that signifies a synchronisation packet. The difference with the given length of 19ms introduces an extra skew. Since an adversary can introduce energy to the wireless medium, he/she can prolong the synchronisation packet and introduce extra skew (the sign of this skew depends on the choice of synchronisation point). The model variable \( skew \) is the total of the inherent clock skew and this attacker skew. Like the number of measurements and the threshold, its unit is also clock-ticks. We only consider positive skew (forward in time) in our model.

These parameters to the model are henceforth referred to as hash_length, sw_measurements, threshold and skew, respectively.

### 2.3.2 Clock Implementation

Timing is essential to modelling the TEA. However, Spin has no inherent notion of time. Luckily, in this case the exact scheduling and execution speed are not
important, as the only interaction between the sender and receiver processes is sending energy to and reading the energy-level from the wireless medium. The receiver observes the value of the wireless medium once per clock cycle, the sender updates it at most once.

Due to these properties, we can implement a discrete clock in PROMELA (the modelling language used by SPIN), without the need to use specialised model-checkers with native clock support. We introduce a separate clock process, which waits until all processes using a clock are finished with a clock cycle (Listing 2.1, line 17), before signalling them to continue. Processes are signaled to continue by flipping the Boolean clock (line 23). Processes can only continue with the next clock cycle if this variable differs from their local variable localclock (line 10), which is also flipped after each clock-tick (line 11). Our clock implementation also supports processes which do not use a clock. A clock-tick in the model corresponds to a measurement taken by the receiver. To avoid the situation that the receiver executes before the sender, we implemented explicit turns for the processes, so the sender always executes first after a clock-tick. The process with the lowest process identifier is always executed first (line 7). We can introduce skew by letting one of the processes wait a number of clock-ticks before starting.

```c
byte waiting = 0;
bool clock = false;
#define useClock() bool localclock = false;

inline waitTicks(procID, numberOfTicks) {
    byte tick;
    for (tick : 0..(numberOfTicks - 1)) {
        waiting++;
        atomic {
            localclock != clock;
            localclock = clock;
            waiting == procID;
        }
    }
}

proctype clockProc() {
    end:
    do :: atomic {
        waiting == NUMBER_OF_CLOCK_PROCESSES;
        waiting = 0;
        clock = !clock;
    } od;
}
```

Listing 2.1: Modelling the clock. The useClock and waitTicks functions must be used in processes that use the clock.
2.3.3 Model Processes

The model begins with a routine that generates all possible hashes of the given length non-deterministically. It then starts four processes:

**Clock** A simple clock process is used to control the other processes. The clock process is described in Section 2.3.2.

**Sender** The sender process first initialises and starts the clock. It then iteratively sends a bit of the generated hash (by putting energy on the medium, or not), waits for \(2 \cdot sw_{\text{measurements}}\) clock-ticks, then sends the next bit. When finished sending, the sender must keep the clock ticking, because the receiver process might still be running.

```
1 proc type sender() {
2     useClock();
3     waitTicks(0, 1);
4     byte i;
5     for (i : 0..(HASH_LENGTH−1)) {
6         mediumSender = get(i); // send slot
7         waitTicks(0, SW_MEASUREMENTS*2);
8     }
9     doneWithClock(0);
10 }
```

Listing 2.2: Sender model.

**Receiver** The receiver also begins with initialising and starting the clock. It then introduces clock skew by waiting \(skew\) more ticks. Then, it measures energy on the medium \(sw_{\text{measurements}}\) times (once every clock-tick) and stores the received bit for each sensing window (one if \(e\) is above \(threshold\)). Note that the model of the wireless medium consists of two bits: one that is set by the legitimate sender and one that is set by the adversary. The receiver reads energy if either bit is set. Once measurements for all sensing windows are done, the checkHash() function verifies if either the even or the odd sensing windows have an equal number of on and off slots.

```
1 receiver() {
2     useClock();
3     waitTicks(1, SKEW+1);
4     short sw;
5     for (sw : 0..(HASH_LENGTH*2−1)) {
6         byte e = 0, ticks = 0;
7         for (ticks : 0..(SW_MEASUREMENTS−1)) {
8             e = e + (mediumSender || mediumAdversary);
9             waitTicks(1, 1);
10         }
11     store(sw, e>THRESHOLD);
12 }
```
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```plaintext
Listing 2.3: Receiver model.
proctype adversary() {
    do
      mediumAdversary = 1;
      mediumAdversary = 0;
    od
}
```

**Adversary** The adversary is modelled as a simple process that increases the energy on the medium, then decreases it again. Because processes may be interleaved in any possible way, this verifies all scenarios.

2.4 Model-Checking Results

Verification of the model means stating the assertion that either 1) the received hash is equal to the sent hash, or 2) the received hash is not equal to the sent hash, but the tampering by the adversary is detected (because the number of ones in the hash is unequal to the number of zeros). It is thus a search for a counter-example. The expectation was that we might be able to find such a counter-example, but that the freedom with which an adversary could modify the received hash would be limited, probably to just the first or last bit. Model-checking indeed generated a counter-example. Moreover, experimentation with different assertions turned out that the adversary actually has more freedom in modifying the hash than expected. This vulnerability is described in Section 2.4.1. After the vulnerability was discovered, we executed a large series of SPIN runs to discover what the exact conditions are that enable such an attack. The results are given in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Revealed Vulnerability in the TEA

Model-checking the TEA model using SPIN generated a counter-example to the assertion that a hash that was modified by an adversary will not be accepted by the receiver. In Figure 2.2, where no adversary is active, the even sensing windows still have the higher variance (1001 versus 0010). Thus, those are chosen as the correct slots and the hash 1001 is received, which is equal to the sent hash. In Figure 2.3 a scenario is shown in which an adversary actively introduces energy on the wireless medium. The energy that is introduced by the attacker is shown
as a dotted blue line. He/she manages to trick the receiver into choosing the odd sensing windows and consequently receive a modified hash: 1010.

![Figure 2.3](image.png)

Figure 2.3: The attack found by model checking, for a 4-bit hash. The adversary introduces energy to the medium to change the received hash to 1010.

Experimentation with modified assertions has confirmed our conjecture that an adversary can use this tactic to change a 1 bit in the hash to a 0, if and only if it is immediately followed by a 0. Note, however, that the results an attacker can achieve are constrained by the original hash, since he/she can only change the value of all bits to the subsequent value at the same time. In case the hash starts with a 1-bit (i.e. in 50% of the cases), this modified hash has a single 0-bit extra. In that case, the attacker can place a 1-bit in a location of his/her choice.

2.4.2 Varying the Values of the Model Parameters

After discovering the vulnerability described in the previous section, we wanted to investigate what the exact circumstances are in which the vulnerability occurs. We therefore ran the SPIN model-checker for many different values of the parameters hash_length, sw_measurements, threshold and skew\(^2\). Some of the results are shown in Table 2.1. As it turns out, the length of the hash has no influence on the occurrence of the vulnerability, so this is omitted from the results. Remember that the unit for all three parameters in the table is clock-ticks.

It is obvious from Table 2.1 that the following predicate determines the possibility of an attack:

\[
skew \geq sw\_measurements - threshold
\]  

\(^2\)In order to run the SPIN model-checker for various values of defined parameters, we have implemented a small wrapper in the form a of C program. This wrapper can be obtained from [http://www.open.ou.nl/bvg/spinbatch/](http://www.open.ou.nl/bvg/spinbatch/).
Table 2.1: Model-checking results. Pluses indicate that the proposition is not broken. Minuses indicate the occurrence of the vulnerability.

In Figure 2.3, a threshold of 0.5 is used, which is represented by a value for threshold of $\frac{1}{2} \cdot sw\_measurements$ in the model. If the skew is large enough to move a number of threshold measurements of the even windows over the sensing window boundary, then an adversary might change the received hash. We have model-checked the predicate for all combinations of sw\_measurements 1–10, threshold 1–10 and skew 1–10.

2.5 Related Work

Before the SPIN model on which this article is based was made, a simple model of the TEA and TEP in UPPAAL was made by Drijvers [Dri12]. UPPAAL is a tool with which properties about systems modelled as networks of timed automata can be verified [BLL+96]. Because of the simple nature of this model, it did not include clock skew and therefore did not reveal the vulnerability that was later found using SPIN. Apart from the TEA, Drijvers made a separate model of the overlying TEP, with which – under the assumption that the TEA is secure – no problems were identified. Since TEP was already successfully model-checked using UPPAAL and, contrary to the TEA model, not in a highly abstract form (it is much simpler), we chose not to repeat the modelling for SPIN.

In [BD98], a method is proposed for modelling a discrete clock in PROMELA, without the need to alter SPIN. Instead of an alternating Boolean, time is modelled as an integer which negatively impacts the state space explosion. Just as
with our approach a separate clock is introduced, which waits until all the other processes are finished, before increasing the discrete clock variable. This waiting is modelled with a native feature of PROMELA, which only continues if no other state-transition can be made (the `timeout` keyword). Therefore, all the processes are implicitly using the modelled clock. Because of our general adversary process, this restriction is too severe for us.

Many approaches to pairing wireless devices are described in the literature. A comparison of various wireless pairing protocols is given in [SVA07]. Often, a trusted *out-of-band* channel is used to transfer (the hash of) an encryption key, e.g. a human [KFR09], direct electrical contact [SA02], Near-Field Communication [MGH07], (ultra)sound [MG07], laser [MW07], visual/barcodes [SEKA06], et cetera. A nice overview is given in [KST09]. In TEP, a hash of the key is communicated in a trustedly secure manner *in-band*.

When using the PIN method that Wi-Fi Protected Setup provides, one of the devices displays an eight-digit authentication code, which the user then needs to enter on the other device. This method thus requires a screen and some sort of input device. The PIN method has been shown to be vulnerable to feasible brute-force attacks by Viehböck in [Vie11]. The reason for this is that the last digit is actually a check-sum of the first seven digits (i.e. there are only seven digits to verify) and, moreover, that the PIN is verified in two steps. The result of the verification of the first four digits is sent back to the enrollee, which may then send three more digits if this result was positive. This reduces the number of codes to try in a brute-force attack from \(10^7\) to \(10^4 + 10^3\). A successful attack can be executed in approximately two hours on average. CERT-CC has urged users to disable the WPS feature on their wireless access points in response to this vulnerability\(^3\). A security and usability analysis of Wi-Fi Protected Setup, as well as Bluetooth Simple Pairing, which is similar, is given in [KWP07].

Approaches to model-checking security protocols are described in [Low98] and [ACC09]. In [ML08], a series of XSS and SQL injection attacks is detected using model-checking. Model-checking and theorem proving of security properties are discussed in [Mar98]. In [RA00], security issues that arise from combining hosts in a network are investigated using model-checking. An entire LINUX distribution is model-checked against security violations in [SCW05].

### 2.6 Conclusions

The effects of a number of decisions to be made when implementing Tamper-Evident Pairing have been studied. In particular, the sending of a hash by using on-off slots – in which energy is present or absent on the wireless medium – was modelled. The values of several essential parameters of the protocol have not been adequately specified. Model checking proved to be very effective both in uncovering a vulnerability for certain values of these parameters and in finding a predicate on the parameters indicating for which values the vulnerability

\(^3\) [http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/723755](http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/723755)
Future work could include extending the model to cover more of the TEA and constructing a full formal proof that the found vulnerability can only occur if the discovered predicate is satisfied. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the feasibility of exploiting the found vulnerability in practice. Unfortunately, there is currently no publicly available implementation of the protocol, so this would require significant software engineering.
Abstract. Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique that is used for many purposes, one of which is test-case generation. For loop-free programs, this generates a test-set that achieves path coverage. Program loops, however, imply exponential growth of the number of paths in the best case and non-termination in the worst case. In practice, the number of loop unw windings needs to be bounded for analysis. We consider symbolic execution in the context of the tool Symbolic PathFinder. This tool extends the model-checker Java Pathfinder and relies on its bounded state-space exploration for termination. We present an implementation of $k$-bounded loop unwinding, which increases the amount of user-control over the symbolic execution of loops. Bounded unwinding can be viewed as a naive way to prune paths through loops. When using symbolic execution for test-case generation, naively pruning paths is likely at the cost of coverage. In order to improve coverage of branches within a loop body, we present a technique that semi-automatically concretises variables used in a loop. The basic technique is limited and we therefore present annotations to manually steer symbolic execution towards certain branches, as well as ideas on how the technique can be extended to be more widely applicable.

3.1 Introduction

Embedded software is hard to update in case errors are detected after release. Moreover, it is often used in safety-critical and mission-critical settings. It is therefore highly important to find errors during the development process. Testing is the most widely used technique for detecting faults in software. Software
companies often dedicate over 50% of development time to testing. For safety-critical applications, this number is even larger. Composing an extensive set of test inputs is a complicated task, as the test-designer must achieve some form of coverage. For instance, statement coverage requires that all statements in the program have been executed at least once.

Symbolic execution is a well-known technique from program analysis, which can be used for test-case generation. In symbolic execution, a program is executed with symbols in place of concrete input. A path-condition is maintained, i.e., updated on each branch, that indicates the constraint under which this path is followed. Effectively, this means that if the generated constraints lie within the set of decidable theories, symbolic execution enumerates all paths through the software and the generated test-cases provide full path-coverage. However, in programs with loops, any extra iteration of a loop introduces a new path, introducing exponential growth in the number of paths. Moreover, in loops that depend on input values, the number of paths may be infinite (81.8% of loops in the applications studied in survey paper [XLXT13] by Xiao et al. are input-dependent). Therefore, in practice, symbolic execution has to be bounded. Since in general, it is impossible to know a priori how many iterations are needed to enter certain branches, this means that likely, any notion of coverage is lost.

We consider symbolic execution in the context of a specific tool, namely Symbolic Pathfinder (SPF) [PR10], which combines the model-checker Java Pathfinder [HP00] with symbolic execution and constraint solving to, among other objectives, generate test-cases. SPF currently implements bounding of the search-space that is explored by the model-checker, rather than bounded unwinding of loops. This means that the number of unwindings of loops is affected by the structure and complexity of the surrounding code. It is therefore hard to predict the number of unwindings for a particular loop, especially if other loops are present. We present the implementation of a more flexible and intuitive bounding mechanism for loops: $k$-bounded unwinding. Using this algorithm makes it possible to unwind the same number of iterations for each loop. Additionally, we present an annotation to specify $k$-bounds that are loop-specific.

Both types of bounding (loop bounding and search space bounding) may cause important paths through a program to be missed by SPF. When used to generate a set of test-cases, this means that the test-set will not cover all branches in the loop body. Paths are pruned by naively dropping all with more than $k$ iterations, which can make it very complicated to achieve high coverage. We strive to improve the object branch coverage of the set of test-cases generated by SPF.

**Definition 1.** A set of test-inputs provides object branch coverage if running the program for those test-inputs executes every branch in the object code level control-flow graph.

Since in the object code level control-flow graph (CFG), evaluation of a condition such as $b_1 \land b_2$ amounts to two CFG nodes, as opposed to a single node in the source code level CFG, object branch coverage implies branch coverage.
3.1. Introduction

Object branch coverage is thus a more rigorous coverage metric than source-level branch coverage.

We present an annotation which can be used to concretise symbolic variables. This can be used to fix symbolic variables to a set of concrete values that cover all branches in the loop body. Furthermore, we present a technique which can infer these cases for loops that are independent of context. The approach has limitations, but represents a step in improving the object branch coverage of the generated test-set. Our contribution is thus threefold:

1. An implementation of $k$-bounded unwinding of loops in SPF.
2. Annotations to concretise variables upon loop entry.
3. An experimental method to semi-automatically infer such annotations, based on out-of-context symbolic execution of the loop body.

We have implemented $k$-bounding and concretisation using JAVA annotations in JAVA PATHFINDER. The source code for this extension can be found here: http://www.cs.ru.nl/R.Kersten/jpf-symbc-loops.tar.gz.

3.1.1 Related Work

Symbolic execution for software testing is surveyed in [CGK+11]. Various extensions to classical symbolic execution and state-of-the-art tools are discussed.

Verification of program properties using SPF is discussed in [PV04]. Loops are handled using invariants. Verification of a post-condition of a loop can be simplified to verification of 1) the loop invariant before executing the loop (base case), 2) the loop invariant after a generic iteration using symbolic execution (inductive case) and 3) implication of the post-condition from the invariant. The first two steps prove that the loop invariant is correct. The third step proves the post-condition follows from the invariant.

Gladisch describes a method to generate a test-set with full feasible branch coverage, using the theorem prover KeY in [Gla08]. It requires that strong pre-conditions, post-conditions and loop invariants are supplied and leverages the theorem prover to replace symbolic execution of a loop by the application of a loop invariant rule. Several types of preconditions are formed for loops, which guarantee the execution of all branches in and after the loop.

Trtík presents a technique for handling loops in symbolic execution in [Trt13]. He introduces path counters with update paths (increment by one) and reset paths (set to zero). Symbolic values of program variables can then be expressed in terms of these counters. This theoretically tackles the problem in part, but more complex loops quickly result in non-linear constraints which are expensive to solve or even undecidable.

A survey on loop problems for dynamic symbolic execution (DSE) is given in [XLXT13]. DSE executes the program using concrete random inputs and collects the path condition on the side. An interesting result is that 81.8% of loops in the studied applications are dependent on input, thus possibly non-terminating.
The most common way to deal with this type of loops is bounded iteration, solving the termination problem at the cost of completeness of the generated test-set. Search-guiding heuristics can be used to guide symbolic execution to certain “interesting” paths, making the pruning less naive. A more complex approach is to create loop summaries: a set of formulas based on loop invariants and induction variables that summarises the effects of the loop. This is a complex task which is infeasible for many loops. In fact, the state-of-the-art loop summarising algorithm presented in [GL11] can only summarise 6 out of 19 input-dependent loops in their experiment. Single-path symbolic execution is a variation of DSE, in which a set of executions which follow the same control-flow path is considered. It is extended with a mechanism for loops in [SPMS09]. Iteration counters named \textit{trip count variables} are introduced that can be linked to a known input grammar. It is shown that this is a powerful tool for finding problems such as buffer overflow vulnerabilities.

\section{3.2 Bounding Loops in SPF}

In this section we present our implementation of $k$-bounded unwinding of loops in SPF. Consider the method in Listing 3.1. As $i$ is assigned a symbolic value, symbolic execution of this program iterates the loop infinitely many times. In practice, symbolic execution is bounded. SPF currently does not implement bounding itself, but instead relies on the bounded state-space exploration implemented in \textsc{Java Pathfinder}. This means that the number of unwindings of loops is affected by the structure and complexity of the surrounding code.

\begin{verbatim}
1 boolean m(int i) {
2     boolean b = false;
3     while (i > 0) {
4         if (i==10)
5             b = true;
6         i--;
7     }
8     return b;
9 }
\end{verbatim}

Listing 3.1: Example program with a loop.

To cover all branches, it is desired to unwind the loop in Listing 3.1 at least 10 times. Say we have a simple \texttt{main} method that initialises the object and then calls this method on it. If we set the depth-limit on the number of explored states to 4, the loop will be unwound only once, because of the other states on the path related to calling the method from the \texttt{main} function. The depth bound is based on the number of \texttt{ChoiceGenerator} objects that are encountered by \textsc{Java Pathfinder}. It cannot distinguish between choices related to a loop or other points of non-determinism. It gets harder to estimate the number of unwindings when there are other choice points on the path. Say, if there was a
single if-statement after the loop, a depth-limit of 5 would be needed to unwind the loop once. Moreover, the number of choice points may differ between paths. Therefore, a different number of iterations might be unwound for the same loop in different paths. This makes it very hard to control the number of unwindings that will actually be done for a given loop.

3.2. K-Bounded Unwinding

We implemented \( k \)-bounded unwinding in SPF, in a listener called the \texttt{KBound\_edSearchListener}. When this class is initialised, the CFG is built and the dominance set is calculated, in order to detect headers and back-edges of loops (a loop header is the single point of entry into the loop). A node \( n_1 \) dominates a node \( n_2 \) if all paths from the entry node to \( n_2 \) go through \( n_1 \). If an edge exists in the CFG from \( n \) to \( h \) and \( h \) dominates \( n \), then the edge is the back-edge of a loop with header \( h \). Note that there may be several back-edges into the same loop header. This loop detection algorithm is implemented in the \texttt{LoopFinder} class. Headers are stored in objects of the \texttt{Location} class, which combines a method name and an instruction position. The instructions of the choice points following the loop headers are also stored, because that is where the actual branching occurs (loop headers typically consist of a load instruction).

The listener then counts the number of unwindings of each loop, using a stack, by listening for registered \texttt{ChoiceGenerator} objects. These are objects that \texttt{JAVA PATHFINDER} uses to navigate over decisions, where paths branch. When the \( k \)-bound is reached for a certain loop, the remaining paths through this loop are pruned by setting the next \texttt{ChoiceGenerator} to done.

Bounded unwinding is activated by adding the \texttt{KBoundedSearchListener} to the \texttt{JAVA PATHFINDER} configuration and setting the configuration option \texttt{kbound=K}, where \( K \) is the maximal number of unwindings. The implementation currently is limited to intra-procedural analysis (only loops within the analysed method itself are detected and bound, not those in called methods). An inter-procedural version will be implemented in the near future.

3.2.2 Specifying Loop-Specific Bounds

In some cases, one might want a certain loop to be unwound more than others, or maybe it is clear that unwinding it only once is enough. For those cases we have added an annotation to express loop-specific bounds. It is added to the header of a \texttt{JAVA} method and has the following syntax:

\[
@\texttt{KBound}(k = \{“N_1 : b_1”, \ldots, “N_n : b_n”\})
\]

where each \( N_i \) is a loop identifier, determined by the order of loop headers from the top of the method in its source code, and each \( b_i \) is an integer bound. For instance, to limit unwinding of the second loop in a method to 1, the following annotation can be used:

\[
@\texttt{KBound}(k = \{“2 : 1”\})
\]
3.3 Concretising Loop Variables

Typically, when symbolically executing a loop, up to a fixed number of $k$ iterations are unwound and the path condition includes propositions expressing the number of unrolled iterations. For example $i > 0 \land i - 1 > 0 \land i - 2 \leq 0$ signifies two unrolled iterations for the example in Listing 3.1. As the number of iterations of loops is potentially infinite, a selection of paths through loops needs to be pruned. Unwinding of loops up to a given bound can often be ineffective in achieving our testing goals, e.g. object branch coverage.

Since we are considering symbolic execution in the context of test-case generation, we are interested in obtaining test-sets with better coverage. We therefore propose to prune paths through loops based on object branch coverage of the loop body. Our technique is inspired by [PV04], in which a loop body is symbolically executed with fresh symbols in order to prove a loop invariant. It consists of the following steps:

1. Symbolically execute the loop body out-of-context, i.e., with fresh symbols.
2. Solve the generated path conditions to obtain a model for each of them.
3. Concretise the values of the variables by adding the concrete values to the path condition (e.g., for models $i = 0$ and $i = 1$ we add $i = 0 \lor i = 1$).

Thanks to using fresh symbols for program variables, the search will not be biased to their symbolic values before entering the loop. The result of step 1 is a set of path conditions, capturing all behaviours that one iteration of the loop can exhibit. Models for these path conditions can then be found using off-the-shelf constraint solvers. By concretising the symbolic variables to these models, we prune all other paths, making the search-space finite. Concretisation can thus replace other bounding methods. Note, however, that all iterations corresponding to the bound will need to be unrolled. For instance, if for our running example, a model $m$ is found, the loop needs to be unrolled $m$ times.

Only variables that are used in the loop body or loop guard should be concretised. Otherwise, symbolic execution will settle on a limited set of paths through the entire program. These are also the only variables that need to be fresh for the out-of-context symbolic execution. Variables for which the model is not constrained by the path condition will also not be concretised, as these do not influence the flow of control in the loop.

3.3.1 Example

Consider the Java method in Listing 3.1. If regular $k$-bounded unwinding is applied to this loop with $k < 10$, not all paths are explored. For example, with
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$k = 2$, the following 3 path conditions are generated:

\begin{align*}
  i &\leq 0 \\
  i > 0 \land i \neq 10 \land i - 1 &\leq 0 \\
  i > 0 \land i \neq 10 \land i - 1 > 0 \land i - 1 \neq 10 \land i - 2 &\leq 0
\end{align*}

Using the Yices solver, we get models $i = 0$, $i = 1$ and $i = 2$. The branch where $b$ is assigned the value true is missed. Let us now take the loop body out of context. A new Java method containing the extracted body is shown in Listing 3.2. The while statement has been replaced by an if, because we want to consider only the loop body, but still want the resulting models to satisfy the loop guard (except for the single model that we also need in which the loop is not entered at all).

```java
void outofcontext(int i, boolean b) {
    if (i > 0) {
        if (i==10)
            b = true;
        i--;
    }
}
```

Listing 3.2: The loop body from Listing 3.1, taken out of context.

Symbolic execution of this extracted loop body results in the following path conditions:

\begin{align*}
  i &\leq 0 \\
  i > 0 \land i \neq 10 \\
  i > 0 \land i = 10
\end{align*}

Using the Yices solver, we get models $i = 0$, $i = 9$ and $i = 10$. Because there are no statements before the loop in our program, we can simply use these symbols in the path condition as-is. In general, a mapping to the original symbols is needed, which is explained in Section 3.3.2.

The paths through the loop can now be pruned in a more informed manner which enables object branch coverage by adding the models to the path condition. One can think of this as adding the following assumption before the loop:

\begin{verbatim}
assume (i==0 || i==9 || i==10);
\end{verbatim}

Note that using the path conditions instead of the models would not prune the paths. A $k$-bound with $k \geq 10$ would still be needed to cover all branches.

### 3.3.2 Annotations in SPF

Whether determined by out-of-context symbolic execution or by hand, the models for concretisation of loop variables can be expressed with a special annotation.
It is added to the header of a Java method and has the following syntax:

\[ \text{@UseModels}(\text{models} = \{C_1, \ldots, C_k\}) \]

where each \( C_x \) represents a concretisation string:

\[ C_x := "N_x.[v_{x1}^x, \ldots, v_{xj}^x] \rightarrow [m_{x1}^x, \ldots, m_{xj}^x]" \]

where \( N_x \) is the identifier of a loop (determined by the order of loop headers from the top of the method in its source code), \( v_{xa}^x \) is a program variable to be concretised and \( m_{xa}^x \) the model to concretise it to. In each of the \( k \) concretisation strings, several variables may be concretised that might differ from the other concretisation strings. When only a single variable and model combination is used, brackets may be omitted. As an example, to concretise \( i \) to 20 in the first loop of a method one can use the following annotation:

\[ \text{@UseModels}(\text{models} = \{"1.i \rightarrow 20"\}) \]

When concretising, an equality between the value specified in the model and the symbolic value of the program variable upon entry to the loop is added to the path condition. In other words, if the value of a program variable \( i \) is \( i + 3 \) before the loop and there is an annotation that \( i \) should be concretised to 20, then \( 20 = i + 3 \) is added to the path condition. When symbolically executing nested loops, the variables in the inner loop are concretised and used in the subsequent out-of-context symbolic execution of the outer loops.

### 3.3.3 Limitations

The concretisation approach to handle loops has two major limitations. We discuss these here, including ideas on how we intend to address them in the future. Given these limitations, it is recommended to use the loop concretisation technique for test-case generation in combination with a coverage checker. Such a tool can check if the test-set achieves object-branch coverage and point to branches that are missed. The user can then go back and add annotations to direct SPF to improve the generated test-set.

**Context-dependence.** Out-of-context symbolic execution finds models for the out-of-context loop body. In cases such as the running example of this chapter, adding these models to the path condition achieves object branch coverage, because the execution of the loop does not depend on this context. However, when the execution of the loop-body is dependent on the context, the models may be infeasible and the search will back-track. Consider, for instance, the loop in Listing 3.3. This method is taken from the Java prototype of the Airborne Coordinated Conflict Resolution and Detection (ACCoRD) framework developed and maintained by the NASA Langley formal methods group\(^4\). This is a framework for formal specification and verification of state-based airspace separation assurance algorithms.

\(^4\) [http://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/people/cam/ACCoRD/](http://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/people/cam/ACCoRD/)
This specific method estimates the change of vertical speed from a sequence of velocity vectors stored in the containing object. The `numPtsVsRateCalc` parameter specifies the number of data points used in the calculation of the average and the method returns the vertical acceleration. The sign of the return value indicates the direction of the acceleration.

```java
public double avgVsRate(int numPtsVsRateCalc) {
    int n = size();
    if (numPtsVsRateCalc < 2) numPtsVsRateCalc = 2;
    double vsLast = 0;
    double tmLast = 0;
    double vsRateSum = 0.0;
    for (int i = n-1; i > n-numPts-1 && i >= 0; i--) {
        StateVector svt = get(i);
        double vs = svt.v().vs();
        double tmTr = time(i);
        if (i < n-1) {
            double vsRate = (vs-vsLast)/(tmTr-tmLast);
            vsRateSum = vsRateSum + vsRate;
        }
        vsLast = vs;
        tmLast = tmTr;
    }
    if (numPts < 2) return 0;
    else return vsRateSum/(numPts-1);
}
```

Listing 3.3: Loop for which its execution is dependent on its context, taken from the ACCoRD conflict resolution and detection framework.

If we analyse the body of the loop at lines 8–18 out-of-context, we get the following models (each row corresponds to a path through the loop body; other variables are omitted because they do not influence the control-flow in the loop and are therefore not concretised):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>numPts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-24</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-77</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem with these models is that the value of `numPts` is defined as the minimum of `numPtsVsRateCalc` and `n` on line 4, but none of these models except for the one with all zeros satisfy the consequential constraint `numPts ≤ n`. Furthermore, the path condition upon entry to the loop will contain a constraint
i = n − 1, as this is what i is initialised to on line 8. This constraint is also not satisfied by any of the models. Therefore, when we add the constraints for these models to the path condition, symbolic execution will find none of the paths through the loop feasible.

We intend to create a refinement loop, which iteratively refines the constraint to for which a model must be found. The constraint is first set to the path condition of the path we are working on. The model that is found by the solver is then checked against the path conditions of the paths leading to the loop. If all of these conflict with the model, the constraint is strengthened with the conflicting sub-constraint of the path conditions. Complexity lies in finding this conflicting sub-constraint. Furthermore, we will introduce an annotation to specify whether or not loop variable concretisation should be used.

**Iteration-count dependence.** Consider the example in Listing 3.4. There is only a single path through the loop body. Its path condition is i > 0 and a model is i = 1. When considering only this path, the path where the method does “something” (line 8) is missed.

```java
void m(int i) {
    int j = 0;
    while (i > 0) {
        j++;
        i--;
    }
    if (j == 20) {
        //do something
    }
}
```

Listing 3.4: Loop which shows dependence on iteration count.

In this case, the problem can be solved by using a manual annotation that states that i should be concretised to 20. There may also be branching in the loop that only occurs for a particular iteration, the conditional on line 12 of Listing 3.3 is an example of this. The condition used in this case is true for any path, except for the first one. Such a case may be solved by setting a k-bound that is high enough.

The general case, where a branch may occur after n iterations, is equivalent to the halting problem. However, this does not mean that certain cases may not be tackled. An idea to improve this, is to add the iteration count as a variable to symbolic execution or detect induction variables, as is done e.g. in [Trt13] and [GL11]. The symbolic value of variables can then be expressed using the number of iterations of each loop.
3.4 Conclusions

We have presented a series of improvements to the loop-handling capabilities of Symbolic Pathfinder:

- An implementation of $k$-bounded unwinding of loops.
- The loop concretisation technique, which symbolically executes the loop body out-of-context, then concretises the variables to the found models.
- Novel annotations to direct symbolic execution towards branches that may otherwise be missed.

The loop concretisation technique has two major limitations: 1. when loops are context-dependent, and 2. when program variables are dependent on the number of loop iterations. We suggest some extension ideas to address these limitations.

The problem of pruning paths through loops is a notoriously hard one. A large body of literature on the topic exists and no proposed solution is complete. Our work represents a series of small steps towards better treatment of loops.

Future Work. We will develop the ideas discussed in Section 3.3.3 of this chapter and implement them in SPF. Furthermore, in [PDEP08, MPR12, RPB12, BPRT13], an extension to SPF is discussed that compares software versions and generates test-cases for paths that are impacted by changes only. This incremental analysis implies a significant reduction in the number of generated test-cases. Extensions of our method that are specific for incremental analysis can potentially reduce this number even further and improve object branch coverage.
Abstract. Energy inefficient software implementations may cause battery drain for small systems and high energy costs for large systems. Dynamic energy analysis is often applied to mitigate these issues. However, this is often hardware-specific and requires repetitive measurements using special equipment.

We present a static analysis deriving upper-bounds for energy consumption based on an introduced energy-aware Hoare logic. Software is considered together with models of the hardware it controls. The Hoare logic is parametric with respect to the hardware. Energy models of hardware components can be specified separately from the logic. Parametrised with one or more of such component models, the analysis can statically produce a sound (over-approximated) upper-bound for the energy-usage of the hardware controlled by the software. The analysis is implemented in the tool ECAlogic.

4.1 Introduction

Power consumption and green computing are nowadays important topics in IT. From small systems such as wireless sensor nodes, cell-phones and embedded devices to big architectures such as data centres, mainframes and servers, energy consumption is an important factor. Small devices are often powered by a battery, which should last as long as possible. For larger devices, the problem lies mostly with the costs of powering the device. These costs are often amplified by inefficient power-supplies and cooling of the system.

Obviously, power consumption depends not only on hardware, but also on the software controlling the hardware. Currently, most of the methods available to programmers to analyse energy consumption caused by software use dynamic analysis: measuring while the software is running. Power consumption measurement of a system and especially of its individual components is not a trivial task.
A designated measuring set-up is required. This means that most programmers currently have no idea how much energy their software consumes. A static analysis of energy consumption would be a big improvement, potentially leading to more energy-efficient software. Such a static analysis is presented in this chapter.

Since the software interacts with multiple components (software and hardware), energy consumption analysis needs to incorporate different kinds of analysis. Power consumption may depend on hardware state, values of variables and bounds on the required number of clock-cycles.

**Related Work** There is a large body of work on energy-efficiency of software. Most papers approach the problem on a high level, defining programming and design patterns for writing energy-efficient code (see e.g. [Alb10, Sax10, Ran10]). In [tBMB+13], a modular design for energy-aware software is presented that is based on a series of rules on UML schemes. In [CZSL12] and [SDF+11], a program is divided into “phases” describing similar behaviour. Based on the behaviour of the software, design level optimisations are proposed to achieve lower energy consumption. A lot of research is dedicated to building compilers that optimise code for energy-efficiency, e.g. in GCC [ZBA+09] or in an iterative compiler [GCB05]. Petri-net based energy modelling techniques for embedded systems are proposed in [JNM+06] and [NMT+11].

Analyses for consumption of generic resources are built using recurrence relation solving [AAG+08], amortised analysis [HAH11], amortisation and separation logic [Atk10] and a Vienna Development Method style program logic [ABH+07]. The main differences with our work are that we include an explicit hardware model and a context in the form of component states. This context enables the inclusion of state-dependent energy consumption.

Relatively close to our approach are [JML06] and [KLG+13], in which energy consumption of embedded software is analysed for specific architectures ([JML06] for SimpleScalar, [KLG+13] for XMOS ISA-level models), while our approach is hardware-parametric. Several tools perform a static analysis of the energy-consumption of the CPU based on per-instruction measurements, such as JOULETRACK [SC01] and WATTCH [BTM00]. Furthermore, tools exist for energy profiling of software libraries, i.e. using dynamic analysis [KZ08]. SEPROF is an advanced tool that combines dynamic profiling with static estimation of energy consumption [TC12]. One difference is that, while our analysis is geared towards complete systems, SEPROF only estimates the energy usage of the CPU. Moreover, while SEPROF estimates energy-usage, our analysis gives bounds that are sound with respect to the hardware model.

In [tMB+14], an abstraction of the resource behaviour of components is presented, called Resource-Utilisation Models (RUMs). Our component models can be viewed as an instantiation of a RUM. RUMs can be analysed, e.g., with the model checker UPPAAL. A possible future research direction is to find a way to analyse also algorithms with RUMs as component models.
Our Approach Contrary to the approaches above, we are interested in statistically deriving bounds on energy-consumption using a novel, generic approach that is parametrised with hardware models. Energy consumption analysis is an instance of resource consumption analysis. Other instances are worst-case execution time [WEE+08], size [SvEvK09], loop bound [SKVE10, KvGS+14] and memory [KvGS+14] analysis. The focus of this chapter is on energy analysis. Energy consumption models of hardware components are input for our analysis. The analysis requires information about the software, such as dependencies between variables and information about the number of loop iterations. For this reason we assume that a previous analysis (properly instantiated for our case) has been made deriving loop bounds (e.g. [PR04, KvGS+14]) and variable dependency information (e.g. [HTS08]).

Our approach is essentially an energy-aware Hoare logic that is proven sound with respect to an energy-aware semantics. Both the semantics and the logic assume energy-aware component models to be present. The central control is however assumed to be in the software. Consequently, the analysis is done on a hybrid system of software and models of hardware components. The Hoare logic yields an upper bound on the energy consumption of a system of hardware components that are controlled by software. It is implemented in the tool ECAlogic.

Our contribution The main contributions of this chapter are:

- A novel hardware-parametric energy-aware software semantics.
- A corresponding energy-aware Hoare logic that enables formal reasoning about energy consumption such as deriving an upper-bound for the energy consumption of the system.
- A soundness proof of the derived upper-bounds with respect to the semantics.
- An implementation of the analysis in the tool ECAlogic.

The basic modelling and semantics are presented in Section 4.2. Energy-awareness is added and the logic is presented in Section 4.3. An example is given in Section 4.4 and the soundness proof is outlined in Section 4.5. Implementation of the analysis in the tool ECAlogic is discussed in Section 4.6. The chapter is concluded in Section 4.7.

4.2 Modelling Hybrid Systems

Most modern electronic systems consist of hardware and software. In order to study the energy consumption of such hybrid systems we will consider both hardware and software in one single modelling framework. This section defines a hybrid logic in which software plays a central role controlling hardware components. The hardware components are modelled in such a way that only the relevant information for the energy consumption analysis is present. In this chapter, the controlling software is assumed to be written in a small language designed just for illustrating the analysis.
4.2.1 Language

Our analysis is performed on the simple ‘while’ language eca. The grammar for our language is defined as follows (where ⊗ ∈ {+, −, *, >, ≥, =, ≠, ≤, <, ∧, ∨}):

\[ c \in \text{Const} = 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | \ldots \]
\[ id \in \text{Ident} = 'a' | 'A' | 'b' | 'B' | \ldots | 'z' | 'Z' | id_1id_2 \]
\[ x \in \text{Var} = id \]
\[ f \in \text{FuncName} = id \]
\[ C \in \text{Component} = C_{id} \]
\[ e \in \text{Expr} = c | x | e_1 \otimes e_2 | C::f(e_1) | f(e_1) | S, e_1 \]
\[ S \in \text{Statement} = \text{skip} | S_1; S_2 | e | x := e_1 | \text{if } e \text{ then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2 \text{ end if} \]
\[ \text{while } e \text{ do } S \text{ end while} | F \]
\[ F \in \text{Func} = \text{function } f(x) \text{ begin } e \text{ end} \]

This language is used just for illustration purposes, so the only supported type in the language is unsigned integer. There are no explicit Booleans. The value 0 is handled as a False value, while all the other values are handled as a True value. There are no global variables and parameters are passed by-value, so functions do not have side-effects on the program state. Furthermore, while loops are supported but recursion is not. Functions are statically scoped and can be defined anywhere in the program, since they are statements. There are explicit statements for operations on hardware components, like the processor, memory, storage or network devices. By explicitly introducing these statements it is easier to reason about those components, as opposed to, for instance, using conventions about certain memory regions that will map to certain hardware devices. Functions on components have a fixed number of arguments and always return a value. The notation \( C_i :: f \) will refer to a function \( f \) of a component \( C_i \).

4.2.2 Modelling Components

To reason about hybrid systems we need a way to model hardware components (e.g. memory, hard-disk, network controller) that captures the behaviour of those components with respect to resource consumption. Hence, we introduce a component model that consists of a state and a set of functions that can change the state: component functions. A component state \( C_i :: s \) is a collection of variables of any type. They can signify e.g. that the component is on, off or in stand-by.

A component function is modelled by a function that produces the return value \( (rv_f) \) and a function that updates the internal state of the component \( (\delta_f) \). Both functions are functions over the state variables. The update function \( C_i :: \delta_f \) and the return value function \( C_i :: rv_f \) take the state \( s \) and the arguments \( \text{args} \) passed to the component function and return respectively the new state of the component and the return value. Each component \( C_i \) may have multiple component functions. All the state changes in components must be explicit in the source code as an operation, a component function, on that specific component.
4.2.3 Semantics

Standard, non-energy-aware semantics can be defined for our language. Full semantics are given in a technical report [PKvv13]. Below, the assignment rule \( (s\text{Assign}) \) and the component function call rule \( (s\text{CallCmpF}) \) are given to illustrate the notation and the way of handling components. The rules are defined over a triple \( \langle e, \sigma, \Gamma \rangle \) with respectively a program statement \( S \) or expression \( e \), the program state function \( \sigma \) and the component state environment \( \Gamma \). The program state function returns for every variable its actual value. \( \Delta \) is an environment of function definitions. We use the following notation for substitution: \( \sigma[x_i \leftarrow n] \). The top-right of the \( (s\text{CallCmpF}) \) thus shows the calculation of \( \Gamma' \) from \( \Gamma \). With \( C_i^\Gamma :: s \) we mean the state of component \( C_i \) in \( \Gamma \). The reduction symbol \( \Downarrow \) is used for expressions, which evaluate to a value, a new state function and a new component state environment. We use \( \Downarrow \) for statements, which only evaluate to a new state function and component state environment.

\[
\Delta \vdash \langle e, \sigma, \Gamma \rangle \Downarrow^E (n, \sigma', \Gamma') \quad (s\text{Assign})
\]

\[
\Delta \vdash \langle e, \sigma, \Gamma \rangle \Downarrow^S (\sigma'[x_1 \leftarrow n], \Gamma')
\]

\[
\Delta \vdash \langle e, \sigma, \Gamma \rangle \Downarrow^E (a, \sigma', \Gamma') \quad (s\text{CallCmpF})
\]

\[
C_i :: r v f (C_i^\Gamma :: s, a) = n \quad \Gamma' = \Gamma[C_i :: s \leftarrow C_i :: \delta f (C_i^\Gamma :: s, a)]
\]

In the following sections we will define energy-aware semantics and energy analysis rules. We used a consistent naming scheme for the different variants of the rules (e.g. \text{sAssign}, \text{eAssign} and \text{aAssign} for the Assignment rule in respectively the standard non-energy-aware semantics, the energy aware semantics and the energy analysis rules).

4.3 Energy Analysis of Hybrid Systems

In this section we extend our hybrid modeling, in order to reason about the energy consumption of programs. We distinguish two kinds of energy usage: \textit{incidental} and \textit{time-dependent}. The former represents an operation that uses a constant amount of energy, disregarding any time aspect. The latter signifies a change in the state of the component; while a component is in a certain state it is assumed to draw a constant amount of energy \textit{per time unit}.

4.3.1 Energy-Aware Semantics

As energy consumption can be based on time, we first need to extend our semantics to be time-aware. We effectively extend all the rules of the semantics with an extra argument, a global timestamp \( t \). Using this timestamp we are able to model and analyse time-dependent energy usage.
We track energy usage for each component individually, by using an accumulator \( e \) that is added to the component model. For time-dependent energy usage, with each component state change, the energy used while the component was in the previous state is added to the accumulator. To enable calculation of the time spent in the current state, we add \( \tau \) to the component model, signifying the timestamp at which the component entered the current state. We assume that each component has a constant power draw while in a state. Therefore, the component model function \( C_i :: \phi(s) \) maps component states onto the corresponding power draw, independent of time. To calculate the power consumed while in a certain state we define the \( td \) function, with as arguments the component and the current timestamp:

\[
\text{td}(C_i, t) = C_i :: \phi(s) \cdot (t - C_i :: \tau)
\]

We model incidental energy usage associated with a component function \( f \) with the constant \( C_i :: E_f \). For each call to a component function we add this constant to the energy accumulator.

A component function call can influence energy consumption in two ways: through its associated incidental energy consumption and by changing the state, thereby influencing time-dependent energy usage. This is expressed by energy-aware semantic rule \((e\text{CallCmpF})\) for component functions as defined below, with \( C_i :: \Sigma_f \) representing the time it costs to execute this component function.

\[
\Delta \vdash \langle e, \sigma, \Gamma, t \rangle \Downarrow^E \langle n, \sigma', \Gamma', t' \rangle \quad C_i :: \rho_f(\langle C_i :: \Gamma', s, a \rangle) = n
\]

\[
\Gamma'' = \Gamma[C_i :: \varepsilon ++ C_i :: E_f + \text{td}(C_i :: \Gamma', t), C_i :: s \leftarrow C_i :: \delta_f(\langle C_i :: \Gamma', s, a \rangle), C_i :: \tau \leftarrow t']
\]

\[
\Delta \vdash \langle C_i :: f(e), \sigma, \Gamma, t \rangle \Downarrow^E \langle n, \sigma', \Gamma'', t' + C_i :: \Sigma_f \rangle \quad (e\text{CallCmpF})
\]

Note the addition of the incidental and time dependent energy usages \((C_i :: E_f \) and \( \text{td}(C_i :: \Gamma', t) \) respectively) to the energy accumulator \( C_i :: e \), the increment of the global time with \( C_i :: \Sigma_f \) and the update of the component timestamp \( C_i :: \tau \). Evaluation by \( \Downarrow \) in the energy-aware semantics extends the original semantics with a timestamp and an energy accumulator, which are used to calculate the total energy consumption of the evaluation \((e_{\text{system}} \) as defined below). The full energy-aware semantics are given in Figure 4.1.

The energy accumulator of the components is not always up to date with respect to the current time, as it is only updated in the \((e\text{CallCmpF})\) rule. This is done for simplicity; otherwise each rule that adjusts the global time needs to update the energy accumulator of all components.

To calculate the total actual energy usage, the time the components are in their current state should still be accounted for. This means we have to add the result of the \( td \) function for each component. The total energy consumption of the system can be calculated at any time as follows:

\[
e_{\text{system}}(\Gamma, t) = \sum_i C_i :: e + \text{td}(C_i :: \Gamma', t)
\]
Figure 4.1: Energy-aware semantics.
We can now make the distinction between non-energy-aware component state \( C_i::s \), and energy-aware component state, which also includes the time-stamp \( \tau \) and the energy accumulator \( e \).

Most energy consuming actions are explicit in our language: \( C_i::\text{consume}() \). However, basic language features, such as evaluation of arithmetic expressions, also implicitly consume energy. We capture this behaviour in the \( C_{imp} \) component. This component is an integral part of our energy-aware semantics and logic. The \( C_{imp} \) component should at least have resource consumption constants defined for the following operations:

- \( C_{imp}::E_e \) and \( C_{imp}::\Sigma_e \) for expression evaluation.
- \( C_{imp}::E_a \) and \( C_{imp}::\Sigma_a \) for assignment.
- \( C_{imp}::E_w \) and \( C_{imp}::\Sigma_w \) for an iteration of a while loop.
- \( C_{imp}::E_{ite} \) and \( C_{imp}::\Sigma_{ite} \) for conditionals.

To capture the resource consumption of these basic operations, we extend the associated rules in the semantics. The energy-aware rule for assignment \((eAssign)\) is listed below, with \( C_{imp}::E_a \) for the incidental energy usage of an assignment and \( C_{imp}::\Sigma_a \) for the time it takes to perform an assignment.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash (e, \sigma, \Gamma, t) \psi^E(n, \sigma', \Gamma', t') & \quad \Gamma'' = \Gamma'[C_{imp}::e += C_{imp}::E_a] \\
\Delta \vdash (x := e, \sigma, \Gamma, t) \psi^S(\sigma'[x \leftarrow n], \Gamma'', t' + C_{imp}::\Sigma_a)
\end{align*}
\]

All computations of resource consumption and new component states are done symbolically. In the logic, these values are added, multiplied and subtracted or their \( \text{max} \) is taken. Hence, every \( t, e \) and \( \tau \), as well as the values in component states, are polynomial expressions, extended with the \( \text{max} \) operator, over program variables. Additionally, symbolic states are used, both as input for the program and as start state for the components. The aforementioned polynomials also range over the symbols used in these symbolic states.

### 4.3.2 Energy-Aware Modelling

Energy-aware models will be used to derive upper-bounds for energy consumption of the modelled system. In order for the energy-aware model to be suited for the analysis the model should reflect an upper-bound on the actual consumption. This can be based on detailed documentation or on actual energy measurements.

To provide a sound analysis, we need to assume that components are modelled in such a way that the component states reflect different power-levels and are partially ordered. Greater states should imply greater power draw. We will use finite state models only to enable fixpoint calculation in our analysis of while loops. The modelling should be such that the following properties hold (in the context of the full soundness proof in [PKvv13] these properties are axioms):

- **Components states form a finite lattice** with a partial order based on the ordering of polynomials (extended with \( \text{max} \)) over symbolic variables. Within the lattice each pair of component states has a least upper-bound.
• *Energy-aware component states are partially ordered.* This ordering extends the ordering on component states in a natural way by adding an energy accumulator and a timestamp. The timestamp stores the time of the latest change to the component state. So, the earliest timestamp reflects the highest energy usage. Therefore, with respect to timestamps the energy-aware component state ordering should be defined such that smaller timestamps lead to bigger energy-aware component states.

• *Power draw functions preserve the ordering,* i.e. larger states consume more energy than smaller states.

• *Component state update functions \( \delta \) preserve the ordering.* For this reason, \( \delta_f \) cannot depend on the arguments of \( f \). To signify this, we will use \( \delta(s) \) instead of \( \delta(s, \text{args}) \) in the logic. As a result, component models cannot influence each other. Our soundness proof (Theorem 2 in Section 4.5) requires this assumption.

**Severeness of model restrictions** There are several restrictions to the modelling that may seem far from reality.

1. *Component state functions take up a constant amount of time and incidental energy.* This is needed for the soundness proof. For instance, when a radio component sends a message, the duration of the function call cannot directly depend on the number of bytes in the message. In most cases this can be dealt with by using a different way of modelling. First, one can use an overestimation. Second, such dependencies can be removed by distributing the costs over multiple function calls. For instance, the radio component can have a function to send a fixed number of bytes. If it internally keeps a queue, the additional costs of sending the full queue can be modelled by distributing it over separate queueing operations. Energy consumption of components must remain fixed per component state.

2. *With each component state a constant power draw is associated.* However, some hardware may accumulate heat over time incurring increasing energy consumption over time. Such a 'heating' problem can be modelled e.g. by changing state to a higher energy level with every call of a component function. This is still an approximation of course. In the future, we want to study models with time driven state change or with time-dependent power draw.

3. *Component model must be finite state machines.* Modelling systems with finite state machines is not uncommon, e.g. using model checking and the right kind of abstraction for the property that is studied. In our models the abstraction should be such that the energy consumption is modelled as close as possible.

4. *The effect of component state functions on the component states cannot depend on the arguments of the function.* Also, component models cannot influence each other. Both restrictions are needed for soundness guarantee of our analysis. This restricts the modelling. Using multiple component state functions instead of dynamic arguments and cross-component calls is a way
of modelling that can mitigate these restrictions in certain cases. Relieving these restrictions in general is part of future work.

4.3.3 A Hoare Logic for Energy Analysis

This section treats the definition of an energy-aware logic with energy analysis rules that can be used to bound the energy consumption of the analysed system. The full set of rules is given in Figure 4.2. These rules are deterministic; at each moment only one rule can be applied.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} n \{Γ; t; ρ\} & & (a\text{Const}) \\
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} x \{Γ; t; ρ\} & & (a\text{Var}) \\
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} e_1 \{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} & & (a\text{BinOp}) \\
\{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} & \rightarrow \{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} e_2 \{Γ_2; t_2; ρ_2\} & & (a\text{BinOp}) \\
Γ_3 & = Γ_2[C_{imp} :: ε \mapsto C_{imp} :: \mathcal{E}_e] & & (a\text{CallCmpF}) \\
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} C_i :: f(\text{args}) \{Γ_1; t + C_i :: \mathcal{E}_f; ρ\} & & (a\text{CallF}) \\
\Delta(f) = (ε_1, x) & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} e \{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} & & (a\text{ExprConcat}) \\
\{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} & \rightarrow \{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} \{Γ_2; t_2; ρ_2\} & & (a\text{Concat}) \\
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} e \{Γ_1; t_1; ρ_1\} & & (a\text{Assign}) \\
\{Γ_2; t_2; ρ_2\} & \rightarrow \{Γ_2; t_2; ρ_2\} \{Γ_3; t_3; ρ_3\} & & (a\text{Assign}) \\
\{Γ; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ; t; ρ\} \text{if then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2 \text{ end if} \{\text{lub}(Γ_3, γ_4); \text{max}(t_3, t_4); ρ_4\} & & (a\text{If}) \\
\{Γ_1; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ_1; t; ρ\} \text{process-td}(Γ; t) & & (a\text{While}) \\
\{Γ_1; t; ρ\} & \rightarrow \{Γ_1; t; ρ\} \text{while}_{a \in \mathcal{E}_w} \text{do } S \text{ end while} \{\text{oe}(Γ_1, t, t_3, t_2); ib); ρ_3\} & & (a\text{While}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.2: Energy analysis rules.

Our energy consumption analysis depends on external symbolic analysis of variables and loop analysis. The results of this external analysis are assumed to be accessible in our Hoare Logic in two ways.

First, we restrict the scope of our analysis to programs that are bound in terms of execution. We assume that all loops and component functions terminate on any input. Each loop is annotated with a bound: \text{while} ib. The bound is a polynomial over the input variables, which expresses an upper-bound on the
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number of iterations of the loop. We have added the \( \mathit{ib} \) to the while rule in the energy analysis rules to make this assumption explicit. Derivation of bounds is considered out of scope for our analysis. We assume that an external analysis has produced a sound bound.

Second, the symbolic state environment \( \rho \) gives a symbolic state of every variable at each line of code, e.g. \( \{ x_1 := e_1 \} x_1 := x_1 + x_2 + x_3 \{ x_1 := e_1 + x_2 + x_3 \} \), plus other non-energy related properties invariants that have previously been proven. In Figure 4.2 we included this prerequisite by denoting \( \rho, \rho_1, \ldots \) explicitly. As these variables represent external input, they are not bounded by our logic.

All the judgements in the rules have the following shape: \( \{ \Gamma; t; \rho \} S \{ \Gamma'; t'; \rho' \} \), where \( \Gamma \) is the set of all energy aware component states, \( t \) is the global time and \( \rho \) represents the symbolic state environment retrieved from the earlier standard analysis. The notation \( \Gamma[n += m] \) is a shorthand for \( \Gamma[n \leftarrow n + m] \). As (energy-aware) component states are partially ordered, we can take a least upper bound of states \( \text{lub}(s_1, s_2) \) and sets of energy-aware component states \( \text{lub}(\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2) \).

We will highlight the most relevant aspects of the rules. The \((a\text{CallCmpF})\) rule uses the \( \text{td}(C_i, t) \) function to estimate the time-dependent energy consumption of component function calls. The \((a\text{If})\) rule takes the least upper bound of the energy-aware component states and the maximum of the time estimates. Special attention is warranted for the \((a\text{While})\) rule. We study the body of the while loop in isolation. This requires processing the time-dependent energy consumption that occurred before the loop \((\text{process-td})\). An overestimation \((\text{oe})\) of the energy consumption of the loop will be calculated by taking the product of the bound on the number of iterations and an overestimation of the energy consumption of a single iteration, i.e. the worst-case iteration \((\text{wci})\). The worst-case-iteration is determined by taking the least upper-bound of the set of all states that can occur during the execution of the loop. As there are a finite number of states for each component, this set can be determined via a fix point construction \((\text{fix})\). The fixpoint is calculated by iterating the component iteration function \((\text{ci})\).

In order to support the analysis of statements after the loop, also an overestimation of the component states after the loop has to be calculated. For brevity, in Figure 4.2, this is dealt with in the calculation of \( \text{oe} \).

Five calculations are needed:

1. Component iteration function \( \text{ci} \). The component iteration function \( \text{ci}_i(S) \) aggregates the (possibly overestimated) effects of \( S \) on \( C_i \). It performs the analysis on \( S \), then considers only the effects on \( C_i \). If there are nested loops or conditionals, the effects on the state of \( C_i \) are overestimated in the same manner as in the rest of the analysis. By \( \text{ci}_i^n(S) \) we mean the component iteration function applied \( n \) times: \( \text{ci}_i(S) \circ \text{ci}_i^{n-1}(S) \), with \( \text{ci}_i^1(S) = \text{ci}_i(S) \).
2. Fixpoint function \( \text{fix} \). Because component states are finite, there is an iteration after which a component is in a state that it has already been in, earlier in the loop (unless the loop is already finished before this point is reached).
Since components are independent, the behaviour of the component will be identical to its behaviour the first time it was in this state. This is a fixpoint on the set of component states that can be reached in the loop. It can be found using the \texttt{fix}_i(S) function, which finds the smallest \( n \) for which \( \exists k. \text{ci}_{i}^{n+1}(S) = \text{ci}_{i}^{k}(S) \). The number of possible component states is an upper bound for \( n \).

3. Worst-Case Iteration function \texttt{wci}. To make a sound overestimation of the energy consumption of a loop, we need to find the iteration that consumes the most. As our analysis is non-decreasing with respect to component states, this is the iteration which starts with the largest component state in the precondition. For this purpose, we introduce the worst-case iteration function \texttt{wci}_i(S), which computes the least-upper bound of all the states up to the fixpoint: \( \text{wci}_i(S) = \text{lub}(\text{ci}_i^0(S), \text{ci}_i^1(S), \ldots, \text{ci}_i^{\text{fix}}(S)) \). The global version \texttt{wci}(\( \Gamma, S \)) is defined by iteratively applying the \texttt{wci}_i(S) function to each component \( C_i \) in \( \Gamma \).

4. Overestimation function \texttt{oe}. This function overestimates the energy-aware output states of the loop. It needs to do three things: find the largest non-energy-aware output states, find the minimal timestamps and add the resource consumption of the loop itself. This function gets as input: the start state of the loop \( \Gamma_{in} \), the start time \( t \), the output state from the analysis of the worst-case iteration \( \Gamma_{out} \), the end time from the analysis of the worst-case iteration \( t' \) and the iteration bound \( ib \). It returns an overestimated energy-aware component state and an overestimated global time.

Because component state update functions \( \delta \) preserve the ordering, the analysis of the worst-case iteration results in the maximum output state for any iteration. This, however, does not yet address the case where the loop is not entered at all. Therefore, we need to take the least-upper bound of the start state and the result of the analysis of the worst-case iteration.

To overestimate time-dependent energy usage, we must revert component timestamps to the time of entering the loop. So, if a component is switched to a greater state at some point in the loop, the analysis assumes it has been in this state since entering the loop. Note that the least-upper bound of energy-aware component states does exactly this: maximise the non-energy-aware component state and minimise the timestamp. Taking \( \Gamma_{base} = \text{lub}(\Gamma_{in}, \Gamma_{out}) \) we find both the maximum output states and the minimum timestamps.

Now, we can add the consumption of the loop itself. We perform the following calculation for each component: \( C_i^{\Gamma_{base}} :: e = C_i^{\Gamma_{in}} :: e + (C_i^{\Gamma_{out}} :: e - C_i^{\Gamma_{in}} :: e) \cdot ib \). We do something similar for the time consumption: \( t_{ret} = t + (t' - t) \cdot ib \).

5. Processing time-dependent energy function \texttt{process-td}. When analysing an iteration of a loop, we must take care not to include any energy consumption outside of the iteration. This would lead to a large overestimation, since it would be multiplied by the (possibly overestimated) number of iterations. Therefore, before analysing the body, we add the time-dependent energy consumption to the energy accumulator for each component and set all timestamps to the current time. Otherwise, the time-dependent consume-
tion before entering the loop would also be included in the analysis of the iteration. We introduce the function $\text{process-td}(\Gamma, t)$, which adds $td(C_i, t)$ to $C_i::t$ and sets $C_i::\tau$ to $t$, for each component $C_i$ in $\Gamma$.

Applying the rules overestimates the sum of the incidental energy consumption and the time-dependent energy consumption. However, the time-dependent energy consumption is only added to the accumulator at changes of component states. So, as for the energy-aware semantics, the time the components are in their current state should still be accounted for by calculating $e_{\text{system}}(\Gamma_{\text{end}}, t_{\text{end}})$.

### 4.4 Example: Wireless Sensor Node

To illustrate our analysis, we model a wireless sensor node, which has a sensor $C_s$ and a radio $C_r$. Furthermore, it has a basic $C_{\text{imp}}$ component for the implicit resource consumption. We analyse the energy usage of a program that repeatedly measures the sensor for 10 seconds, then sends the measurement over the radio, shown in Listing 4.1. The example illustrates both time-dependent (sensor) and incidental (radio) energy usage. We choose a highly abstract modelling to keep the example brief and simple. A more elaborate example can be found in Section 4.6, where two algorithms are compared using an implementation of our Hoare logic. A similar analysis, comparing two algorithms, is also done by hand in [PKvv13].

```
1 while n > 0 do
2   $C_s :: \text{on}()$;
3   ... some code taking 10 seconds ... 
4   $x = C_s :: \text{off}()$;
5   $C_r :: \text{send}(x)$;
6   $n = n - 1$;
7 end while;
```

Listing 4.1: Example program.

**Modelling** The sensor component $C_s$ has two states: $s_{\text{on}}$ and $s_{\text{off}}$. It does not have any incidental energy consumption. It has a power draw (thus time-dependent consumption) only when on. For this power draw we introduce the constant $e_{\text{on}}$. There are two component functions, namely $\text{on}$ and $\text{off}$, which switch between the two component states.

The radio component $C_r$ only has incidental energy consumption. It does not have a state. Its single component function is $\text{send}$, which uses $C_r::T_{\text{send}}$ time and $C_r::E_{\text{send}}$ energy.

The $C_{\text{imp}}$ component models the implicit resource consumption by various language constructs. For the sake of presentation, we choose a very simple model here, in which only assignment consumes time and energy. We set both the
associated constants $C_{imp} :: \mathcal{X}_a$ and $C_{imp} :: \mathcal{E}_a$. The other six constants in the $C_{imp}$ model (see Section 4.3.1 for a list) are set to 0.

Application of the energy-aware semantics from Figure 4.1 on the loop body results in a time consumption $t_{body}$ of $10 + C_r :: \mathcal{X}_send + 2 \cdot C_{imp} :: \mathcal{X}_a$ and an energy consumption $e_{body}$ of $10 \cdot e_{on} + C_r :: \mathcal{E}_send + 2 \cdot C_{imp} :: \mathcal{E}_a$. Intuitively, the time and energy consumption of the whole loop are $n(t_{body})$ and $n(e_{body}).$

**Energy consumption analysis** The analysis (Figure 4.2) always starts with a symbolic state. Note that only the sensor component $C_s$ has a state. We introduce the symbol $\text{on}_0^s$ for the symbolic start-state (on or off) of the sensor.

We start the analysis with the while loop. So, we apply the (aWhile) rule:

$$G_1 = \text{process-td}(G_0, t_0)$$

$$\{wci(G_1, n > 0; S_{body}); t_0; \rho_0\} n > 0 \{G_2; t_1; \rho_1\} \{G_3; t_1; \tau_1; \rho_1\} S_{body} \{G_4; t_1; \tau_1; \rho_1\}$$

(aWhile)

Since $C_{imp} :: \mathcal{E}_w$ and $C_{imp} :: \mathcal{X}_w$ are 0, we omit them here. We will first solve the process-td and wci functions, then analyse the loop guard and body (i.e. the part above the line), then determine the final results with the oe function.

We first add time-dependent energy consumption and set timestamps to $t_0$ for all components using the process-td function. If we would not do this, the time-dependent energy consumption before the loop would be included in the calculation of the resource consumption of the worst-case iteration. As this would be multiplied by the number of iterations, it would lead to a large overestimation. $C_r$ and $C_{imp}$ do not have a state, so we only need to add the time-dependent consumption of $C_s$: $td(C_s, t_0) = C_s :: \phi(\text{on}_0^s) \cdot (t_0 - C_s :: \tau_0)$, where $C_s :: \tau_0$ is the symbolic value of the sensor timestamp before starting the analysis.

We must now find the worst-case iteration, using the wci function. For the $C_s$ component we need the $ci_s(n > 0; S_{body})$ function. As the other components do not have a state, $ci_{imp}(n > 0; S_{body})$ and $ci_r(n > 0; S_{body})$ are simply the identity function. The loop body sets the state of the sensor to $s_{off}$, independent of the start state. So, $ci_s(n > 0; S_{body})$ always results in $s_{off}$. Now we can find the fixpoint. In the first iteration, we enter the loop with symbolic state $\text{on}_0^s$. In the second iteration, the loop is entered with state $s_{off}$. In the third iteration, the loop is again entered with state $s_{off}$. We have thus found the fixpoint. The worst-case iteration can now be calculated by $wci_s(n > 0; S_{body}) = \text{lub}(ci_s(n > 0; S_{body}), ci_s(n > 0; S_{body})) = \text{on}_0^s$. Intuitively, this means that, since after any number of iterations the sensor is off, the symbolic start state, in which it is unknown whether the sensor is on or off, yields the worst-case.

As there are no costs associated with the evaluation of expressions, the analysis of $n > 0$ using the (aBinOp) rule does not have any effect on the state. We continue with analysis of the loop body, which starts with a call to component function on. We apply the (aCallCmpF) rule:

$$G_3 = G_2[C_s :: s \leftarrow C_s :: \delta_{\text{on}}(C_s :: s), C_s :: \tau \leftarrow t_1, C_s :: e \leftarrow td(C_s, t_1)]$$

$$\{G_2; t_1; \rho_1\} C_s :: \text{on}() \{G_3; t_1; \rho_2\}$$

(aCallCmpF)
There is no incidental energy consumption or time consumption associated with the call. We must however add the time-dependent energy consumption to the energy accumulator, by adding $td(C_s, t)$. Since we have just set $C_s := \tau$ to $t_0$ and the evaluation of $n > 0$ costs $0$ time, hence $t_1 = t_0$, $td(C_s, t_1)$ results in $0$. The function $C_r := \delta_{on}$ produces new component state $s_{on}$. It also saves the current timestamp to the component state, in order to know when the last state transition happened. For simplicity, we omit the application of the concatenation rule ($aConcat$) in the following.

After ten seconds of executing other statements (which we assume only cost time, not energy), the sensor is turned off. The call to the function $off$ returns the measurement, which is assigned to $x$. We must therefore first apply the ($aAssign$) rule. This adds $C_{imp} := t_a$ to the global time and $C_{imp} := E_a$ to the energy accumulator. We now apply the ($aCallCmpF$) rule to the right-hand side of the assignment, i.e. the call to $C_s := off$. This updates the state of the component to $s_{off}$. It also executes the $td(C_s, t_2)$ function in order to determine the energy cost of the component being on for ten seconds. Because $t_2 = C_s := \tau + 10$ and our model specifies a power draw of $e_{on}$ for $s_{on}$, this results in $10 \cdot e_{on}$. We add this to the energy accumulator of the sensor component.

We apply the ($aCallCmpF$) rule again, this time to the $send$ function of the $C_r$ component. As the transmission costs a fixed amount of energy, all time-dependent constants associated with transmitting are set to zero. So, the ($aCallCmpF$) rule will only add the incidental energy usage specified by $C_s := E_{send}$ and the constant time usage $C_s := \tau_{send}$. Finally, we apply the ($aBinOp$) rule, which has no costs, and the ($aAssign$) rule, which again adds $C_{imp} := E_a$ and $C_{imp} := t_a$.

Analysis of the worst-case iteration results in global time $t_{it}$ and energy-aware component state environment $\Gamma_{it}$. We can now apply the overestimation function $ov(\Gamma_1, t_0, \Gamma_{it}, t_{it}, \rho(n))$. This takes as base the least-upper bound of $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_{it}$, which in this case is exactly $\Gamma_1$ (note that the state of the sensor is overestimated as $on_0$). It then adds the consumption of the worst-case iteration, multiplied by the number of iterations. The worst-case iteration results in a global time of $t_0 + 10 + C_r := \tau_{send} + 2 \cdot C_{imp} := t_a$. So, $ov$ results in a global time $t_{end}$ of $t_0 + n \cdot (10 + C_r := \tau_{send} + 2 \cdot C_{imp} := t_a)$. Note that this is equal to the time consumption resulting from the energy-aware semantics.

A similar calculation is made for energy consumption, for each component. Then, we can calculate $e_{system}$. In total, the $ov$ function results in an energy usage of $e_{on} + n \cdot (10 \cdot e_{on} + C_r := E_{send} + 2 \cdot C_{imp} := E_a)$. However, we still need to add the time-dependent energy consumption for each component. This is where potential overestimation occurs in this example. Since $C_r$ and $C_{imp}$ do not have a state, we only need to add the time-dependent consumption of $C_s$. After the analysis of the loop, the state of the sensor is overestimated as $on_0$. We must therefore add a consumption of $td(C_s, t_{end}) = C_s := \phi(ov_0) \cdot (t_{end} - t_0) = C_s := \phi(ov_0) \cdot n \cdot (10 + C_r := \tau_{send} + 2 \cdot C_{imp} := t_a)$. This leads to an overestimation only in case $ov_0 = s_{on}$ and $n > 0$. Otherwise, the result of the analysis is equal to that of the energy-aware semantics.
4.5 Soundness

In this section, we outline a proof of the soundness of the energy-aware Hoare logic with respect to the energy-aware semantics. Intuitively, this means we prove that the analysis over-estimates the actual energy consumption. Here, we present only the fundamental theorems. The reader is referred to [PKvv13] for the full proof. Soundness of the annotations (loop bounds and symbolic states) is assumed in order to guarantee soundness of the final result.

We first show that the logic over-estimates time consumption. In order to establish soundness of the analysis of the energy consumption of the program, we need to establish first soundness of the timing analysis.

**Theorem 1 (Timing over-estimation).** If $\langle S, \sigma, \Gamma, t \rangle \Downarrow^S \langle \sigma', \Gamma', t' \rangle$, then for any derivation $\{ \Gamma; t; \rho \} S \{ \Gamma_1; t_1; \rho_1 \}$ holds that $t_1 \geq t'$.

**Proof.** Theorem 1 derives from the property that the analysis does not depend on the timestamp in the precondition. For $\{ \Gamma_1; t_1; \rho_1 \} S \{ \Gamma_2; t_2; \rho_2 \}$, the duration $t_2 - t_1$ always over-estimates the duration of every possible real execution of the statement $S$. Theorem 1 is proved by induction on the energy-aware semantics and the energy analysis rules. The only source of any over-estimation are the rules $(aIf)$ and $(aWhile)$. The $(aIf)$ rule computes a $\max$ between the final timestamps of then-branch and the else-branch. In the $(aWhile)$ rule, the execution time of one iteration of the loop is over-estimated and multiplied by the loop bound, which is an over-estimation of the number of iterations of the loop. $\square$

Over-estimating the component state is fundamental for over-estimating the total energy consumption. A larger component state requires more power and hence consumes more energy.

**Theorem 2 (Component state over-estimation).** If $\{ \Gamma; t; \rho \} S \{ \Gamma_1; t_1; \rho_1 \}$ and $\langle S, \sigma, \Gamma, t \rangle \Downarrow^S \langle \sigma', \Gamma', t' \rangle$ then $\Gamma_1 \geq \Gamma'$.

**Proof.** Induction on the energy-aware semantics and the energy analysis rules, yields that the update function $\delta$ preserves the ordering on component states (see Section 4.3.2). $\square$

Now, we can formulate and prove the main soundness theorem:

**Theorem 3 (Soundness).** If $\{ t; \Gamma; \rho \} S \{ t_1; \Gamma_1; \rho_1 \}$ and $\langle S, \sigma, \Gamma, t \rangle \Downarrow^S \langle \sigma', \Gamma', t' \rangle$ then $e_{\text{system}}(\Gamma_1; t_1) \geq e_{\text{system}}(\Gamma'; t')$.

**Proof.** By induction on the energy-aware semantics and the energy analysis rules. Theorem 1 ensures that the final timestamp is an over-estimation of the actual time-consumption, hence the calculation of energy usage is based on an over-estimated period of time. Theorem 2 ensures (given that the analysis is non-decreasing with respect to component states, a larger input state means a larger output state) that we find the maximum state (including incidental energy-usage) that can result from an iteration of a loop body with the logic. This
depends on the $\text{wci}$ function determining the maximal initial state for any iteration. It follows, by the definition of $\epsilon_{\text{system}}$ that $\epsilon_{\text{system}}(\Gamma_1; t_1) \geq \epsilon_{\text{system}}(\Gamma'; t')$. The total energy consumption resulting from the analysis is larger than that of every possible execution of the analysed program.

\[\square\]

### 4.6 Implementation in ECAl\textsc{ogic}

This section presents ECAL\textsc{ogic$^5$}, a tool that implements the static energy consumption analysis. The tool is parametric with respect to a set of hardware component models. Its results are symbolic over the program parameters. It has a web-interface as well as a command-line interface.

A schematic representation of ECAL\textsc{ogic} is shown in Figure 4.3. The algorithm and the hardware on which it will run must first be modelled. To capture the functionality of the algorithm, we offer the simple ‘while’ language eca, described in Section 4.6.1. Each hardware component is modelled in a similar language, ecm, which is described in Section 4.6.2.

Component functions explicitly influence energy consumption. Other language constructs, for instance the evaluation of an arithmetic expression, also implicitly consume energy. This is modelled in the special $\text{implicit}$ component. This component is assumed to be present in any system. It is modelled in ecm and therefore under full user control.

#### 4.6.1 Input Language ECA

For describing algorithms, we use the simple programming language eca. Because ECAL\textsc{ogic} was developed in parallel with the analysis, there are minor differences with the “while” language described in Section 4.2. However, these do not affect the set of algorithms that can be expressed. The grammar of the language is shown in Figure 4.4. A program is represented as a function with input parameters. eca is a simple “while”-type language, with the usual control structures and function calls. It has two major restrictions:

- All while-loops are bounded in the number of iterations. This upper bound must be specified explicitly and is assumed to be sound. It can either be inferred by a third-party tool or specified directly by the programmer.

---

5 http://resourceanalysis.cs.ru.nl/energy/
• All variables are positive integers. There is no form of structured data. These can however be simulated by modelling them as component functions, as we will see below.

A simple program for a wireless sensor node that switches the radio on, takes \(N\) measurements and transmits these, is shown in Listing 4.2.

```plaintext
1 function alwaysOn(N)
2     Radio::on()
3 while N > 0 bound N do
4         Value := Sensor::measure()
5     Radio::queue(Value)
6     Radio::send()
7     N := N-1
8 end while
9 Radio::off()
10 end function
```

Listing 4.2: Example program for a wireless sensor node.
Here the parameter $N$ acts as an upper bound on the number of iterations of the while loop. It is allowed to use any expression as an upper bound, as long as it can be evaluated in terms of the parameters of a function. In many cases this can be done directly, as above. If, however, the upper bound of a loop references variables whose values are only available at run time, an annotation with a Hoare-style precondition is required to relate each of those variables to the parameters. An example of this is given in Section 4.6.3.

### 4.6.2 Component Models in ECM

Hardware components models are defined by:

1. A (possibly empty) set of component states
2. A function $\phi$ which maps component states to power draw
3. A set of component functions

A simple model for a radio is shown in Listing 4.3.

```plaintext
1 component Radio(active: 0..1)  
2    initial active := 0  
3  
4    component function on uses 400 time 400 energy  
5        active := 1  
6    end function  
7  
8    component function off uses 200 time 200 energy  
9        active := 0  
10   end function  
11  
12    component function queue(X) uses 30 time 30 energy  
13    component function send uses 100 time 100 energy  
14  
15    function phi := 2 + 200 * active  
16 end component
```

Listing 4.3: A simple model for a radio.

In this example, the radio has two states: off (0) or on (1). There are component functions to turn the radio on/off, to enqueue a measurement for sending and for transmitting the queue. The function $\text{on}$ has an incidental energy usage of 30 and changes the state of the component to active. The function $\phi$ gives the energy consumption per time-unit, depending on the state of the radio. Note that this is where the timing analysis is needed.

An important constraint on the $\phi$ function is monotonicity with respect to the ordering of the states: a higher state implies a higher energy usage. ECA-LOGIC checks whether this constraint holds. Apart from that, component functions have the same expressive power as the ECA language. Hence, more detailed models can easily be constructed.
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\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{component} \rangle & := \{(\text{class-imp}) (\text{sep})\} \text{‘component’} \text{id} [\text{‘} (\text{[} \text{var-def} \text{)} \{,’ (\text{var-def})\} \text{‘} )]\text{’} \\
\text{\langle class-imp \rangle} & := \text{‘import’} \text{‘class’} \text{id} [\text{‘}.’ \text{id}] [\text{‘as’} \text{id}] \\
\langle \text{var-def} \rangle & := \text{id} ‘:’ \text{numeral} ‘.’ \text{numeral} \\
\text{\langle member \rangle} & := \text{‘initial’} \text{id} ‘:=’ \text{numeral} \\
& \quad \mid \text{\langle fun-def \rangle} \\
& \quad \mid \text{\langle comp-fun-def \rangle} \\
\text{\langle comp-fun-def \rangle} & := \text{‘component’} \text{‘function’} \text{id} [\text{‘} (\text{id} \{,’ ,’ \text{id}) \text{‘} )] \text{’} [\text{\langle uses-clause \rangle}] \\
\text{\langle fun-body \rangle} & := \text{‘uses’} \text{numeral} \text{‘energy’} [\text{numeral} \text{‘time’}] \\
& \quad \mid \text{‘uses’} \text{numeral} \text{‘time’} [\text{numeral} \text{‘energy’}]
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.5: Grammar of the component modelling language ECM.

4.6.3 Tool Application

To use the tool, the target platform must first be modelled. This is a complex step, as building a precise model requires measurements of the actual energy consumption. Depending on the goals of the user, educated guessing might suffice when modelling, or a standard ECM model (e.g. for the CPU) taken from a library of component models might be used. If precise results are required, accurate modelling is paramount. If the user wants to compare implementation variants, a less precise modelling will often suffice.

A typical use case is the comparison of different implementations of an algorithm. In the case of a wireless sensor node, a strategy to conserve energy is to send data packets in batches of size \( B \), only turning the radio on right before sending. An alternative implementation of the wireless sensor node example is shown in Listing 4.4.

```plaintext
function buffering(N, B)
    while N > 0 bound N/B do
        K := B
        \{ K <- B \}
        while K > 0 and N > 0 bound K do
            Value := Sensor::measure()
            Radio::queue(Value)
            K := K - 1
            N := N - 1
        end while
        Radio::on()
        Radio::send()
        Radio::off()
    end while
end function
```

Listing 4.4: An alternative application for a wireless sensor node, using buffering.
4.7. Conclusions and Future Work

Note that the annotation \( \{ K <- B \} \) is necessary to express that the symbolic value of the variable \( K \) in terms of the function parameters is \( B \). ECAlogic issues a diagnostic message whenever the symbolic value of a loop bound or function argument cannot be determined.

```
1 component Implicit
2    component function e uses 10 energy 10 time
3    component function a uses 5 energy 5 time
4    component function w uses 25 energy 25 time
5    component function ite uses 25 energy 25 time
6 end component

Listing 4.5: Implicit component model
```

```
1 component Sensor
2    component function measure uses 40 energy 10 time
3    function phi := 3
4 end component

Listing 4.6: Sensor component model
```

Using the simple implicit component model in Listing 4.5 and sensor model in Listing 4.6, we can now compare the two implementations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>implementation</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alwaysOn((N))</td>
<td>(600 + 195 \cdot N)</td>
<td>(83600 + 40200 \cdot N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffering((N,B))</td>
<td>(\left(130 + \frac{740}{B}\right) \cdot N)</td>
<td>(\left(1070 + \frac{105640}{B}\right) \cdot N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results also provide information on appropriate values for the block size \(B\). If we are interested in a constantly functioning sensor node, we should consider very large \(N\). It is then clear that the buffering implementation is more efficient for \(B \geq 3\).

### 4.7 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a hybrid, energy-aware Hoare logic for reasoning about energy consumption of systems controlled by software. The logic comes with an analysis which is proven to be sound with respect to the semantics. To our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt at bounding energy-consumption statically in a way which is parametric with respect to hardware models. This is a first step towards a hybrid approach to energy consumption analysis in which the software is analysed automatically together with the hardware it controls. The analysis is implemented in the tool ECAlogic. In the Software Analysis course at Radboud University Nijmegen students have used ECAlogic for exercises, successfully modelling various algorithms and hardware components.
**Future Work** Many future research directions can be envisioned: e.g. performing energy measurements for defining component models, modelling of software components and enabling the development of tools that can automatically derive energy consumption bounds for large systems, finding the most suited tool(s) to provide the right loop bounds and annotations for our analysis and study energy usage per time unit on systems that are always running, removing certain termination restrictions.

With regard to the implementation, we aim to improve the ECAlogic tool as follows:

- Since ECAlogic currently only supports the ECA language, the software to be analysed must be expressed in this language. When analysing existing software, this is restrictive. Eventually, we want to support a ‘real-world’ programming language, such as C.
- We want to increase the inter-operability with other analysis tools, such as ResAna [SKVE10] for deriving the necessary loop bounds and a CEGAR-based tool [tMB+14] for deriving component models.
- To increase the practical applicability, we will start an open library where users can submit ECM models for hardware components. An additional advantage of such a library is that users with access to physical measurement tools could take a model from the library and validate it.
Abstract. This chapter presents an interpolation-based method of inferring arbitrary degree ranking functions for Java loops. Given a loop, by its “ranking function” we mean a function with the numeric program variables as its parameters, that is used to bound the number of iterations.

Analysis of loop bounds is important in several different areas, including worst-case execution time (WCET) and heap consumption analysis, optimising compilers and termination-analysis. While several other methods exist to infer numerical loop bounds, we know of no other research on the inference of non-linear symbolic loop bounds. Additionally, the inferred bounds are provable using external tools, e.g. KeY.

To infer a ranking function for a given loop, it is instrumented with a counter and executed on a well-chosen set of values of the numerical program variables. By well-chosen we mean that using these test values and the corresponding values of the counter, one can construct a unique interpolating polynomial. The uniqueness and the existence of the interpolating polynomial is guaranteed if the input values are in the so-called NCA-configuration, known from multivariate-polynomial interpolation theory. The constructed interpolating polynomial presumably bounds the dependency of the number of loop iterations on arbitrary values of the program variables. This hypothetical loop bound is verified by a third-party proof assistant.

A prototype tool has been developed which implements this method. This prototype can infer piecewise polynomial ranking functions for a large class of loops in Java programs. Applicability of the prototype has been tested on a series of safety-critical case studies. For most of the loops in the case studies, ranking functions could be inferred (and verified using a proof assistant).
5.1 Introduction

Most of the execution time of typical embedded programs is spent in loops. In bounding resource consumption, it is therefore an important step to bound loop iterations. Compiler optimisations that transform loops, e.g. loop-unrolling, may also depend on knowledge about loop-bounds. Furthermore, termination of a program can only be proved if an upper bound on the number of loop iterations exists for each loop in the program.

In this chapter, we describe test-based inference of piecewise polynomial ranking functions for Java loops with first-order numerical loop guards. The ranking function (RF) of a loop expresses an upper bound on the number of iterations, depending on (some of) the numerical program variables and data sizes.

Consider, for example, the loop in Listing 5.1. While several other methods exist that are able to infer a numerical loop bound for certain values of \( i \), for instance minimal or maximal values, we infer the symbolic loop bound \( 15 - i \), which can be used to bound (or in this case, calculate exactly) the number of iterations of this loop for arbitrary values of \( i \). Only one paper \[Gul09\] is known to the authors where symbolic bounds are inferred, but in the method described in that paper only a limited use of non-linear terms in bounds is possible. In other articles, soundness is not usually discussed, but the correctness of the RF inferred by the presented method can be checked by external tools. By proving correctness of the bound, termination of the loop is also proved inherently.

```
1 while (i < 15) {
  2    i++;
  3 }
```

Listing 5.1: A typical single (i.e. not nested) while-loop.

The schema of our approach is as follows. Given a loop, it is first placed into a testing method. The loop in this method is instrumented with a counter and this testing method outputs the number of iterations of the loop on given values of the program variables. We take into consideration numerical program variables that occur in the loop condition and its body. Then, the method is executed on a well-chosen set of inputs, which we call test values or, sometimes, following polynomial-interpolation terminology, test nodes. By well-chosen set of test values we mean that using these test values and the corresponding values of the counter, one can construct a unique interpolating polynomial. The uniqueness and the existence of the interpolating polynomial is guaranteed if the input values are in the so-called NCA-configuration, known from multivariate-polynomial interpolation theory. This issue is highlighted in Section 5.2, explaining application of polynomial interpolation. The obtained results are used to compute the corresponding interpolating polynomial. The inference part of the procedure outputs a method, annotated with the inferred bound, e.g. annotated in JML [CKLP06] by the decreases-expression. The correctness of the annotation is verified by an external checking tool. In our prototype implementation
the method with the annotated loop is run through KeY [BHS07], which contains a verification-condition generator and a theorem prover.

To obtain concrete loop bounds (i.e. the concrete number of iterations on concrete data), the obtained RF may be applied to the results of data-flow analysis, possibly accelerated by abstract interpretation and/or program slicing. Several examples exist in the literature [ESG+07, LCFM09] indicating how this might be implemented.

This work builds on previous research on size analysis [SvEvK09], where we studied polynomial dependencies of the sizes of output data structures (e.g. the length of a linked list) on the sizes of input data structures. A similar algorithm as is used here for generating loop bounds was used in [vKSvE08] to infer size relations.

The running example throughout this chapter is a while-loop with a quadratic RF, given in Listing 5.2. This bound is successfully inferred by the prototype implementation and can be verified using KeY (although some manual steps are required for such a complex bound).

```
1 while (x>0 && i>0 && i<x && j>0 && j<=x) {
2    if (j==x) { i++; j = 0; }
3    j++;
4 }
```

Listing 5.2: A single loop with the quadratic RF \( x^2 - xi - j + 1 \).

This research is conducted in the context of the Critical and High Assurance Requirements Transformed through Engineering Rigour (CHARTER) project\(^6\). The goal of this project is to ease, accelerate, and cost-reduce the certification of safety-critical embedded systems by melding Realtime Java, Model Driven Development, rule-based compilation, and formal verification. It is part of a larger chain of tools developed in this project.

We recapitulate polynomial interpolation in Section 5.2. The RF inference method is introduced in Section 5.3. We then discuss the prototype implementation and a series of case studies in Section 5.4. Related work is discussed in Section 5.5 and the chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.

### 5.2 Polynomial Interpolation

When the result of a polynomial function is known for certain test values, the values of its coefficients can be derived. Such a polynomial, which interpolates the test results, exists and is unique under some conditions on the data, which are explored in polynomial-interpolation theory [CL87].

For 1-variable interpolation this condition is well-known: all the test nodes must be different. Let us recapitulate in more detail. A polynomial \( p(z) \) of degree

\(^6\) [http://charterproject.ning.com/](http://charterproject.ning.com/)
$d$ with coefficients $a_0, \ldots, a_d$ can be written as follows:

$$a_0 + a_1 z + \ldots + a_d z^d = p(z)$$

The values of the polynomial function in any pairwise different $d+1$ points determine a system of linear equations with respect to the polynomial coefficients. More specifically, given the set $(z_i, p(z_i))$ of pairs of numbers, where $0 \leq i \leq d$, and coefficients $a_0, \ldots, a_d$, the system of equations can be represented in the following matrix form, where only the $a_i$ are unknown:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & z_0 & \cdots & z_0^{d-1} & z_0^d \\
1 & z_1 & \cdots & z_1^{d-1} & z_1^d \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
1 & z_{d-1} & \cdots & z_{d-1}^{d-1} & z_{d-1}^d \\
1 & z_d & \cdots & z_d^{d-1} & z_d^d \\
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
a_0 \\
a_1 \\
\vdots \\
a_{d-1} \\
a_d \\
\end{pmatrix}
=
\begin{pmatrix}
p(z_0) \\
p(z_1) \\
\vdots \\
p(z_{d-1}) \\
p(z_d) \\
\end{pmatrix}
$$

The determinant of the matrix is called a Vandermonde determinant. For pairwise different points $z_0, \ldots, z_d$ it is non-zero. This means that, as long as the output values $p(z_i)$ are known for $d+1$ different inputs $z_i$, there exists a unique solution for the system of equations and, thus, a unique interpolating polynomial.

The condition under which there exists a unique multivariate polynomial $p(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$ that interpolates multivariate data is not trivial. Using the result from [CL87], it is shown how to generate test data for size analysis of functional programs in [SvEvK09]. Here we recall the basic facts from these papers. First, a polynomial $p(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$ of a degree $d$ and dimension $k$ (the number of variables) has $N_d^k = \binom{d+k}{k}$ coefficients. Let a set of values $f_i$ of a real function $f$ be given and let $\bar{z}$ denote a vector-variable $(z_1, \ldots, z_k)$. A set $W = \{w_i = (z_{i1}, \ldots, z_{ik}) : i = 1, \ldots, N_d^k\}$ of points in a real $k$-dimensional space forms the set of interpolation nodes if there is a unique polynomial $p(\bar{z}) = \sum_{0 \leq j_1+\ldots+j_k \leq d} a_{j_1 \ldots j_k} z_1^{j_1} \cdots z_k^{j_k}$ with the total degree $d$ with the property $p(w_i) = f_i$, where $1 \leq i \leq N_d^k$. In this case one says that the polynomial $p$ interpolates the function $f$ at the nodes $w_i$. The condition on $W$, which assures the existence and uniqueness of an interpolating polynomial, is geometrical: it describes a node configuration, called Node Configuration A [CL87], NCA in short, in which the nodes from $W$ should be placed in $R^k$. The multivariate Vandermonde determinant computed from such points is non-zero. Thus, the corresponding system of linear equations with respect to the polynomial its coefficients has a unique solution. For a two-dimensional polynomial of degree $d$, the condition on the nodes that guarantees a unique polynomial interpolation is as follows:

$N_d^2$ nodes forming a set $W \subset R^2$ lie in a 2-dimensional NCA if there exist lines $\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_{d+1}$ in the space $R^2$, such that $d+1$ nodes of $W$ lie on $\gamma_{d+1}$ and $d$ nodes of $W$ lie on $\gamma_d \setminus \gamma_{d+1}$, ..., and finally 1 node of $W$ lies on $\gamma_1 \setminus (\gamma_2 \cup \ldots \cup \gamma_{d+1})$. 
A typical instance of such a configuration is a 2-dimensional grid. An example of a two-dimensional grid based on integers is given in Figure 5.1.

For dimensions \( k > 2 \) the NCA is defined inductively on \( k \). A set of \( \mathcal{N}_d^k \) nodes is in \( \text{NCA in } \mathbb{R}^k \) if and only if

- there is a \((k-1)\)-dimensional hyperplane such that it contains some \( \mathcal{N}_d^{k-1} \) of the given nodes lying in \((k-1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d \),
- there is a \((k-1)\)-dimensional hyperplane such that it contains some \( \mathcal{N}_d^{k-1} \) nodes, lying in \((k-1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d-1 \), and these nodes do not lie on the previous hyperplane,
- in general, for any \( 0 \leq i \leq d \), there is a \((k-1)\)-dimensional hyperplane such that it contains some \( \mathcal{N}_{d-i}^{k-1} \) nodes, lying in \((k-1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d-i \), and these nodes do not lie on the previous hyperplanes,
- thus, the remaining 1 node lies on the remaining hyperplane and does not belong to the previous ones.

For instance, for the example in Listing 5.2, we might assume that the ranking function is a quadratic polynomial (so, \( d = 2 \)) and depends on three variables, \( x, i \) and \( j \). Recall, that a quadratic function of three variables has \( \binom{3}{2} = 10 \) coefficients: 

\[
p(x, i, j) = a_{200}x^2 + a_{020}i^2 + a_{002}j^2 + a_{110}xi + a_{101}xj + a_{011}ij + a_{100}x + a_{010}i + a_{001}j + a_{000}.
\]

Therefore we need 10 three-dimensional points in \( \mathbb{R}^3\text{-NCA} \). According to the definition above we need:

- A set of \( \binom{2+2}{2} = 6 \) points on a plane in \( \mathbb{R}^2\text{-NCA} \): we take the hyperplane \( j = 1 \) and the following nodes:

  \[
  \begin{array}{c c c}
  x & i & j \\
  2 & 1 & 1 \\
  3 & 1 & 1 \\
  4 & 1 & 1 \\
  3 & 2 & 1 \\
  4 & 2 & 1 \\
  4 & 3 & 1 \\
  \end{array}
  \]

  These points are given (projected on the hyperplane \( j = 1 \)) in Figure 5.1.
- A set of \( \binom{2+1}{2} = 3 \) points in \( \mathbb{R}^2\text{-NCA} \) on another plane: we take the hyperplane \( j = 2 \) and nodes

  \[
  \begin{array}{c c c}
  x & i & j \\
  3 & 1 & 2 \\
  4 & 1 & 2 \\
  3 & 2 & 2 \\
  \end{array}
  \]

- A single \( \binom{2+0}{2} = 1 \) point on yet another plane in \( \mathbb{R}^2\text{-NCA} \): we take just \((x = 4, i = 1, j = 3)\).
The corresponding system of linear equations is:

\[
\begin{align*}
2^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 2a_{110} + 2a_{101} + 1a_{011} + 2a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 2 \\
3^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 3a_{110} + 3a_{101} + 1a_{011} + 3a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 6 \\
4^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 4a_{110} + 4a_{101} + 1a_{011} + 4a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 12 \\
3^2 a_{200} + 2^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 3 \cdot 2a_{110} + 3a_{101} + 2a_{011} + 3a_{100} + 2a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 3 \\
4^2 a_{200} + 2^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 4 \cdot 2a_{110} + 4a_{101} + 2a_{011} + 4a_{100} + 2a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 8 \\
4^2 a_{200} + 3^2 a_{020} + 1^2 a_{002} + 4 \cdot 3a_{110} + 4a_{101} + 3a_{011} + 4a_{100} + 3a_{010} + 1a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 4 \\
3^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 2^2 a_{002} + 3a_{110} + 3 \cdot 2a_{101} + 2a_{011} + 3a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 2a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 5 \\
4^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 2^2 a_{002} + 4a_{110} + 4 \cdot 2a_{101} + 2a_{011} + 4a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 2a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 11 \\
3^2 a_{200} + 2^2 a_{020} + 2^2 a_{002} + 3 \cdot 2a_{110} + 3 \cdot 2a_{101} + 2 \cdot 2a_{011} + 3a_{100} + 2a_{010} + 2a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 2 \\
4^2 a_{200} + 1^2 a_{020} + 3^2 a_{002} + 4a_{110} + 4 \cdot 3a_{101} + 3a_{011} + 4a_{100} + 1a_{010} + 3a_{001} + 1a_{000} &= 10
\end{align*}
\]

Its solution is \((1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1)\), which yields the following polynomial: \(p(x, i, j) = x^2 - xi - j + 1\).

Figure 5.1: An example of well-chosen test nodes for a polynomial \(g(x, i) = a_{20}x^2 + a_{11}xi + a_{02}i^2 + a_{10}x + a_{01}i + a_{00}\). These may be used to reconstruct a polynomial \(g(x, i) = p(x, i, 1)\), where \(p\) is the polynomial bound for our running example. The grey area represents points that satisfy the condition \(x < i\).
5.3 Inference of Ranking Functions for Loops

Our method is designed for loops with guards in the form of propositional logic expressions over numerical (in)equalities. Formally:

\[
guard := \text{inequality} \mid \text{inequality} \land guard
\]

\[
\text{inequality} := \text{num}_1 \ b \ \text{num}_2
\]

where \(\text{num}_i\) is a numerical program variable or constant and where operator \(b \in \{<,>,=,\neq,\leq,\geq\}\).

For now, we limit our focus to loops where the loop guards are conjunctions over linear (in)equalities. The analysis of loops where the guard contains disjunctions is discussed in Chapter 6. Note that limiting the loop guards to linear (in)equalities does not mean limiting to linear RFs. The loop in Listing 5.2 has a non-linear RF for instance.

Figure 5.2: Test-based procedure from a bird’s-eye view: infer-and-check cycle.

In Figure 5.2 we give a bird’s-eye view of the test-based infer-and-check procedure. First, a user inputs the Java source code to the inference procedure. Then the procedure makes a hypothesis of a RF, based on test-runs. This hypothesis is expressed in some conventional annotations, like JML, so the annotated method can be read by an external checker that checks if the inferred bound is correct. Manual steps might be necessary to construct the proof. If the user concludes that such a proof cannot be found, (s)he might go back to the inference procedure and try again with a higher degree of a polynomial RF.

In Figure 5.3, we zoom in on the test-based inference module. We start with Java source code and pick a loop for which one wants to infer a RF. The loop is (automatically) inserted in a new method and instrumented with a counter, which is returned at the end of the method. The parameters of the method are the numerical variables that occur in the loop guard and in its body. The new
Figure 5.3: Test-based inference module in more detail. The choice of test nodes is explained in Section 5.2.
test method returns \texttt{count} = 2. From the results of the test-runs a polynomial over the parameters can be calculated which interpolates the test results.

Multiple tactics are possible to guess the degree of the polynomial. It can be left to the user to supply it as input to the procedure, or an increasing degree can be tried, up to a certain bound. When a degree that is too low is supplied, the method will still find a RF, but the checker will reject it. When a degree that is too high is given, the right polynomial will still be found, but more test-runs are needed.

5.3.1 RF Inference: The Basic Method

This polynomial interpolation method was previously applied to infer output-on-input data-structure size relations in a functional language [SvEvK09, vKSvE08]. The main challenge we face when we adjust the interpolation theory to inferring ranking functions for loops in imperative programs is that test data must not only lie on a grid (or more generally, be in NCA), but also satisfy the loop guard \( C \). In Figure 5.1 we show the set of points satisfying the (in)equalities \( i < x, i > 0 \) and \( x > 0 \). This corresponds to the loop guard in our running example for the fixed \( j = 1 \). Whenever the loop guard is violated the loop is not executed and the testing method, which is wrapped around the loop, outputs 0. Therefore, if we to construct the interpolation polynomial using a node(s) that does not satisfy the loop guard, we would obtain an incorrect loop bound for sure.

The problem of generating test data for imperative loops is formalised as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Given:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item a degree \( d \),
      \item the number of variables \( k \), on which the ranking function depends,
      \item a loop condition \( C \),
    \end{itemize}

  find \( N_d^k \) nodes in NCA that satisfy \( C \).
\end{itemize}

We have reduced this task to the following one: construct an integer grid in \( \mathbb{R}^k \), such that it is based on \( d + 1 \) parallel hyperplanes and contains \( N_d^k \) nodes, where

\begin{itemize}
  \item there are \( N_d^{k-1} \) nodes in \((k - 1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d \) that lie on one of the hyperplanes and satisfy the corresponding projection of \( C \) to this hyperplane,
  \item there are \( N_d^{k-1} \) nodes in \((k - 1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d - 1 \) that lie on another hyperplane and satisfy the projection of \( C \) on this hyperplane,
  \item there are \( N_d^{k-1} \) nodes in \((k - 1)\)-dimensional NCA for the degree \( d - i \) that lie on a fresh hyperplane and satisfy the projection of \( C \) on this hyperplane, \( 0 \leq i \leq d \),
  \item and the remaining 1 node lies on the remaining hyperplane and satisfies the corresponding projection of \( C \).
\end{itemize}
In general terms, our approach is based on a search of the appropriate nodes on hyperplanes $x_1 = i_0, \ldots, i_d$. The search is inductive on the number of variables $k$. To bound the search space one uses an external optimisation procedure solving tasks of the form $f(x_1, \ldots, x_k) \rightarrow \min$, where $x_1, \ldots, x_k$ satisfy the constraint $C(x_1, \ldots, x_k)$. Currently, in our prototype, we use a linear programming solver. Therefore, the prototype handles only linear loop guards. Note that this does not limit the generated ranking functions to linear ones. In general, one may use non-linear optimisation software, such as the implementation of the Augmented Lagrangian Genetic Algorithm (ALGA) by MathWorks\(^7\) or the open-source Java package Sigoa\(^8\).

The rest of this subsection is structured as is the inference procedure: generating test-nodes, conducting the tests and interpolating a polynomial RF.

The algorithm for generating test-nodes

1. Run the chosen optimisation procedure for the objective functions $x_i \rightarrow \min$, $x_i \rightarrow \max$ and the constraints constituted from the loop guard and the additional bounds $m_i \leq x_i \leq M_i$, where $m_i$ and $M_i$ are pre-defined minimal and maximal admissible values, respectively, of the variables $x_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq k$.

   The results define the $k$-dimensional box that bounds the set defined by $C$ (within the minimal-maximal values). We only look for nodes inside this box, because we know that others do not satisfy the loop condition.

2. Obtain search hyperplanes $H_j$ by cutting the bounding box on $d$ congruent “slices”, $j = 0, \ldots, d$.

3. Amongst these hyperplanes, search for one that contains $N_d^{k-1}$ nodes in $(k-1)$-dimensional NCA for the degree $d$ and the projection of $C$ on this hyperplane, et cetera, as explained above.

4. If the search succeeds, then stop. Otherwise, refine the grid by increasing the number of hyperplanes (i.e. by decreasing the distance between them) and repeat the search for the refined grid.

This procedure finds test-nodes that both satisfy the loop condition and lie in NCA, if they exist on a grid within the minimal-maximal values $m_i$ and $M_i$.

It finds suitable test-nodes for the case-study examples. To refine the search algorithm, one may add other kinds of NCA configurations than a rectangular grid, such as the pencil configuration.

Run tests Now that suitable test nodes have been selected, we can run the tests. Of course, because the investigated loops are actually executed, termination of the inference procedure depends on termination of those loops. The RF inference procedure terminates if the considered loop terminates for all inputs.

\(^7\) http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/toolbox/gads/bqf8bddd.html

\(^8\) http://sigoa.sourceforge.net/
5.3. Inference of Ranking Functions for Loops

Assuming that infinite loops are undesirable in general, but especially for loops for which one seeks to bound the number of iterations, “finding” non-termination for certain inputs is a valuable result in itself. An implementation can never conclude non-termination, but it may quit execution after a particular amount of time has passed and hint the user that there is a large chance that the loop does not terminate on the considered inputs.

**Find the interpolating polynomial** When all the tests have produced iteration counts (i.e. all have terminated), then we can now fit a polynomial, which interpolates these results. Because the test-nodes satisfy NCA, we know that a single interpolating polynomial exists.

5.3.2 Expressing the RF in JML

In this section we discuss how we can express the found RF in JML, in order to be verified by an external tool.

The result of our method is JAVA code annotated with JML, in which the inferred RF is expressed. Ranking functions for loops are most easily expressed in JML by defining a *decreases* clause on the loop. This is an expression which must decrease by at least 1 on each iteration, and remains greater than or equal to 0, see the JML reference manual [LPC+07]. It therefore forms an upper-bound on the number of iterations.

We want to verify the RF for the case where the loop condition initially holds, otherwise the *decreases*-clause is not guaranteed to be greater than or equal to 0 initially (and the loop will iterate exactly 0 times). Therefore, the loop condition is added as a precondition to the constructed method. The example from Listing 5.2 is shown in annotated form in Listing 5.3.

```
1  /*@
2   requires x>0 && i>0 && i<x && j>0 && j<=x;
3   ensures true;
4  */
5  public void meth(int x, int i, int j) {
6
7   //@ assignable i,j;
8   //@ loop_invariant true;
9   //@ decreases x*x - x*i - j + 1;
10  while (x>0 && i>0 && i<x && j>0 && j<=x) {
11    if (j==x) { i++; j = 0;}
12    j++;
13  }
```

Listing 5.3: The inferred RF for the example in Listing 5.2 expressed as a JML annotation.
5.3.3 Complexity: Exponential in the Number of Variables

The first sub-procedure in the presented inference method is an external optimisation procedure used to bound the test-nodes search space. Typically, the complexity of optimisation methods depends on the number of (in)equations in the constraints, number of variables (the space’s dimension) and complexity of (in)equations. For non-linear constraints the worst-case complexity is, as a rule, exponential, but one often uses “smart search” algorithms providing better average computation time. For instance, in genetic algorithms the search is directed by e.g. the value of a penalty function that decreases when one searches in the “right direction”.

For the remaining parts of the inference method we can give independent estimates of complexity. These parts are:

- the search of test nodes that, as one intuitively expects, has the most significant complexity, which we will discuss right now, below,
- the runs \(N_d^k = (d+k)\) times) of the test method on the test nodes,
- solving a system of \(N_d^k\) linear equations w.r.t. \(N_d^k\) variables that has the worst complexity \(O((N_d^k)^3)\); with some advanced matrix-multiplication algorithms the complexity may be between \(O((N_d^k)^2)\) and \(O((N_d^k)^3)\).

Searching of test nodes is the most time-consuming part of the inference procedure (besides, probably, non-linear optimisation part). Let \(N(d, k)\) denote the time for finding the nodes for a polynomial of the degree \(d\) with \(k\) variables. Consider its behaviour from the best to the worst case, with \(N_{\text{min}}(d, k)\) denoting the best computation time.

In the best case we just cut the \(k\)-dimensional cube by \(d+1\) hyperplanes of the dimension \(k-1\), and find immediately \(N_{d-1}^{k-1}\) points on the \(i\)-th hyperplane in time \(N_{\text{min}}(d - i, k - 1)\), where \(0 \leq i \leq d\). Therefore, we may assume that

\[
N_{\text{min}}(d, k - 1) = N_{\text{min}}(d, k - 1) + N_{\text{min}}(d - 1, k - 1) + \ldots + N_{\text{min}}(1, k - 1) + N_{\text{min}}(0, k - 1) \approx O\left(\frac{d^k}{k!}\right).
\]

Indeed, for \(k = 1\) we have to pick up \(d+1\) different points on the line, so \(N_{\text{min}}(d, 1) = d+1 = O\left(\frac{d^1}{1!}\right)\). For \(k = 2\) we have \(N_{\text{min}}(d, 2) = (d+1) + d + \ldots + 1 + (d+1) = \frac{(d+1)^2}{2} + (d+1) = O\left(\frac{d^2}{2!}\right)\).

Using the induction assumption, \(N_{\text{min}}(d, k) = \sum_{i=0}^{d} O\left(\frac{(d-i)^{k-1}}{(k-1)!}\right) + (d+1) \approx O\left(\frac{1}{(k-1)!} \sum_{i=0}^{d} j^{k-1}\right) + (d+1) \approx O\left(\frac{1}{(k-1)!} \int_{0}^{d} x^{k-1}dx\right) + (d+1) = O\left(\frac{d^k}{k!}\right)\).

In the “middle” case the initial collection of \((d+1)\) hyperplanes does have all the points in the necessary configuration, but, roughly, one has to reorder hyperplanes to get the \(k\)-dimensional NCA configuration. That is, the \(i = 0\)-th hyperplane does not contain enough, i.e, \(N_{d-1}^{k-1}\), \((k-1)\)-dimensional points, so in general we have to look through all \(d+1\) hyperplanes. Next, for \(N_{d-1}^{k-1}\) points we have to search in \(d\) remaining hyperplanes, etc. So, for \(N_{d-1}^{k-1}\) points we search in \(d + 1 - i\) hyperplanes. Therefore, \(N(d, k) = \sum_{i=0}^{d} ((d+1-i)(N(d-i, k-1) + 1))\), including the recursive calls (with “+1” staying for the recursive call of the procedure for \(d-i, k-1\)). Then, the estimate is...
\[ \mathcal{N}(d, k) \leq \sum_{i=0}^{d} ((d + 1 - i)(\mathcal{N}(d, k - 1) + 1)) = \\
(\mathcal{N}(d, k - 1) + 1) \sum_{i=0}^{d} (d + 1 - i) = \\
(\mathcal{N}(d, k - 1) + 1)O(\frac{d^2}{2}) \leq \\
(\mathcal{N}(d, k - 2) + 1)O(\frac{d^2}{4}) + O(\frac{d^2}{2}) = \\
O((\frac{d^2}{2})^k) \]

Now, it is clear that the worst-case computation time of node search is exponential in \( k \). Different versions of the search procedure provide different bases of the exponent or differ by a multiple, that may be quite large. Here we consider one of the versions (implemented in the prototype) with accelerated generation of new collections of hyperplanes. In the worst case, if we fail to find enough nodes w.r.t. the current collection of hyperplanes, we have to generate another collection of \( D > d + 1 \) hyperplanes for a refined grid. Similarly to the estimates above, the estimate is \( \mathcal{N}(d, k) = \sum_{i=0}^{d} (D + 1 - i)(\mathcal{N}(d - i, k - 1) + 1) \leq (\mathcal{N}(d, k - 1) + 1)O(\frac{D^2}{2}) = O\left(\left(\frac{D^2}{2}\right)^k\right) \). After failing with the first hyperplane collection, \( D \) takes consecutively the values \( 2(d + 1), 2^2(2(d + 1), \ldots, 2^{8i+1}(d + 1), \) with \( 0 \leq i \leq i_{\text{max}} \) and for \( i_{\text{max}} \) the following holds. It is such that \( 2^{8i_{\text{max}}+1}(d + 1) \leq M + 1 \), where \( M \) is the (length of the) side of the bounding box, generated by the optimisation procedure on the first step. So, we obtain that \( i_{\text{max}} \leq \frac{1}{8}(\log_2 \frac{M+1}{d+1} - 1) \). The worst-case time, when we have to go through all the possible cuts, is then

\[ \sum_{i=0}^{i_{\text{max}}} \left(\left(\frac{2^{8i+1}(d+1)^2}{2}\right)^k\right) = \\
O(2^k(d + 1)^{2k}) \sum_{i=0}^{i_{\text{max}}} O(2^{16k}) = \\
O\left(2^k(d + 1)^{2k}(\frac{2^{16k})^{i_{\text{max}}+1} - 1}{2^{16k} - 1})\right) \]

Taking into account the estimate for \( i_{\text{max}} \) we obtain that \( \mathcal{N}(d, k) \) does not exceed

\[ O\left(\left(\frac{2}{2^{16}}(d + 1)^2\right)^k\left(\frac{M + 1}{2(d + 1)}\right)^{2k}\right) = O\left(\left(\frac{1}{2^{17}}(M + 1)^2\right)^k\right) \]

5.4 Prototype and Case Studies

We have created a prototype implementation of the method in JAVA. This prototype is embedded in the tool RESANA and can be used to load JAVA source files, select a loop to analyse, input an expected degree, infer a ranking function for the loop and output JAVA code containing JML annotations in order to prove this inferred RF using an external tool, for instance KeY [BHS07] or OpenJML [Cok11].

For the prototype, existing software packages were used as much as possible, for instance for bounding the test-node search space and for solving the
interpolation matrix. Around 3000 lines of code were added to create a working prototype, including a graphical user interface.

JML annotations can be generated for all of the loops listed in this chapter. We were able to prove all the inferred RFs using KeY. Additionally, we have conducted three case studies of safety-critical Java systems, suggested as test cases by the CHARTER partners.

- **Collision detector case study from [HSST06]**. The first case is the collision detector example from the paper “Provably Correct Loop bounds for Realtime Java Programs” by James Hunt et al. This code stems from a safety-critical avionics application.

- **DIANA Package**. This package is developed in the FP6 project Distributed, equipment Independent environment for Advanced avioNics Applications (DIANA)\(^9\). The package is described in detail in [SJL+09].

- **CDX Collision Detector package**. The CDX Collision Detector package\(^10\) is a publicly available REALTIME JAVA benchmark. It is described in [KHP+09].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nr. of loops</th>
<th>Analysable</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hunt et al</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIANA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDX</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Summary of the cases studied.

The results are shown in Table 5.1. As can be read from the table, we can handle roughly two-thirds of the loops found in the case studies. This means that we can infer a RF for these loops using our prototype and prove it using KeY. All of the found RFs were linear, i.e. of degree one.

In the case studies, apparently, enough test-nodes are found after just a few cuts of the \(k\)-dimensional search space. This leads us to believe that the average complexity of the method lies somewhere around \(O(D^{2k})\) for \(D = 2^9(D + 1)\), rather than near the worst-case complexity. For the examples in the case studies this amounts to approximately one second spent in RF inference. KeY was able to prove all the RFs fully automatically, for which it requires approximately 5 to 10 seconds.

There are 15 examples in the case studies that cannot yet be analysed using our method. In these cases, the loop bound depends on Booleans, array

\(^9\) http://diana.skysoft.pt/

\(^10\) http://adam.lille.inria.fr/soleil/rcd/
elements, fields of referenced objects, a method invocation or results from a different thread. We do not support such cases at this point. The first four limitations are left for future work. Loops in which results from a different thread are used require a fundamentally different analysis, as loop duration cannot be captured in a ranking function that considers the loop in isolation.

For examples that can be handled by our method, it usually computes the exact RF. An exception to this is when branch-splitting is applied. This means that compared to other methods, our method finds bounds that are equally tight, or tighter. Furthermore, other methods are unable to derive non-linear RFs. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.

5.5 Related Work

Various other research results on bounding the number of loop iterations exist. However, most are concerned with concrete (numerical) bounds, instead of symbolic bounds. Also, most can only handle (tightly) cases where the bound depends linearly on program variables (we can handle the polynomial case). In a sense, our technique is more general than the methods discussed in this section. It may not be the most efficient method for simple loops, but it can be used to handle certain more complex cases. This makes it complementary to the other techniques discussed here.

Another common difference is that other approaches rely on hand-made soundness proofs of their method, while we rely on a verification tool to ensure that the derived RFs are correct.

In [FJ10], pattern-matching on abstract syntax trees (ASTs) is used by Fulara et al. to select one of several syntax-based schemes for generating decreases-clauses. If the AST matches a known pattern, it can be used to form a decreases-clause. The authors claim to cover 71% of all for-loops in a set of case studies. It is thinkable that their method is used in an implementation for the basic cases and our method is applied when no pattern matches.

Abstract interpretation, program slicing and invariant analysis are used by Ermedahl et al. in [ESG+07] to infer numerical bounds for C programs. The bounds meant here are integers representing the number of times a certain block of code is executed. The method can infer bounds for over 50% of the loops in a set of benchmarks.

A similar approach is taken by Lokuciejewski et al. in [LCFM09], who combine abstract interpretation with polytope models to calculate numerical loop bounds for C programs. Both upper and lower bounds are calculated and the analysis is accelerated by using program slicing. Even though there are restrictive constraints on the loops that can be analysed, the authors claim that they can handle 99% of all for-loops in a set of benchmarks. Soundness or verification of the bounds are not discussed.

Abstract interpretation is also used in [DMBCS08], in combination with flow analysis. Numerical bounds can be found for 84% of the loops in a benchmark suite. The method works on C programs.
Gulwani uses “off-the-shelf linear invariant generation tools” to compute symbolic loop bounds in [Gul09]. The authors experiment with different counter instrumentation methods and a technique they named “control-flow refinement”. Symbolic loop bounds are presented as right-hand sides of the inequations in loop invariants. Inference of invariants is based on linear arithmetic, but some limited use of non-linear terms is possible as well. Given a particular program, the base arithmetic may be extended by a finite set of non-linear operators together with reasoning rules for them. The inference system, first, introduces a fresh variable for each non-linear operator, then deals with linear combinations of such variables (and usual arithmetic variables). The operators and the rules are chosen e.g. by a user, who knows which sort of invariants one can expect in the given code.

In a related article [GJK09], pattern-matching against known loop-iteration lemmas is used to establish bounds for C and C++ programs. This last method can find bounds for 93% of the loops in a significant Microsoft product.

In [BA09], Ben-Amram describes a method to derive global ranking functions, based on Size-Change Termination. Such a ranking function is required to decrease in each basic block of the program. He uses an abstraction called Monotonicity Constraints and represents them as graphs. Various algorithms are described that can be applied to these graphs to judge termination and construct ranking functions.

Hunt et al. discuss the expression of manually conceived ranking functions for JAVA loops in JML, their verification using KeY and the combination with data-flow analysis in [HSST06]. This article is an important motivation for our work. What is “missing” in the method is the automated inference of ranking functions for loops, which we supply.

In [AAGP08], Albert et al. describe a system of generating and solving cost recurrence relations. These relations define functions that represent upper bounds on time or memory usage by a program. To solve a recurrence relation means to find a closed, i.e. a recursion-free, form of the corresponding function. Terms in the system represent monotonic real functions and, besides monotonically increasing polynomials, may contain the exponent and the logarithmic functions.

5.6 Conclusions

We have presented a method of computing arbitrary degree ranking functions for JAVA loops. By expressing these functions in JML, their correctness can be proved, which is very valuable in safety-critical systems. While various other methods for inferring loop-bounds exist, we are not familiar with any other works on generating non-linear ranking functions for JAVA loops. Moreover, the technique presented herein is largely complementary to other methods, since it is more general and can solve certain more complex cases, such as quadratic bounds. Using a prototype implementation, ranking functions can be inferred for 66% of all loops in a set of case studies from actual safety-critical systems.
Abstract. For real-time and embedded systems limiting the consumption of time and memory resources is often an important part of the requirements. Being able to predict bounds on the consumption of such resources during the development process of the code can be of great value. In this paper we focus mainly on memory related bounds. Recent research results have advanced the state of the art of resource consumption analysis. In this paper we present a toolset that makes it possible to apply these research results in practice for (real-time) systems enabling Java developers to analyze symbolic loop bounds, symbolic bounds on heap size and both symbolic and numeric bounds on stack size. We describe which theoretical additions were needed in order to achieve this.

We give an overview of the capabilities of the ResAna toolset that is the result of this effort. The toolset can not only perform generally applicable analyses, but it also contains a part of the analysis which is dedicated to the developers’ (real-time) virtual machine, such that the results apply directly to the actual development environment that is used in practice.

6.1 Introduction

Both in industry and in academia there is an increasing interest in more detailed resource analysis bounds than orders of complexity. In correctness verification for industrial critical systems, the focus is often mainly on functional correctness: does the program deliver the right output with the right input. However, for such systems it is just as important to make sure that bounds for the consumption of time and space are not exceeded. Otherwise, a program may not react within the required time or it may run out of memory and come to a halt (making it vulnerable to a Denial Of Service attack).

Traditionally, the focus has been on performance analysis taking time as resource which is consumed. More recently, several researchers have produced
significant results in heap and stack bound analysis. In this chapter we focus on such memory related resource analysis. The symbolic loop bound analysis part however may be used both for memory and for time analysis.

Many real-time and embedded systems critically depend on operating within a fixed amount of memory. Clearly, for such systems it can be important to know an upper bound on the consumed memory. For safety critical applications it can be essential. Programmers may be able to guess a bound and to prove it by hand. That activity is quite tedious and error-prone. A tool that in many cases is able to automatically infer bounds and prove them may be very helpful in the software development process. This chapter presents such a tool.

For safety-critical applications often domain specific programming languages are used that have strong support for loop bounding or regular programming languages with strict coding conventions. In the recently finished EU Artemis CHARTER (Critical and High Assurance Requirements Transformed through Engineering Rigour) project, REALTIME JAVA was considered as possible programming language for safety-critical systems. Reasons for studying REALTIME JAVA include more possibilities for code reuse, more available tools and more programmers that are highly experienced in the use of the language. The ResAna toolset, which is presented in this chapter, is one of the results of the CHARTER project [dRH12, WW12, KSvG+12]. Together, the tools produced by the CHARTER project provide a first step towards the use of general programming languages for safety-critical systems. For full deployment in safety-critical context the CHARTER tool chain should be advanced further. For now, the ResAna toolset can already be used in everyday practice, e.g. for inferring and proving memory consumption properties of existing library functions and of non-critical applications for which memory bounds are relevant like applications for mobile devices. Another usage may be the development of prototype applications with verified resource consumption properties. These prototypes can then be transformed to the language that is in actual use for the safety-critical system. The techniques presented in this chapter can in principle be used for other languages too. Of course, that would require both an adaptation of the front-end of the tool and of the annotation language that is used for expressing the properties.

Even if memory is abundantly available, applications can be hindered significantly when more memory is consumed than expected. Effectively the system may come to a halt due to excessive swapping. Some Denial-Of-Service attacks are based on this principle. A known upper bound of consumed memory may prevent attacks of that kind.

A variety of memory analysis techniques have been developed independently not only on the language level but also on the byte code level [AAGP11]. Researchers use polynomial interpolation [vKSvE08], reachability-bound analysis [GZ10], amortization [HAH11], polynomial quasi-interpretation [Ama05] and new language features such as programmer-controlled destruction and copying of data structures [dDMP10]. Of course, such analyses are undecidable in general. In practice, however, an increasingly large set of problems can be handled.
This research builds upon earlier resource analysis work developed in the Dutch NWO AHA project [vESvK+07], as well as on Chapter 5. In this chapter, we focus on the JAVA language and on resource consumption properties related to heap and stack usage. Using the scoped memory which is offered by REALTIME JAVA one can enforce memory bounds and facilitate simple memory management. However, in order to deal with more complex bounds, a more thorough analysis is needed. While our research mainly focuses on REALTIME JAVA, the techniques and the tool described here are also applicable to regular JAVA programs. The loop bound analysis provided by the ResAna tool can be of further use both for deriving memory bounds and for deriving time bounds. This chapter is an extended version of [KSvG+12]. How this chapter extends [KSvG+12] is described in Section 6.6.

With the goals of making these results applicable in practice, our heap and stack resource analysis goes beyond orders of complexity. We aim at obtaining bounds that are expressions of relevant variables and parameters. If a resource is consumed quadratically with respect to the value of a parameter $x$, then a typical bound could be e.g. $2x^2 - 4x + 15$ thus indicating the exact dependency of the bound on the variable. In order to achieve that in practice, we developed a tool, ResAna\(^\text{11}\), that contains a general process which has two phases.

**Inference** In the inference phase the ResAna tool analyses the JAVA source of the program in order to propose a possible resource bound for the program. It uses traditional analysis techniques like solving cost-relation systems and a novel polynomial interpolation technique. This interpolation-based approach is very powerful. It allows also non-monotonic polynomial bounds to be derived (the developer does not have to indicate the exact dependencies: they are derived). The obtained result is added to the JAVA program via an annotation using the JML specification language [LPC+07].

**Verification** Results are achieved by solving cost relations or by interpolating polynomials. Solving cost relations is sound by construction. The use of interpolation is not guaranteed to be sound. Therefore, the results achieved by interpolation must be verified, e.g. by the KeY verification tool [BHS07] or the QEPCAD algebraic decomposition tool [Bro03]. If the tool is not able to verify them, one can proceed with a new inference phase with other user options, such as e.g. trying a higher degree polynomial.

The ResAna tool supports three kinds of analysis.

**Loop Bound Analysis** An expression that gives a symbolic upper bound for the number times a loop is executed may be derived and verified using the integrated combination of the tools ResAna and KeY, as in Chapter 5.

**Heap Bound Analysis** An expression for a symbolic upper bound of the consumed heap is derived using ResAna extended with a variant of the external

\(^{11}\) ResAna is open source software and can be downloaded from http://resourceanalysis.cs.ru.nl/resana/.
tool COSTA [AAG+08]. The COSTA tool has been adapted to produce accurate values for OpenJDK, as well as the real-time JamaicaVM virtual machine [Sie02]. Furthermore, the capabilities of the COSTA tool have been enlarged through the internal use of interpolation technology [MSvEPn12].

**Stack Bound Analysis** An expression for a symbolic upper bound of the space for the stack is derived using ResAna with the enlarged COSTA that provides an upper bound for the depth of recursive calls; this information is used by the VeriFlux tool [HTS08] to obtain a numeric stack bound.

These three kinds of analysis are integrated in a common program development environment through an Eclipse plug-in, such that a developer can easily switch between development and verification activities guaranteeing the memory safety of critical real-time software applications.

In Section 6.2 loop bound analysis is described. Section 6.3 presents heap bound analysis and the adjustments that have been made to make it applicable in practice. Analysing stack bounds is discussed in Section 6.4. User experience with ResAna is described in Section 6.5. Finally, in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, related work is discussed and conclusions are drawn.

### 6.2 Loop-Bound Analysis

In order to prove the termination of a piece of software or, even harder, to calculate bounds on run-time or usage of resources such as heap space or energy, finding bounds on the number of iterations that the loops can make is a prerequisite. While in some cases a loop may iterate a fixed number of times, its execution will often depend on program input. Therefore we consider symbolic loop bounds, or ranking functions. In Chapter 5, a method for inferring polynomial ranking functions for loops is presented. Here, we present a series of extensions to that basic method.

In Section 6.2.1, the basic method is extended in order to deal with ranking functions with rational or real coefficients. Section 6.2.2 presents an extension for loops with branching inside the body. In Section 6.2.3, an extension which handles loop guards which contain disjunctions is discussed. In Section 6.2.4 a limitation to the extension for disjunctional loop guards and a solution are discussed. Another application of our polynomial interpolation method is discussed in Section 6.3.1.

#### 6.2.1 Ranking Functions with Rational or Real Coefficients

The ranking functions inferred by the basic method are polynomials with coefficients that are natural, rational or real numbers. However, when a polynomial has rational or real coefficients, its result is not necessarily a natural number, which, of course, any estimate of a number of loop iterations must be. Consider for instance the loop in Listing 6.1.
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The exact number of iterations of this loop is given by \( \lceil \frac{\text{end} - \text{start}}{4} \rceil \). In other words, when \( \frac{\text{end} - \text{start}}{4} \) does not equate to a natural number, for instance to \( \frac{3}{4} \), it must be ceiling. In general, when the coefficients of an inferred polynomial ranking function \( RF(\bar{v}) \) are not natural numbers, ceiling should be added as such: \( \lceil RF(\bar{v}) \rceil \). Unfortunately, there is no ceiling operator in JML. KeY simply truncates non-integer values after the decimal. We therefore chose to overestimate ceiling by adding one to the KeY truncation: \( \lceil RF(\bar{v}) \rceil \leq RF(\bar{v}) + 1 \).

When choosing test nodes for the loop in Listing 6.1 naively, for instance \((0,1), (1,2)\) and \((1,3)\), an incorrect ranking function will be the result (in this case the constant 1). We must take into account that if a variable \( v \) is updated by increasing or decreasing by a constant step, the test-nodes must lie step apart. In this example, if we pick test nodes \((0,4), (4,8)\) and \((4,12)\), then the correct ranking function will be found.

6.2.2 Branching inside the loop body

The basic procedure finds correct ranking functions for most loops containing branching, such as for example the one in Listing 5.2 (Chapter 5). However, there are cases in which the basic procedure fails, because the different paths affect the bound in different ways. Such a case is shown in Listing 6.2.

```
1 while (i > 0) {
2   if (i > 100) i -= 10;
3   else i -= 1;
}
```

Listing 6.2: Example where the basic method supplies an incorrect ranking function. Therefore, branch-splitting is applied, yielding the pessimistic, but correct ranking function \( i \).

To solve this problem, we have invented branch-splitting. This procedure finds ranking functions for loops where the if-statements, if they exist in a loop body, have the following worst-case computation path (WCCP) property.

For each loop body, there is an execution path such that, for any collection of values of the loop variables, if one follows this execution path in every loop iteration one reaches the worst-case, i.e. the upper bound on the number of iterations.
The WCCP property is not checked by the loop bound inference procedure. It is given here to specify the class of loops for which the procedure is successful. Soundness of the result is ensured by verification using KeY.

By branch-splitting, we mean that we generate multiple new loops from the original, one for each possible path. We then do the analysis for each of these paths. The ranking function is then the maximum of all the inferred ranking functions. Thanks to the WCCP property, we can easily find the ranking function that always specifies the maximum, by supplying a set of values for the variables (say, all ones) to all the ranking functions. For the example in Listing 6.2, this yields the ranking function $i$.

### 6.2.3 Piecewise Ranking Functions for Loops with Disjunctive Guards

In this section, we formally describe an extension to the basic procedure for handling loops with disjunctions in their guards. The set of considered loops is here thus extended to those with as guard any propositional logical expression over arithmetical (in)equalities, including disjunctions. We will see that for those loops for which the guard contains disjunctions, the ranking function will become piecewise.

Note that in fact, any ranking function for a well-formed loop is a piecewise one, since there is always the piece where the loop guard does not hold and the loop iterates zero times. For instance, for the loop in Listing 5.1 (Chapter 5), the ranking function is actually:

$$
\begin{cases}
15 - i & \text{if } (i < 15) \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}
$$

(6.1)

This is of course a trivial case. A more involved example of a loop for which a piecewise ranking function can be defined is shown in Listing 6.3.

```java
1 while ((i>0 && i<20) || i>50) {
2   if (i>50) i--;
3   else i++;
4 }
```

Listing 6.3: While loop with a piecewise ranking function.

Its ranking function is the following:

$$
\begin{cases}
20 - i & \text{if } (i > 0) \land (i < 20) \\
i - 50 & \text{if } i > 50 \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}
$$

(6.2)

We will now formally define a generic method for inferring ranking functions for loops with disjunctive guards. The first step is to transform the guard into disjunctive normal form (DNF), using the laws of distribution and DeMorgan’s theorems. Thereafter it has the form:
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\[ \text{guard} := \text{conj} \mid \text{conj} \lor \text{guard} \]
\[ \text{conj} := \text{inequality} \mid \text{inequality} \land \text{conj} \]
\[ \text{inequality} := \text{num}_1 \ b \ \text{num}_2 \]

where \( \text{num}_i \) is a numerical program variable or constant and where operator \( b := \{<, >, =, \neq, \leq, \geq \} \).

Let \( c_i \) represent a logical conjunction over numerical (in)equalities. We can now split up the guard by applying the following function:

\[
\text{DNFsplit}(c_1 \lor \ldots \lor c_n) := \left\{ \bigwedge_{c_i \in CP} \left( c_i \land \bigwedge_{c_j \in C_{rest}} \neg c_j \right) \mid CP \in \mathcal{P}(\{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}) \setminus \emptyset \right\}
\]

This transforms the condition \( c_1 \lor \ldots \lor c_n \) into a set \( \text{Pieces} \) of \( 2^n - 1 \) conjunctive conditions. For instance, \( \text{DNFsplit}(i > 10 \lor i < 3) \) yields three pieces: \( i > 10 \land \neg i < 3, i < 3 \land \neg i > 10 \) and \( i > 10 \land i < 3 \). This set may be simplified using a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver. In this case, the negations can be removed from the first two conditions. The third condition is unsatisfiable, thus it may be removed altogether. We refer to the procedure of transforming a guard into disjunctive normal form and separating the pieces as \text{DNF-splitting}. The set \( \text{Pieces} \) defines the pieces of the piecewise polynomial ranking function.

After DNF-splitting, the basic method can be applied separately to each of the pieces. If \( RF_p \) is the polynomial ranking function inferred for a piece \( p \in \text{Pieces} \), then this yields the following piecewise ranking function:

\[
\begin{cases}
RF_{p_1} & \text{if } p_1 \\
\ldots & \text{if } \ldots \\
RF_{p_m} & \text{if } p_m \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

(6.3)

In this piecewise polynomial ranking function, \( m \leq 2^n - 1 \), because unsatisfiable pieces have been removed.

6.2.4 Condition Jumping

In this section we define a complication that may arise during DNF-splitting, which we call \text{condition jumping}. We show how to detect its occurrence and how to infer ranking functions even in the presence of condition jumping.

```
while ((i>0 && i<20) || i>22) {
    if (i>22) i--;
    else i+=4;
}
```

Listing 6.4: While loop with jumping between the disjunctive conditions.
Consider the loop in Listing 6.4. Naively, one could say that its ranking function is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left\lceil \frac{(20 - i)}{4} \right\rceil \quad \text{if } (i > 0) \land (i < 20) \\
i - 22 &\quad \text{if } i > 22 \\
0 &\quad \text{else}
\end{align*}
\]  
(6.4)

But, what if \( i \) is 19, 15, or any \( n \in [1, 19] \) with \( n \mod 4 = 3 \)? Indeed, then there is a shift from the first condition \( (0 < i < 20) \) to the second one \( (i > 22) \). We call this *condition jumping*. Jumping from the second condition into the first one is not possible in this case.

Because of the presence of condition jumping, regular DNF-splitting does not suffice here. The set of nodes from which condition jumping occurs must be considered as a separate piece, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left\lceil \frac{(20 - i)}{4} \right\rceil + 1 \quad \text{if } (i > 0) \land (i < 20) \land i \mod 4 = 3 \\
&\left\lceil \frac{(20 - i)}{4} \right\rceil \quad \text{if } (i > 0) \land (i < 20) \land i \mod 4 \neq 3 \\
i - 22 &\quad \text{if } i > 22 \\
0 &\quad \text{else}
\end{align*}
\]  
(6.5)

In the remainder of this section, we first describe a method to detect condition jumping. This method is then applied in an algorithm which detects all nodes for which jumping occurs, in order to infer a correct piecewise ranking function.

**Detection of Condition Jumping using Symbolic Execution and SMT Solving** To detect condition jumping in the example in Listing 6.4, we first use symbolic execution [Kin76] to construct an update function, which captures the relation between the values of the program variables pre and post execution of the loop body. We can then use this relation as input to an SMT solver and search for a model for which one part of the loop guard is true pre-execution of the loop body and another part is true post-execution.

**Obtaining an update function.** We will name the pre/post execution relation for a variable \( v \) the \( next_v \) function. The function \( next_i :: Int \rightarrow Int \) for the loop in Listing 6.4 can be determined by symbolically executing the loop with value \( \alpha_i \) for \( i \). This results in the following symbolic post-execution value, which we will name \( \phi_i \):

\[
\phi_i(\alpha_i) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_i - 1 & \text{if } \alpha_i > 22 \\
\alpha_i + 4 & \text{if } \neg(\alpha_i > 22)
\end{cases}
\]  
(6.6)

By replacing the \( \alpha \) symbol by \( i \), this easily translates to the \( next_i \) function we were looking for:

\[
next_i(i) = \begin{cases} 
i - 1 & \text{if } i > 22 \\
i + 4 & \text{if } \neg(i > 22)
\end{cases}
\]  
(6.7)
In general, such an update function can be derived by symbolic execution of the loop body. Start by giving the variables $v_1 \ldots v_n$ symbolic values $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n$. If we restrict our method to loop bodies with polynomial effects, after the symbolic execution of the loop body, each variable $v_i$ will have a value which is a set of polynomials over the symbols $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n$ and constants, with associated path conditions, which capture branching. Effectively, this is again a piecewise polynomial. The function $next_{v_i}$ is now obtained by replacing the $\alpha$’s by the corresponding program variables in this piecewise polynomial.

**Detecting condition jumping.** SMT-LIB is a library of SMT background theories and benchmarks [BST10]. It has a common file format for SMT problems, which can be read by most SMT-solvers. An SMT-LIB script to detect jumping in the example from Listing 6.4 is given in Listing 6.5. The function $next_i : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}$ from Equation 6.7 is defined on line 2. Then on line 4 we define the condition expressing that jumping occurs for this example and on line 6 we check satisfiability of this condition.

```plaintext
1 (declare-fun i () Int)
2 (define-fun nexti ((x Int)) Int
3   (ite (> x 22) (− x 1) (+ x 4)))
4 (assert (and (and (> i 0) (< i 20))
5     (> (nexti i) 22)))
6 (check-sat)
7 (exit)
```

Listing 6.5: SMT-LIB script to detect jumping in the code of Listing 6.4.

Let us now consider the general case. Condition jumping will be detected pairwise for conditions with multiple disjunctions. Here we thus consider a single condition-pair, i.e. a loop with guard $b_1 \lor b_2$. Here $b_1$ and $b_2$ are conditions over $CV \subseteq LV \subseteq PV$, where $CV$ are the program variables in the condition, $LV$ are the program variables in the loop and $PV$ are all program variables.

For each $v_i \in LV$, we can define an associated function $next_{v_i} :: T_{v_1} \to \ldots \to T_{v_n} \to T_{v_i}$, where $T_{v_i}$ is the type of $v_i$ and $n = |LV|$, which takes the values of all $v \in LV$ as the state and computes the value of $v$ after a single execution of the loop body in that state, by following the procedure described in the previous paragraph. Once these functions have been derived, the question whether jumping from $b_1$ to $b_2$ is possible can be answered by any SMT-LIB conforming SMT-solver\(^\text{12}\) by determining the satisfiability of $b_1(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \land b_2(next_{v_1}(LV), \ldots, next_{v_n}(LV))$.

**Generating Ranking Functions in the Presence of Condition Jumping**

The SMT-LIB script in Listing 6.5 can be used to find a model for which jumping

\(^{12}\) For instance Z3, which can be used on-line at [http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/z3/](http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/z3/)
occurs by adding the expression \((\text{get-value } (i))\). A model is an instantiation of the variables for which the formula for which satisfiability is checked holds. In the SMT-LIB script from Listing 6.5, a model for \(i\) is 19.

Subsequently, by adding the expression \((\text{assert } (\text{distinct } i \ 19))\), one can search for models other than \(i = 19\) for which jumping occurs. The answer of the SMT solver is that the combination of propositions in this script is unsatisfiable. Thus, \(i = 19\) is the only possible model. We can now see if there are any models from which the state \(i = 19\) can be reached in a single iteration, by changing line 6 to \((= (\text{nexti } i) \ 19))\). In the example, this will be the model \(i = 15\). Subsequently and similarly, we can search for other nodes that can reach the state \(i = 19\) in a single step, or that can reach the state \(i = 15\). By repeating these steps, we can find the set \(J = \{3, 7, 11, 15, 19\}\). These are the models from which jumping can occur.

In general, the method described above can be extended to detect all models from which condition jumping can occur, by first finding all models that can jump directly from \(b_1\) to \(b_2\) and then recursively finding models that can reach a model from this first set. This can be done by implementing the following algorithm around an SMT-solver. In this algorithm, \(J\) is the set of models of which it is known that condition jumping occurs and \(Q\) is a queue of models. We assume a function \(\text{next} : M \to M\) (where \(M\) is the type of a model), which applies to each variable \(v_i\) in a model \(\bar{v}\) its corresponding \(\text{next}_v\) function.

1. Is there a model \(\bar{v}\) for which \(b_1(\bar{v}) \land b_2(\text{next}(\bar{v})) \land \bar{v} \notin J\)?
   - SAT \(\rightarrow\) Add \(\bar{v}\) to \(J\) and \(Q\), goto 1.
   - UNSAT \(\rightarrow\) Goto 2.
2. \(Q\) empty?
   - Yes \(\rightarrow\) Done.
   - No \(\rightarrow\) Goto 3.
3. For a model \(\bar{q}\) on the queue \(Q\), is there a model \(\bar{v}\) for which \(b_1(\bar{v}) \land \text{next}(\bar{v}) = \bar{q} \land \bar{v} \notin J\)?
   - SAT \(\rightarrow\) Add \(\bar{v}\) to \(J\) and \(Q\), goto 3.
   - UNSAT \(\rightarrow\) Remove \(\bar{q}\) from \(Q\), goto 2.

After execution, \(J\) contains exactly all nodes for which jumping occurs. Since here a queue is used, this algorithm implements a breadth-first search. This can easily be adapted to a depth-first search by using a stack. Since the set of models is finite, the algorithm will always terminate. It may however require \(|J|\) runs of the SMT-solver, so one may choose to set an upper bound on the size of \(J\) and abort (“give up”) early.

Now that we know \(J\), we can split condition \(b_1\) into two: \(b_1(\bar{v}) \land \bar{v} \in J\) and \(b_1(\bar{v}) \land \bar{v} \notin J\). We can then apply the basic method to each of these disjunctive pieces. This algorithm only detects jumping from one piece into another. It should be applied iteratively over all the pieces, until no more jumping can occur. Note that this approach does not terminate until all condition jumping cases have been found. Since there are loops for which jumping occurs for every value of for instance an integer, it should “give up” after an upper-bound on the number of jumps is reached.
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ResAna’s heap consumption analysis is based on the COSTA [AAG+08] tool, which provides a generic analysis infrastructure for JAVA byte code. The symbolic upper bound that COSTA generates for a method depends on the logical sizes of the method’s arguments, structures pointed to by the object fields and the costs of the called (library) methods. The (logical) size of an integer is the maximum of the integer and 0, the size of an array is its length, the size of an object is its maximal reference chain. These assumptions constitute the size model in the COSTA terminology. For instance, let a method allocate \( n \) objects of class \( X \), where integer \( n \) is a parameter of the method. Then COSTA generates a symbolic bound of the form \( \text{nat}(n) \times c(\text{size}(X)) \), where \( \text{nat}(n) \) is integer \( n \) its logical size: \( \max\{n, 0\} \) and \( c(\text{size}(X)) \) is the memory cost of creating an object of type \( X \).

COSTA implements different garbage collection models [AGGZ10]. This functionality is retained in ResAna. Inside JAVA real-time threads no garbage collection is used, so in ResAna a user can select to ignore garbage collection. For normal JAVA code one can select to use the garbage collection feature of COSTA, which calculates an upper bound for all possible executions of a program. First, for every method, the amount of memory that can escape the method’s scope is deduced. Using this information, peak consumption cost relationships are calculated and solved, which give upper bounds on the amount of memory used, even if using garbage collection.

We have added a number of improvements to the existing COSTA tool. Firstly, the recurrence solver was improved with interpolation-based height analysis. Secondly, we have changed the calculation of bounds for arrays, from an under-approximation to an over-approximation. Thirdly, the ability to calculate concrete bounds for a number of JAVA Virtual Machines, like OpenJDK and Jamaicavm, was added. And finally we added a post-processing step to simplify the expressions, so a programmer can easily interpret the information.

6.3.1 Interpolation-based height analysis for improving a recurrence solver

COSTA’s approach to resource analysis is based on the classical method devised by Wegbreit [Weg75], which involves the generation of a recurrence relation capturing the costs of the program being analysed, and the consequent computation of a closed form (non-recursive cost expression) which bounds the results of this recurrence relation. In COSTA terminology, a recurrence relation is called a Cost Relation System (CRS). The main feature that distinguishes CRSs from the classical concept of recurrence relations is non-determinism: a CRS defining the costs of a JAVA method may be defined by a set of equations guarded by non-disjoint conditions. As an example, consider the loop in Listing 6.6.
while \((x \leq y)\) {
    new Object();
    if (…) \(x = x + 1;\) else \(y = y - 2;\)
}

Listing 6.6: Example loop.

We assume that the value of the if condition cannot be determined at compile time. Its memory costs are described by the following (simplified) CRS:

\[
T(x, y) = 0 \quad \{x > y\} \quad (6.8)
\]
\[
T(x, y) = c + T(x + 1, y) \quad \{x \leq y\} \quad (6.9)
\]
\[
T(x, y) = c + T(x, y - 2) \quad \{x \leq y\} \quad (6.10)
\]

where \(c\) denotes the constant \(c(\text{size(java.lang.Object)})\), i.e. the memory cost of creating an instance of Object. The COSTA system provides the recurrence solver PUBS [AAGP11], which computes the following closed-form:

\[
nat(y - x + 1) \times c(\text{size(java.lang.Object)}) + c(\text{size(java.lang.Object)})
\]

This is an upper-bound to the values of \(T(x, y)\) given above. The resulting closed form corresponds to the worst-case execution of the loop (i.e. when the if condition always holds).

An important issue in the search of a closed-form of a CRS is to approximate the maximum number of unfoldings that must be undergone in order to reach a base case (height analysis). If we consider the CRS as a function being evaluated in a non-deterministic way, the number of unfoldings is closely related with the concept of ranking functions (see Chapter 5). For instance, in the CRS given above we get the following unfolding sequence of length \(y - x + 1\):

\[
\underbrace{T(x, y) \rightarrow T(x + 1, y) \rightarrow T(x + 2, y) \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow T(y, y)}_{y-x+1 \text{ unfoldings}}
\]

PUBS derives a ranking function for \(T\) by applying Podelski and Rybalchenko’s method [PR04], which is complete for linear ranking functions. Unfortunately, it fails when the number of unfoldings does not depend linearly on the arguments of the CRS, as the following example shows:

\[
R(x, y) = c \quad \{x = 0, y = 0\} \quad (6.11)
\]
\[
R(x, y) = c + R(x - 1, x - 1) \quad \{x > 0, y = 0\} \quad (6.12)
\]
\[
R(x, y) = c + R(x, y - 1) \quad \{x \geq 0, y > 0\} \quad (6.13)
\]

By equation (6.13) the variable \(y\) is decreased in every recursive call, until it reaches zero. Then, by equation (6.12) it is set to \(x - 1\), from which it starts
decreasing again. The worst-case evaluation of \( R(x, y) \) yields a chain of length \( \frac{1}{2}x^2 + \frac{1}{2}x + y + 1 \), which does not depend linearly on \((x, y)\).

We have extended the PUBS system so that it can infer polynomial ranking functions via testing and polynomial interpolation, as has been explained in Section 6.2. This extension was described in detail in [MSvEPn12]. It is described briefly here, with an additional contribution of verification of the interpolation results. The approach is, essentially, the same: choose a set of points (lying in a NCA) in the domain of the relation defined by the CRS, evaluate the CRS at these points, and find the interpolating polynomial. However, the evaluation of a CRS is more involved than the evaluation of a program instrumented with a counter, as it was done in Chapter 5. The main difficulty lies in non-determinism. Assume we want to evaluate \( T(5, 9) \), where \( T \) is defined as in the CRS shown in (6.8-6.10). We can unfold the definition of \( T(5, 9) \) by using (6.10) until we reach a base case, so we get the following sequence:

\[
T(5, 9) \rightarrow T(5, 7) \rightarrow T(5, 5)
\]

This sequence is of length three, which is not maximal, since we could have evaluated \( T \) by always using (6.9), so as to obtain a longer sequence:

\[
T(5, 9) \rightarrow T(6, 9) \rightarrow T(7, 9) \rightarrow T(8, 9) \rightarrow T(9, 9)
\]

Figure 6.1: Meaning of the \( B_i \) sets and their representation as convex polyhedra.

As a consequence of this, we would have to examine all the possible evaluations of \( T(5, 9) \) in order to obtain the longest unfolding sequence. However, the number of possible evaluations may be infinite even if the evaluation yields a finite number of results. We have addressed this problem by evaluating the CRS in a bottom-up way (Figure 6.1 left). We start from the set \( B_1 \) of pairs \((x, y)\) such that the evaluation of \( T(x, y) \) does not fall into a recursive case. The longest obtainable sequence in these cases is of length one. Now let us define the set \( B_2 \)
of pairs \((x, y)\) such that the evaluation of \(T(x, y)\) falls into a recursive case, but the recursive call belongs to \(B_1\). Thus we ensure that the evaluation of these pairs does not require more than two unfoldings. By following this procedure we obtain a sequence of sets \(\{B_i\}\) each of which can be described as a disjoint union of convex polyhedra with the help of quantifier elimination techniques. We use a gradient-based approach for selecting the interpolation nodes from the \(B_i\) sets (Figure 6.1 right). The algorithm involves the search of climbing paths starting at the \(B_1\) set, and minimizing the distance between \(B_i\) and \(B_{i+1}\) for each \(i \in \mathbb{N}\). It is possible that, given a point \((x, y)\) in a set \(B_i\), there are several candidates in the next level \(B_{i+1}\) lying at the same distance from \((x, y)\). In this case the climbing path forks, and the next interpolation nodes are searched from all these candidates. The process ends when the interpolating polynomial is uniquely determined.

Once we have found the interpolating polynomial on the set of test nodes, we have to check whether the resulting bound is correct. This can be done as follows: for each CRS the system can derive some predicates, whose satisfiability is a sufficient condition guaranteeing that the polynomial is an upper bound to the values of the CRS. These conditions involve inequalities between polynomial expressions, which are decidable in Tarski’s theory of real closed fields. For instance, the system would generate the following logical statement for checking that \(y - x + 1\) is an upper bound to \(T(x, y)\):

\[
\forall x, y, x', y': ((x \leq y \land x' = x + 1 \land y' = y) \lor (x \leq y \land x' = x \land y' = y - 2)) \implies y - x + 1 \geq 1 + y' - x' + 1
\]

If these generated predicates hold, then \(y - x + 1\) is indeed an upper bound to \(T(x, y)\). Our extension to PUBS delegates the task of checking such inequalities to the QEPCAD tool [Bro03]. For instance, in our running example \(T(x, y)\) the following script is generated\(^{13}\):

```plaintext
[ Proving correctness of the bound corresponding to simpleLoop ]
(x,y,x',y')   -- Variables
0             -- Number of free variables in the formula
(A x) (A y) (A x') (A y')
[[[x >= 0 \land y >= 0 \land x' >= 0 \land y' >= 0]] \land
[[((-1) x + 1 y' >= (-2) \land 1 x + (-1) x' = 0 \land 1 y + (-1) y' = 2) \lor
  [(-1) x + 1 y' >= 0 \land 1 x + (-1) x' = (-1) \land 1 y + (-1) y' = 0]]]]
===> [[(-1) x + 1 y + 1 >= 1 + (-1) x' + 1 y' + 1]].

finish
```

For this script, QEPCAD yields the message An equivalent quantifier-free formula: TRUE, which validates the inferred bound.

### 6.3.2 Correct array-size analysis

Due to the way memory is handled, an array header will always be included with information about the array. As an array is a regular **Java** object the

\(^{13}\) Variables have been renamed for better readability.
array header also includes the normal object header. Almost all architectures impose constraints on the memory allocator, e.g. memory allocators on the x86 architecture will allocate memory blocks in multiples 4 byte words. Although fewer bytes are requested, the memory allocator will add padding to an object that cannot be used for other purposes. This array header and padding need to be taken into account, otherwise the bound would be an under-approximation.

For instance, all JAMAICAVM allocations are in (multiple) blocks of 32 bytes, considering the 32-bit version of JAMAICAVM. If multiple blocks are needed they are stored in a tree structure with the array content stored in the leafs of the tree. The array header is 16 bytes long, so this leaves up to four pointers to the tree structures. In partial trees (in which the number of elements is not $4 \times 8^n$), nodes leading to unused array contents and unused array contents blocks are not stored, e.g. 16 pointers (four bytes each) stored will take only three blocks: two for the leafs and one intermediate block pointing to the leafs [Sie02]. An example array structure is shown in Figure 6.2. COSTA takes into account neither the array header, nor the structure needed to store the contents, nor padding. Only the space needed by the array contents (object references and primitive types) is included in the bound. This results in COSTA producing a bound for `new int[n]` equal to $n \times \text{size(int)}$, making it indistinguishable from the sequence `new int[1]; new int[n-1]`, so neglecting to account for the extra array header, padding and structure overhead. The (structure) overhead is dependent on the virtual machine used. To deal with these deficiencies we implemented a special mode in COSTA when generating a concrete bound for arrays in JAMAICAVM, as explained next.

![Graphical representation of a JAMAICAVM array of size n, with 33 ≤ n ≤ 255, with a[i] representing the contents of the array. Allocating an array of 63 elements takes 10 blocks.](image)
6.3.3 Virtual-machine specialisation by adding type-size information

COSTA has no knowledge of specific JAVA Virtual Machines like JAMAIACAVM. Our approach is to replace in all the symbolic bounds generated by COSTA the symbolic object sizes by the exact sizes of objects in bytes. The exact sizes are retrieved from the target VM by means of a specially generated program. For JAMAIACAVM, this generated program depends on the Scoped Memory extensions of REALTIME JAVA. For other JAVA VMs we use the reflection API in JAVA, which is more general and can be run on any VM which supports the reflection API. We validated this method for OpenJDK, by interfacing directly with the virtual machine by means of a (JNI) plugin.

For generating bounds for arrays allocated in an instance of JAMAIACAVM, we adjusted COSTA to include an over-approximation. A simple way of calculating the size of arrays, by means of the small recursive function defined in Equation 6.14, could not be implemented in COSTA, because of the manner COSTA represents and calculates the bounds internally. This recursive function is valid for data types of four bytes\(^\text{14}\), which correspond to the size of pointers used in the tree structure pointing to the leafs, resulting in a cleaner formula.

\[
\text{arrayblocks}(n) = \begin{cases} 
n & \text{if } n \leq 8 \\
\lceil \frac{n}{8} \rceil + \text{arrayblocks}\left(\frac{n}{8}\right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (6.14)
\]

By transforming the formula to an over-approximation (by replacing \(\lceil \frac{n}{8} \rceil\) with \(\frac{n+7}{8}\)), we were able to solve this new recurrence equation. The results in a new formula, and after integrating adjustments for the start cases, is listed in Equation 6.15. We have implemented this solution in our version of COSTA, which is included in ResAna, so that analysing arrays now gives a correct over-approximation.

\[
\text{arrayblocks}(n) \leq \frac{n+5}{7} + (\log_8 n + 7) \quad (6.15)
\]

We have a similar formula for arrays in OpenJDK, which uses continuous allocation with a small header by default (an array of \(n\) elements uses \(4n+8\) bytes, on a 32 bits target architecture). For each new JAVA VM a new specialisation for arrays needs to be added in order to correctly generate bounds for code using arrays.

6.3.4 Simplification of bounds

COSTA internally calculates the symbolic bounds without considering the format of the expression. The produced expressions are not necessary user friendly, for instance:

\(^{14}\) These results are valid for data-types with a representation of four bytes. Alternate data-types (e.g. byte, char, short, double), can be calculated by multiplying the input \(n\) by a factor of \(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, 2\) respectively.
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\[
\text{nat}(n) \times \left( \text{nat}(n) \times (c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 1)) + c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 2))) + \\
\text{nat}(n) \times (c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 1)) + c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 2))) + \\
\text{nat}(n) \times (c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 1)) + c(\text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object}, 2)))) \right)
\]

We implemented a recursive descent parser with reductions of mathematical expressions in order to make the expressions generated by COSTA more user readable. The result of an expression is not altered\(^{15}\), but the formula is reordered and reduced to a more user friendly expression. The expression above is transformed into:

\[6n^2 \times \text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object})\]

One can now easily see that the bound is quadratic. This simplification is built into RESANA and applied to all user-visible expressions.

6.3.5 Example

The complexity of calculating Fibonacci numbers is well known. The run-time complexity (in terms of methods calls) of calculating the \(n\)th Fibonacci value using a double recursion is related to the golden ratio \(\varphi = \frac{1+\sqrt{5}}{2}\), which results in a complexity of \(O(\varphi^n)\) method calls. Standard textbooks on complexity analysis use over-approximation, which results in a complexity of \(O(2^n)\) for the same function. By adding an object allocation to each iteration, the heap consumption should be the same as the run-time complexity. The resulting code is given in Listing 6.7. Our tool annotates this function with the bound \((2^n - 1) \times \text{size}(\text{java.lang.Object})\), matching the expected bound.

```
1  int fib(int n) {
2      new Object();
3      if (n < 2) return n;
4      return fib(n-1) + fib(n-2);
5  }
```

Listing 6.7: Adaptation of the double recursive Fibonacci function, allocating an object in each call.

The \(n\)th Fibonacci number can also be calculated by using a single recursion, for which the complexity should be \(O(n)\). The resulting code, with added object allocations, is listed in Listing 6.8. This single recursive function is annotated by

\(^{15}\)Technically the output is altered a little bit as the allocation order, which only matters internally, is neglected. The allocation order is included in the size construct as the second argument. The nat function is also omitted for brevity, and should always be applied to variables.
our tool with a bound of \((n + 1) \times \text{size}({\text{java.lang.Object}})\), also matching the expected complexity bound.

```java
int fib_helper(int a, int b, int n) {
    new Object();
    if (n <= 0) return a;
    return fib_helper(b, a+b, n-1);
}

int fib(int n) {
    return fib_helper(0, 1, n);
}
```

Listing 6.8: Adaptation of the single recursive Fibonacci function, allocating an object in each call.

### 6.4 Stack-Size Analysis

The proposed method of stack analysis requires global knowledge of the program, including its data. A data-flow-based static analyser VERIFLUX is used to provide this knowledge [HTS08] (see http://www.aicas.com/veriflux.html).

Analysis of recursive methods is a challenge in static evaluation of stack consumption. To deal with it, VERIFLUX’s stack-size analysis relies on recursion-depth annotations. A recursion-depth annotation consists of an expression that evaluates to a natural number that is an upper bound on the number of nested recursive calls. Syntactically, recursion-depth annotations are provided as JML measured_by clauses. A measured_by expression is a usual symbolic expression like \(a.length - 1\). VERIFLUX outputs the stack bound in bytes, which is the number computed from the annotations and the input data of the main method. If VERIFLUX discovers recursive methods that do not carry a recursion depth annotation, it uses a default recursion depth, which is a positive natural number or infinity. This number can be configured in the tool’s GUI. In case the default recursion depth is configured to be infinity, the stack size analysis will report an infinite stack size for all threads that call recursive methods that do not carry a recursion-depth annotation.

Expressions for measured_by annotations are obtained using COSTA, which computes both:

- A symbolic upper bound on the depth of recursion (i.e. a “ranking function” for recursive calls) for a given method
- A symbolic upper bound on the number of calls of the method from itself.

The former corresponds to the height of the call tree, the latter represents the number of the nodes in the call tree. For instance, the depth of recursion for a typical implementation of the \(n\)-th Fibonacci number calculation belongs to \(O(n)\), whereas the number of call belongs to \(O(2^n)\). Both a ranking function
and a bound on the number of recursive calls, can be used as \texttt{measured\_by} expressions. The former and the latter coincide if the recursion branching factor \( b < 2 \). The number of calls leads to exponential over-approximation when \( b \geq 2 \).

Initially, COSTA did not output ranking functions, even though they were a part of the tool its internal computations. The tool has been adjusted within the CHARTER project by adding an option that allows ranking functions to be shown.

Consider the method \texttt{fib}, computing the \( n \)-th Fibonacci number, in Listing 6.7. As expected, COSTA produces the ranking function \( \text{nat}(n - 1) \). This represents the depth of the recursion tree. It is transformed by \texttt{ResAna} into the annotation \texttt{measured\_by n-1}. The upper bound on the number of recursive calls that COSTA generates is \( 2 \times (2^{\text{nat}(n-1)} - 1) \). This corresponds to the total number of nodes in the recursion tree.

A Java VM has two stacks: a Java stack and a native one. Interpreted code and dynamically generated code execute on the Java stack. External C libraries, JIT compiled (Java) code and Java functionality implemented natively execute on the native stack. Both have different stack usage characteristics. We consider Java stack usage while running the virtual machine in interpreted mode. While methods utilizing the native stack cannot be analysed automatically, the user can specify bounds in their JML contracts.

Java applications typically call methods from libraries. To obtain good stack-consumption bounds for such applications, one should provide stack-consumption bounds for library methods. In principle, library methods are analysed by CHARTER methodology in the same manner as applications, i.e. as the example above. However, analysis of libraries requires additional technical overhead, because of two issues: libraries are large and library methods may call native routines.

### 6.4.1 Adjustments for analysis of libraries

Since a call to a library-method typically amounts to long chains of calls to other methods, the corresponding call graph becomes very large. The COSTA analysis is based on call graphs, so obtaining resource bounds in this case becomes unfeasible. Computations take too much time and/or at the end one obtains a huge unreadable symbolic expression. Therefore, when performing the stack analysis on programs with library calls, it is best to begin with analysis of the methods belonging to one strongly-connected component of the call graph\textsuperscript{16}. From our experience, COSTA performs it in reasonable time. After that, methods that call the already analysed ones can be analysed. The annotations of the already analysed methods can now be used as contracts. Eventually, all the library is analysed in a bottom-up manner.

Technically, native stacks are needed to cope with methods that are compiled to native machine code (for optimization purposes) and with native methods that are called through the Java Native Interface JNI (in order to access

\textsuperscript{16}Recall that a strongly connected component of a directed graph is a sub-graph in which for any two nodes \( a \) and \( b \), there is a path from \( a \) to \( b \) and vice versa.
services provided by platform-specific native libraries). VERIFLUX does not address StackOverflowErrors due to overflows of native stacks. Since verification of C native methods is beyond of scope of this work, one has to rely on the known information about the behavior of these methods, i.e. corresponding contracts.

```java
1 String toString(int i) {
2     if (i == Integer.MIN_VALUE) return "-2147483648";
3     int size = (i < 0) ? stringSize(-i) + 1 : stringSize(i);
4     char[] buf = new char[size];
5     getChars(i, size, buf);
6     return MyString.valueOf(buf, 0, size);
7 }
```

Listing 6.9: The `toString` method from the `Integer` class in the Java standard library.

As an example for both issues, consider the `toString` method, which belongs to the `Integer` class and maps an integer number to a string, shown in Listing 6.9. Before running COSTA, place this method in the abstracted class `MyInteger`, that contains only `toString` and the methods called from it. Create the abstracted versions of the classes `StringIndexOutOfBoundsException` and `String`, that contain the methods called from `toString`, and the ones called from them, et cetera. COSTA produces a ranking function that symbolically depends on the costs of two native methods: `copyChars` and `cast2string`. If their contracts say that they do not call JAVA methods (which is, indeed, the case for this example), their costs are turned into zeros by ResAna and the final `measured_by` expression is 0. This result can be approved by an accurate data-flow analysis of the method `toString` using pen and paper.

### 6.4.2 Stack-size analysis by VeriFlux

In this section we consider the principles on which the stack analysis of VERIFLUX is based. VERIFLUX computes an invocation graph, in which nodes correspond to methods and edges represent method invocations. Recursive method calls correspond to cycles in the graph. In order to eliminate cycles, one first computes the strongly connected components (SCCs) of the invocation graph. Each SCC with more than zero nodes is then replaced by a single node that is annotated by the sum of the sizes of all stack frames that correspond to nodes (i.e., method invocations) in that SCC, multiplied by the maximal recursion depth over all the nodes (i.e., method invocations) in that SCC. The recursion depths are computed by evaluating the `measured_by` annotations of invoked methods or using the default recursion depth for methods that do not carry these annotations. All nodes that are not in an SCC with more than zero nodes are simply annotated by the size of the stack frame of the corresponding method invocation.

After merging each SCC, one is left with a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each node is annotated with a positive integer. Let this annotation be
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called the stack-frame size of the node. To obtain the final result, VeriFLUX adds
the stack frame size of the node to the maximum of the (recursively computed)
stack sizes of its successor nodes. This can be achieved, for all nodes, in a depth-
first traversal of the DAG.

From the user perspective, VeriFLUX performs stack analysis in the following
way. The tool starts from the main method and evaluates the measured_by
annotations of all called methods in an abstract environment. Variables (and
expressions) in this environment are evaluated to intervals that represent all
possible values they may have according to data-flow analysis. For instance a
variable \( n \) is replaced with the interval \([0, 21]\) if data-flow analysis shows that \( \text{fib}(n) \)
will be called on \( n \) from 0 to 21.

The value that VeriFLUX outputs is an upper bound on the used stack
in bytes, computed from the symbolic measured_by expressions and the input
data of the main method. Note that VeriFLUX’s computation of the abstract
environment is approximate. In the worst case, VeriFLUX may have computed
the abstract value 'Any' for some of the variables that occur in the measured_by
expression. Then the concrete value of the measured_by expression evaluates
to 'Any' as well. If a symbolic measured_by expression is not given, then a
concrete default bound is involved, given by the user. The correctness of this
given numerical upper bound is not checked, VeriFLUX simply uses this value
in the analysis. The upper bounds computed by VeriFLUX are not tight, i.e.,
they may be higher than necessary.

Now, proceed with the Fibonacci example. Let it be called from the main
method in Listing 6.10.

```
1 public static void main(String [] args) {
2     fib(21);
3 }
```

Listing 6.10: Main method calling the fib method.

VeriFLUX computes the depth of recursion, which, as expected, is equal to
20. The upper bound on consumed stack space computed by VeriFLUX is 1156
bytes. This consists of 20 stack frames for the fib method, which use 56 bytes
each, plus 36 bytes of stack space needed to call the method. Calling the same
method with \( n = 22 \) results in a bound of 1212 bytes. This means that a stack
overflow will not occur if 1156 and 1212 bytes of stack space are reserved for the
main thread in the first and in the second case respectively.

To deal with virtual method invocations, VeriFLUX has an option "resolve
opaque calls". When switched on, it considers all possible implementations or
subclasses of a given interface or a superclass. If the analysis cannot resolve
which virtual method is actually called, the maximum over the stack sizes of
all those methods that are possibly called is used. Conceptually, the invocation
graph will then have edges from the caller to all possibly called methods.
6.5 User Experience

We have combined all the CHARTER verification tools in a VirtualBox image for easy installation. This image, the Eclipse plug-in and the source code, can be downloaded from the ResAna website\textsuperscript{17}.

The Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory NLR has used the VirtualBox image in the development of a safety-critical avionics application. Their experience is described in [WW12]. They have selected the Environment Control System (ECS) on board an aircraft for evaluating the CHARTER tool-chain. The ECS is responsible for air conditioning and air pressurization. The application is written in Realtime Java and runs on JamaicaVM.

Before using the CHARTER tools, NLR did not determine any ranking functions for loops or memory-usage bounds, because manually devising them would require a very large effort. Now, thanks to ResAna, these bounds can be inferred relatively quickly, so the programmers now have a better understanding of the workings and hardware-requirements of their software. They applied ResAna for loop bound and heap space analysis. The tool was found to be easy to use. Their industrial user feedback has led to several (small but important) improvements of the ResAna tool. NLR has used the complete CHARTER tool-chain in their evaluation. The use of the tool set resulted in a 21% decrease of the required software engineering effort.

We ourselves have also conducted several case studies with respect to the loop bound analysis. These are discussed in Section 5.4. Furthermore, during a course on software analysis, for several consecutive years, we have asked Master students to perform a series of exercises using ResAna. Students successfully used the tool to infer ranking functions, heap bounds and stack bounds for various examples. Also, they performed a small case study on the code of Pygmy (a small web server). Again, ranking functions could be generated for roughly two thirds of the loops. Similar exercises were also given to PhD students at the 2013 IPA\textsuperscript{18} school on Software Engineering and Technology, who found the tool to be very useful.

6.6 Related Work

The polynomial interpolation based technique was successfully applied in the analysis of output-on-input data-structure size relations for functions in a functional language in [vKSvE08], [SvKvE07], [SvET11], [SvEvK09], [TSv09] and [GSvE13]. This method can, for instance, be used to determine that if the append function gets two lists of lengths $n$ and $m$ as input, it will return a list of length $n + m$.

\textsuperscript{17} \url{http://resourceanalysis.cs.ru.nl/resana/}

\textsuperscript{18} Institute for Programming research and Algorithmics: \url{http://www.win.tue.nl/ipa/}
6.6. Related Work

6.6.1 Loop-Bound Analysis

Hunt et al. discuss the expression of manually conceived ranking functions in JML, their verification using KeY and the combination with data-flow analysis in [HSST06]. What is “missing” in the method is the automated inference of ranking functions, which ResAna supplies.

In [ABG+11], an approach that is similar to ours is taken, in the combination of COSTA with the KeY tool. The results that COSTA gives are output as JML annotations, that may then be verified using KeY.

Various other research results on bounding the number of loop iterations are described in the literature. However, most approaches generate concrete (numerical) bounds [ESG+07, LCFM09, DMBCS08], as opposed to symbolic bounds. The methods that are able to infer symbolic loop bounds are limited to either bounds that depend linearly on program variables (the procedure used in ResAna infers polynomial bounds) [PR04] or that are constructed from monotonic subformulae [Gul09, GZ10].

Several syntactical methods are discussed [FJ10, GJK09], which will be more efficient for simple cases, but less general. Our procedure can be seen as complementary to those methods. In case a syntactical method is not applicable to a certain loop, our more general method can be used.

To generate algebraic loop invariants, Sharma et al. [SGH+13] use a procedure which, as our loop-bound inference algorithm, employs interpolation and separated inference and verification phases. They refer to their algorithm as guess-and-check, as it employs a non-sound inference phase and a verification phase. In the inference phase, the program is executed on data from unit tests and results are interpolated. For checking the invariants they use an SMT solver. The main difference to our work is that they search for so-called algebraic invariants, which are defined as algebraic equalities over program variables, whereas we search for a specific variant (a ranking function) specifying the number of remaining iterations of the loop, the value of which is required to decrease on each iteration. This ranking function implies an algebraic inequality as invariant.

6.6.2 Time Performance Analysis

There are a number of parallels of our work with time performance analysis. This can be average execution time analysis or, more common, Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis. As already mentioned, loop-bound inference can be used for time analysis, in particular for WCET analysis. Depending on the cost function associated with each iteration of the loop, one can compute a memory bound or a timing bound. To properly use this for WCET analysis one has to incorporate extra analysis of e.g. cache behaviour, context switches, et cetera, to precisely approximate the WCET as is done in [WEE+08, RGBW07].

As memory allocators and cache policies are rather slow and unpredictable, the number and the amount of memory allocated have an impact on performance [RGBW07]. One has to resort to special means to alleviate these problems [HBHR11]. Our heap analysis can also be used to gain insight into the
allocations of a program. This can help reduce the number and amount of allocations in a program, which can lead to smaller worst case execution times.

### 6.6.3 Heap-Space Usage Analysis

We have taken the COSTA system [AAG+08] as our point of reference. The authors have recently improved [AGM11] the precision of PUBS, its recurrence solver, by considering upper and lower bounds to the cost of each loop iteration. In a different direction, COSTA has improved its memory analysis in order to take different models of garbage collection into account [AGGZ10]. However, the authors claim that this extension does not require any changes to the recurrence solver PUBS. Thus, the techniques presented in Section 6.3.1 should fit with these extensions.

In the field of functional languages, a seminal paper on static inference of memory bounds is [HJ03]. A special type inference algorithm generates a set of linear constraints which, if satisfiable, specify a safe linear bound on the heap consumption. One of the authors extended this type system in [HH10, HAH11] in order to infer multivariate polynomial bounds. Surprisingly, the constraints resulting from the new type system are still linear.

### 6.6.4 Stack-Size Analysis

In practice, stack usage in Java is often measured by instrumenting or transforming the source code so that it counts consumed resources (and computes other relevant information) on the inputs of the original code. To our knowledge, there are two commercial tools that perform Java stack analysis: **Coverity Static Analyzer** and **Klockwork**, with its **kwstackoverflow**. Another tool, **GNAT-Stack**, analyses object-oriented applications, automatically determining maximum stack usage on code that uses dynamic dispatching in Ada and C++.

In [WQQC10], a static stack-bound analysis for abstract Java bytecode is described. The described method considers Java bytecode with recovered high-level control structures (conditionals and while-loops). The inference process is divided into three key stages: frame-bound inference, abstract-state inference and stack-bound inference. Recall that a frame is a piece of stack reserved for each method invocation. Each stage applies a corresponding set of inference rules. In these rules the authors use *Presburger (linear) arithmetic formulae* to describe states of programs. It is stated that an implementation is under development.

### 6.7 Conclusions and Future Work

To assist in making resource analysis practical, we have introduced new techniques and combined these techniques in our new tool, **ResAna**. Complex loop, heap and stack bounds can be inferred in an integrated way within the **ECLIPSE IDE**. Bounds can be inferred that are specific for the underlying virtual machine (shown both for JamaicaVM and OpenJDK).
Obviously, a full resource analysis tool would also need to build in an elaborate time analysis. For now, we will rely on other tools to provide such information. The ability to infer resource bounds contributes to improving the development process of producing real-time safety-critical systems both with respect to ease of development and with respect to improved reliability. The Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) has successfully used ResAna in the development of a demonstrator safety-critical Realtime Java avionics application.

**Future Work.** A more thorough evaluation of ResAna would be very valuable. A practical case study could point out weak points of the different analyses and suggest directions for improvement. Furthermore, the capabilities of timing analysis tools could be incorporated in our tool or it could be made easy to exchange information between our tool and timing analysis tools. Another direction of future research could be to include work on other kinds of resources that are consumed, e.g. also inferring and proving energy related properties of Java programs might be important. Furthermore, one could define, instead of a single overall memory bound for the complete run-time of a program, a time-dependent memory bound which gives a bound for the consumption on a certain moment in the execution of a program. Such a time-dependent bound is called a live memory bound. Together with information on synchronisation moments, this opens up the possibility to derive more precise memory bounds by adding upper bounds of processes in the periods between synchronisation moments.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis contributes a series of software analysis methods. The methods aid in establishing program properties that are of particular interest for resource-sensitive systems, such as wireless sensor nodes. Desirable properties are security, functional correctness and efficient use of resources.

Security. It is shown how model-checking can be applied to reveal security vulnerabilities. A condition on implementation parameters of the Tamper-Evident Pairing protocol is discovered that excludes a discovered vulnerability, enabling secure implementation.

Functional correctness. A method is presented to improve the coverage of test-cases that are generated using symbolic execution. Automatic test-case generation greatly reduces the manual effort required to adequately test (critical) software. The presented method increases the proportion of program behaviours that are activated by a generated test-set.

Efficient use of resources. First, an energy analysis method is presented, that is based on Hoare logic. It is sound and implemented in the tool ECALOGIC. It represents a step towards energy-consumption analysis of software that is attainable to average programmers. In this scenario, a complex and expensive measurement set-up is only required to build hardware models, not to analyse the software itself. Second, a method to infer polynomial ranking functions for loops is presented. This method advances the state of the art by inferring non-monotonic polynomial loop bounds. Finally, a heap space analysis and a stack space analysis are presented, that enable bounding memory consumption of JAVA programs. The presented heap space analysis, stack space analysis and loop bound analysis are implemented in the tool RESANA. This represents a step towards practical applicability of resource analysis. The Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) has successfully applied RESANA in the development of a demonstrator safety-critical REALTIME JAVA avionics application.
It can be critical to establish such properties of software, but it is a very complex task in general. There is no “silver bullet” of software analysis, we must pick the right tool for the right application. For most properties, automatic inference is undecidable in general. It is therefore the aim to maximise the set of analysable programs, inputs and properties.

Various aspects of this thesis will be combined in my new endeavour at Carnegie-Mellon University. There, I will research the application of memory and time analysis to detect security vulnerabilities within the Integrated Symbolic Execution for Space-Time Analysis of Code (ISSTAC) project. Symbolic execution will be combined with measures and cost models to compute worst-case behaviour with respect to time and memory consumption. By solving the constraint (path condition) for a program to exhibit a certain worst-case behaviour, vulnerabilities to denial-of-service attacks can be detected. By comparing time and memory usage of different program paths, vulnerabilities to side-channel attacks can be found. In this way, ISSTAC applies symbolic execution in the context of resource analysis, in order to increase security. Within this project, I expect to develop new applications and improvements for the analysis methods presented in this thesis, as well as many novel methods, further advancing the state of the art of practical software analysis.


<table>
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<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
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</table>


[LCFM09] P. Lukciejewski, D. Cordes, H. Falk, and P. Marwedel. A fast and precise static loop analysis based on abstract interpretation, program slicing and


Practically every modern electronic device is controlled by software. It is important to establish quality characteristics of this software, such as functional correctness, security or the ability to function with limited resources. Failure of critical systems can be financially costly or even lethal. Functional correctness and security are crucial for safe operation. In a world that is quickly depleted of its resources, energy-efficiency is vital. This thesis presents a series of software analysis methods, each of which aids the verification or inference of one or more of the aforementioned quality characteristics. It focuses on semantic analysis at compile-time and builds upon existing techniques where possible.

Most of this research was done in the context of the GoGreen project, in which a self-learning, secure and energy-efficient smart-home system is studied. Such a system combines wireless sensor nodes to observe a house and the people within its walls with intelligent algorithms that control heating, ventilation, lighting and appliances. The focus in this thesis is on properties that are crucial for such a system: functional correctness, security and efficient use of resources.

To protect the system and the privacy of its users, communication between devices in the GoGreen system must be secured by encrypting the stream of information. To enable this, the communicating parties must agree on a (pair of) key(s). Entering a secret key on a wireless sensor node is impossible, due to its limited interface. A solution is to use the Tamper-Evident Pairing protocol, which enables pairing of two devices by pressing a (virtual) button on both devices within a certain time-frame. However, some of the parameters needed to implement Tamper-Evident Pairing are under-specified. In Chapter 2, model-checking is used to analyse Tamper-Evident Pairing and it is discovered that the protocol has a security vulnerability if these parameters are not chosen wisely. Model-checking is applied in an iterative fashion to discover what values of the parameters result in a tamper-evident set-up. A constraint is formulated from the results that excludes occurrence of the vulnerability.

For embedded software it is extra important that it behaves according to specification, because it can be very hard to update the software in case errors are detected after release. It must therefore be thoroughly tested. Chapter 3 presents a method to improve coverage of test cases generated by symbolic execution for programs with loops. It works by disregarding constraints over symbolic variables while symbolically executing the loop body, i.e. by taking the loop body out-of-context. This can produce models for symbolic variables that execute all branches within the loop body. The symbolic variables can then be concretised to these values.

Wireless sensor nodes are typically battery-powered. The GoGreen system as a whole is intended to save energy or at least be energy-neutral. It is thus crucial that wireless sensor nodes are energy-efficient. The hardware of the wireless sensor nodes is
controlled by embedded software. It is therefore preferable to use energy-efficient implementations. Chapter 4 presents a Hoare logic for energy-consumption analysis. Given a model of the energy-related behaviours of the hardware components, this analysis can statically bound the energy consumption of software running on said hardware. The method is sound and implemented in the tool ECAlogic.

Wireless sensor nodes typically wake up for a short time to do their work, then go back into an energy-saving mode. Their program must be able to execute within this time-frame. It is therefore important to bound execution time. As most of the execution time of typical embedded programs is spent in loops, it is an important step to bound loop iterations. Furthermore, loop bounds are a prerequisite for analysing consumption of any resource, as a certain amount of resources (possibly bounded) can be consumed on every iteration. Chapter 5 presents a novel method to infer polynomial ranking functions for loops. It instruments the loop with a counter, then runs it for a set of test inputs and interpolates a polynomial over the resulting iteration counts. The set of test inputs is chosen such that it satisfies a condition that guarantees the existence of a unique interpolating polynomial.

To be able to cheaply produce wireless sensor nodes, they must be equipped with just as much memory as needed, not more. It is therefore important to be able to bound memory consumption of their embedded software. Chapter 6 presents the tool RESANA and the underlying resource analysis methods. The loop bound analysis method is further extended with a way to deal with so-called condition jumping. A heap-space analysis is developed, using extensions of the resource analysis tool COSTA, which is based on recurrence relation solving. COSTA is extended by applying the interpolation-based ranking function inference method to recurrence relation solving, correcting its results for arrays, simplifying its results and adding a specialisation for Aicas JamaicaVM. Furthermore, a stack-space analysis is presented. This analysis uses COSTA to obtain a measure for recursive functions (analogous to a ranking function for loops), then combines this with data-flow analysis results and measured stack frame sizes from Aicas VeriFlux to obtain a concrete upper bound on the consumed stack space.

This thesis contributes a series of software analysis methods. The methods aid in the establishment of program properties that are of particular interest for resource-sensitive systems, such as security, functional correctness and efficient use of resources. All the presented automatic analysis methods have been implemented in tools.
Praktisch elk modern elektronisch apparaat wordt aangestuurd door software. Het is belangrijk om bepaalde kwaliteitseigenschappen van deze software vast te stellen. Hierbij kan gedacht worden aan functionele correctheid, aan het bestand zijn tegen aanvallen van hackers en aan de mogelijkheid te functioneren binnen systeem dat beperkt is met betrekking tot geheugen, energie en tijd. Het falen van bepaalde systemen kan kostbaar of zelfs dodelijk zijn. Functionele correctheid en bestandheid tegen aanvallen zijn dus cruciaal voor de veiligheid. In een wereld waarin grondstoffen in rap tempo verbruikt worden is energie-zuinigheid geboden.

Het grootste gedeelte van dit onderzoek is gedaan binnen het GoGreen project. In dit project wordt een zelf-lerend, veilig en energie-efficiënt domoticasysteem bestudeerd. Een dergelijk systeem observeert een huis en de mensen die er wonen door middel van draadloze sensormodules. De verzamelde data dient als invoer voor intelligente algoritmes die verwarming, ventilatie, verlichting en huishoudelijke apparatuur aansturen. Dit proefschrift presenteert een serie software analysemethoden die bijdragen aan het vaststellen van kwaliteitseigenschappen die van belang zijn voor een dergelijk systeem: functionele correctheid, bestandheid tegen aanvallen en efficiënt gebruik van beschikbare tijd, energie en geheugenruimte.

Om het systeem te beveiligen en de privacy van zijn gebruikers te waarborgen moet de communicatie tussen de verschillende draadloze apparaten versleuteld worden. Om dit mogelijk te maken, dient er een sleutel(paar) afgesproken te worden. Het invoeren van een geheime sleutel op een draadloze sensor-module is onmogelijk vanwege de interfacebeperkingen. Een oplossing voor dit probleem is het gebruik van het Tamper-Evident Pairing protocol, waarbij een gebruiker op beide apparaten een (virtuele) knop indrukt binnen een kort tijdsbestek. Helaas is een aantal parameters, die nodig zijn om dit protocol te implementeren, niet gespecificeerd. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een kwetsbaarheid ontdekt die optreedt indien deze parameters onzorgvuldig gekozen worden. Deze kwetsbaarheid is gevonden door iteratieve toepassing van de model-checking techniek. Er wordt een propositie opgesteld over de desbetreffende parameters, welke het optreden van de kwetsbaarheid uitsluit.

Het kan erg lastig zijn om apparaten zoals draadloze sensormodules van nieuwe software te voorzien. Voor software die is ingebed in een dergelijk apparaat is het daarom bijzonder belangrijk dat deze functioneel correct is. Deze software dient dus uitgebreid getest te worden. De symbolische executietechniek kan worden gebruikt om een testset te genereren. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een methode gepresenteerd die de dekking van de gegenereerde testset met betrekking tot de geteste code verbetert voor programma’s die loops bevatten. Deze aanpak werkt door de condities die zijn opgebouwd rondom de symbolische variabelen even te negeren en de romp van de loop dus symbolisch te interpreteren buiten zijn context. Dit leidt tot waarden voor de symbolische variabelen
Samenvatting

die het verwerken van alle paden binnen de loop garanderen. De symbolische variabelen kunnen vervolgens naar deze waarden worden geconcretiseerd.

Draadloze sensormodules worden meestal van stroom voorzien door middel van een batterij. Het is daarom cruciaal dat deze modules energie-zuinig functioneren. De hardware van een dergelijke module wordt aangestuurd door software. Het verdient daarom de voorkeur om energie-zuinige implementaties te gebruiken. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een Hoare logica gepresenteerd waarmee een bovengrens kan worden bepaald voor het energiegebruik van software, uitgaand van modellen van de hardware waarop deze software wordt uitgevoerd. De soundness van de methode is wiskundig bewezen en de methode is geïmplementeerd in de tool ECAlogic.

Draadloze sensormodules moeten hun werk meestal doen in korte actieve periodes, waarna ze weer naar een slaapstand schakelen. Hun programma moet binnen dit korte tijdsbestek uitvoerbaar zijn. Het is daarom van belang om een bovengrens aan de uitvoer-ertijd te bepalen. Een belangrijke stap hierin is het afleiden van een bovengrens aan het aantal iteraties van loops. Bovendien is deze bovengrens een vereiste om de consumptie van andere middelen als geheugen of energie binnen de loop te kunnen bepalen. Tijdens iedere iteratie kan er immers een bepaalde hoeveelheid van deze middelen gebruikt worden. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een nieuwe methode gepresenteerd, waarmee polynomiale bovengrenzen aan het aantal iteraties van loops kunnen worden afgeleid. Er wordt hiervoor een teller aan de loop toegevoegd, waarna de loop wordt uitgevoerd voor een set invoerwaardes, waarna de resultaten worden geïnterpoleerd. De set invoerwaardes wordt slim gekozen, waardoor er een unieke polynomiale interpolatie bestaat.

Om draadloze sensormodules goedkoop te kunnen produceren moeten deze worden uitgerust met zo weinig mogelijk geheugen. Het is daarom van belang een bovengrens te bepalen voor het geheugengebruik van hun software. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de tool RESANA gepresenteerd, evenals de onderliggende software analysemethoden. De loop analyse uit hoofdstuk 5 wordt verder uitgebreid. Er wordt een heap analyse ontwikkeld die is gebaseerd op de tool COSTA. Deze tool is werkt middels het oplossen van recurrente betrekkingen en kan worden gebruikt voor de analyse van het gebruik van geheugen, tijd en andere middelen, op basis van een kostenmodel. COSTA wordt uitgebreid met een toepassing van de interpolatiemethode op het oplossen van recurrente betrekkingen. Verdere toevoegingen zijn een correctie van de resultaten voor arrays, een simplificatie van de resultaten en een specialisatie voor de Aicas JAMAICAVM. Er wordt ook een stack analyse gepresenteerd. Deze gebruikt COSTA om een symbolische bovengrens aan de recursie van methoden te bepalen. Deze wordt gecombineerd met resultaten van data-flow analyse en gemeten groottes van stack-frames vanuit Aicas VeriFlux om tot een concrete bovengrens te komen.

Dit proefschrift presenteert een serie software analysemethodes. Deze methodes dragen bij aan de vaststelling van functionele correctheid, van bestandheid tegen aanvallen van hackers en van efficiënt gebruik van middelen als geheugen, energie en tijd. Alle gepresenteerde automatische methodes zijn geïmplementeerd in software tools.
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